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AN INTRODUCTION 

Thia work began with an examination of the trainlnc and practice of 

Auatralian midwives. It set out to answer the questions: 

Bow do we 11ect midwilery today and why? 

Bow is the midw1fe's f.rain1n6 and practice defined in re61J1ations 

and polkies? 

What are the ori,rins of the current method• ol re,ulation, 

tralni~ and practice ol mldw1ve•? 

Bow doea the mldw1fe define her own role? 

Bow i• the m1dw11e educated tor her role? 

It became obvious to the author that none of the answers to these 

queationa emted in iaolation from a aocial and historical context or 

oould be analymed without wider study. Further, that only by 

fleahing out the bonea of regulation■ and curriculae with broader 

understanding would positive change be possible. Recommendations 

that are made to improve the education of midwives or rationalize or 

order practice must be made after, at minimum, a consideration of 

hiatorioal precedent, economic circumatance■, profea■ional areas of 

re■ponaibility and educational theory. 
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The the■is be-1na, therefore, with a broad review of midwifery by 

authorities from a number of disciplines. History receives particular 

emphasis both becau■e of ita importance in contributin• towards an 

understandinc of the pre■ent and future but also because it 

crystallise■ the nature of the idioeyncratic interpretation of the 

obaerver. Alternative interpretations are used to increa■e the 

author'■ under■tandinc and •et clo■er to the nature of the event 

itself. The traditional scientific method of aearchin• out the 

ultimate truth become■ le■- illlportant than acknowled-1nc the variety 

of enatin• positions that need to be explored. Part of the ori.inal 

work within the the■i■ a■ka the profession itaelf to identify its own 

perceptions, to illuminate midwifery from within and balance out and 

compare interpretations made b,- others. The moat important 

ori.inal research undertaken is in the area of emminin• the 

re•ulation of practice acroa■ Australian State■ and Territorie■ and 

midwives' perceptions of their educational process. Another 

complementary but le■a ~nificant enquir7 analyze■ the unique role 

characteristics of the midwife. 

The work be-1na by clarif1'in• and atatin• conventional wisdom about 

midwifery and the profe■aional role and responsibility at birth as a 

number of workin• hypotheses. These are teated within chapters of 

the the■i• to establish whether in fact conventional wi■d~m i■ a 

reaaonable basis from which to plan, implement and evaluate a 

profeulon'■ education and practice. Thia testinc aleo examines the 

reaponaea of clients of midwifery ■ervicea and midwtve■ themselves to 

the conventional wisdom method of or~ution and control of a 

midwifery aervice. 



The chapter■ themselves become the answers to the queations that 

spawned the thesis. 

The work conclude■ by propoaing explanatory models that synthesize 

the findin•s of earlier chapters and explicate the reaponaive nature 

of an applied discipline. 
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Fir■\ Buot,heaia: 

That there u, one conaiBtent prolellalonal J)OBltion on the conduct ol 

Jabour and birth balled on well-documented ao1entil1c evidence. f\ \ 

To teat this hypothesis, a comparison fa made of both published 

literature and lnaUtutionalhsed practice. 

inve■tfsation are reported in Chapter One. 

Second H7potheai■: 

The reaulta of this 

That the 1ncretllfUJ6 emphasis on the use of technol06Y in Jabour and 

birth by proleulonala 1• •upJ)Orted both by 11oe1ety and 11Cholarq 

A content analysis of the popular preaa fa undertaken to teat the 

first part of thi■ hypotheaia. A variety of academic poaition■, 

analy11e11 and interpretations are uaed to teat the second. The 

ftnd~a of both enquiries are presented in Chapter One. 

Third B;rpothe■ia 

That the procedure• and practice• surroundin• birth are rituals 

independent ol the orpnuratlon and structure of 900Jet7 and remain 

constant as these chanp. 

' 



To teat thla h7POtbeata, a brief study of the work of anthropoloaiata 

and a deeper enquiry into the work of historians ia undertaken and 

preaented in Chapter■ One and Two. Thia ■tudy aeta out to 

eatabliah whether ritual& or patterns of practice are the aame acroaa 

aroupa and remain oon■tant over u.e. 

Fourth h;rpotheaia 

That the re•ponslbillty of the health prolesslonal tor the conduct of 

normal Jabour and blrth in Au•tralia ha. been conslatent h1stor1cally, 

and 1• unrelated to chan6es 1n economic and aoclal circumstances. 

/To teat thia h7P<>theai■, an examination of the work of blatoriana la 

undertaken aa they de■cribe both the role of the profeaaional at 

birth and relevant ■ocial and economic chanaea. Thia atudy ia 

developed in Chapter Two. 

Fifth R7potbeat. 

That there are clearly articulated needs and pr1or1tie• ..cabJJ.hed tor 

the practice of m1dw1n. w1th1n the Australian Health Care system at 

both a National and State level. 

To teat thi■ hypotheais, a aearch la undertaken for phtloeophy and 

policy atatementa and auidelinea that rationalize and make conaiatent 

the UN of midwive■ within health care ■y■tem■ at a State and 

National level. Such documentation would develop iaauea of: 
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a) the role and function of the midwife; 

b) the relationship of the midwife to the role and function of other 

health profe■aionala; and 

c) the nature of traintn• and numbers required to be trained to 

meet ■hort and Jon• term needa within the ayatem. 

The ■tudy that te■ta thi■ hypotheaia ia undertaken in Chapter Three. 

Sinh BYpothe■lll 

There are three separate yet linked hypotheae■ tested in the area of 

the education of mtdwtvea. 

Part A 

That the depth, quality and t,YP8 ol education received b;y ■tudent 

mldw1vN 1■ ■ub■tantlall,y the 8111N acros■ Auatralian State• and 

Terr1tor1e■• 

Part B 

That the educational preparation ol mldwive■ ls, in •eneral, 

con■i■ tent w1th modern educational theory and methodoJo•y and ol 

: •ufflcient depth and quality to prepare midwives for practice. 
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Part C 

That reBOurces currenf.17 allocated &o &he education ol midwives are 

e,cpended 1n a cos&-etticien& .manner. 

To teat the h71>0theaia in Part A, a atud7 of the reaulationa and 

auidellne■ that control the education of midwive■ ia undertaken to 

examine theae for conlliatency and compat.ability between St.ates and 

Territorie■• The ■tudy that examines and compare■ thi■ evidence ia 

., undertake in Chapter Three. !art B of the h71>0thesia is more 

: difficult to teat without emminin• and a&N■~ individually the 

fifty-five curriculae uaed in midwifery tratnin• schools throu•hout 

·. Au■tralia. The Nur•■ Reafatration Board •uidelin• under which 

they are developed are emmined and co~pared in Chapter Three. 

In Chapter Five, recent •raduate■ from all State■ and Territorie■ 

were asked to evaluate the ■ucceaa of their educational proaram, in 

prepe.rin• them to work a■ midwives. To teat Part C of the 

h71>0thesia, a questionnaire is used to establish the future career 

plan■ of •raduatea. It alao asked reapondant■ to •-• the 

adequacy or otherwiae of their education in preparina them for 

practice. Thi■ i■ undertaken in Chapter Five. 

Seventh Hypothesis 

That the retention rates ol midwives in the proless1on are within 

accep&ab.le lim1&8 and reflect &he 6f)neral •&ialac&lon ol midwives wi&JJ 

their respons1blli&ies and status. 



Thia hypotheaia ia teated b7 exami~ the retention rate■ of 

midwivea within the profession and their age and experience profile. 

The result.a of thi■ are presented in Chapter Four with additional 

material found in Chapters Three and Five. A comparison ta made 

with internat.ional trend■ and recommendat.lona. Further teatin• 

occur■ in Chapter Four where midwive■ identify the role 

characteriatic■ they believe are their unique contribution to the 

health team. Thia i■ compared with burtltuUonalized ay■tema of 

acknowled•ement of the midwife'• role and function for .. reement. 



BXPLANATORY NQTBS 

Aa thi• enquiry draw■ on a variety of method■, three methods of 

■ummary representation have been used in addition to written text. 

Collected data appear in the text aa tables which are numbered 

conaecutively and indexed. Overviews and flow charts are located 

at the relevant place in the text. Theoretical perspectives 

developed in illu■trat.:ions are placed within the text adjacent to the 

written development of the concept. 

indexed. 

Theae are alao numbered and 

In order to put a contrary view to the one currently held in our 

lan~e and aocial order, the inveat1-ation polarises men and women, 

and medicine and midwifery. Thie them does not attempt to 

mediate on theae viewpoint■, but rather contrasts and h~hU..hts 

differences while acknowled.ing the artificiality of doing ao. 
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OBAPTBR ONE 

BYPOTBBSBS ADDRBSSBD:-

i) That there are a multiplicity of profeaaionaJ. positions on the 

conduct of labour and birth each baaed on scientific 

rationalisation of leaser or greater validity. 

ii) That different value positions are becomina evident from 

within social groups and academic disciplines which question 

the professional emphasis on and uae of technoloay in 

labour and birth. 

iii) That procedures and practices aurroundina the process of 

birth are symbolic rituals which reflect the orpnization and 

structure of a aociety and change as society itself changes. 
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OBAPTBR ONB 

ROW DO WB SBB MIDWIFERY TODAY AND WRY? 

Abetract 

In this chapter it becomes clear that differences that occur in 

midwifery and professional control of childbirth over time reflect and 

provide examples of IIOCial evolution and organization. A number of 

academic diacipline■ are uaed to substantiate thie proposition 

supplemented with a content analysis of the popular press. This 

provides a theoretical analysis of a profe•ion'• role and its 

relationship to the society in which it functions. It is ar•ued that 

current chan•es and issues likewiae demon■trate broader patterns 

than just those of acientific fact or professionalism. Theae patterns 

are explored usin• a variety of theoretical approachee. 

Method 

The chapter draws primarily on the work of aociolo-1ata and 

economi■ta and to a lesaer extent anthropolo-1at.a and feminiat.a. The 

work addresses the first three hypotheses proposed. It attempts to 

answer, at least in part, the question posed in the Chapter's title by 

reviewin• and criticieing literature from these disciplines. A 

content analysie of the popular press over a decade eupplementa the 

more traditional literature review. An analo•y is drawn between 

birth and breast feedin• as similar phenomena under•oin• chan•es in 

professional control and mana•ement. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The iaaue ot professionalism in health care has been well argued 

elaewhere, (for example, Friedaon, 1970 (a) and (b), and 1975; 

Goffman, 1968; Willia, (1983), but its implication■ for midwifery are 

important and require notina aa part of the context and structure in 

which the questions posed in the thesis, the hypotheses are teated, 

and any propoaed theoretical explanation occurs. 

SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 

>.. we ■hall eee in later diacua■ion in thia theaia, the "protellllional" 

control of birth ia of recent origin. The midwife was the woman 

"with" another aiving birth. Her role and re11pon11ibilitiea were 
__....,.--. 

practical and social, not economic or therapeutic. Medical /: 

involvement with birth ia even of more recent oriafn and its baaia, 

unlike midwifery'■, is claimed by 110me author■ to be economic 

(Penaabene, 1980; Donniaon, 1977; Willia, 1983). The proteallional'a 

acceaa to birth was justified on the baaia that auperior reaulta were 

achieved in complicated preananciea or birth■ when special knowledge 

and skills were used for that woman's benefit. Thia affected the 

minority of women aubaequent to, not preceding medicine's ability to 

aucceaafu]ly apply such technique■ (Willia, 1983) but similar methods 

have come to be applied to all women. For example, induction of 

labour has an important place in initiating labour in certain fetal or 

maternal abnormalities. Its almost routine adoption in some places 

haa contributed to increaaed risks (Cartwright, 1979) and decreased 

maternal aatiafaction (Cartwright, 1979). 
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Rothman (1983) deecribea the learninar that occurred in 

hospital-trained nurse-midwives who worked in home birth. As they 

realised the context and situation dependence of their previous 

manaarement techniques, they adjusted and began to see therapy as a 

response to a problem and not - an initiative. Allowing 

professionals access to the event of birth has changed the nature of 

the event. 

Professional control, and in particular the "medical dominance" of 

childbirth were and remain, according to some authors, issues of 

power and control linked to class and gender relations, and as such, 

only partly related to acientific considerations or advances (Willia, 

1983). My work develops this thesis originated in Friedaon (1970 (a) 

and (b) and 1975). Friedaon'a work was critical of the early 

approaches to the study of professions which ". • • accepted the 

profeuion's own reality rather than inveatigatinar it. Furthermore 

the traditional approach did not attempt to locate the power of the 

professions in the wider societal context at the level of the State." 

(Willia, p.9, 1983). 
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I am developtnc thill analyaia on a amaller acale and aomewhat 

differently than that proposed by Willia by focuaatnc on the results 

of prof...tonal control of a aocial event. Profeuionaliam can be 

aeen - havina "■plit" birth from its family of o~. The midwife, 

tnatead of be~ "with" \be woman .. vtn• birth, becomN the 

ezt.enaion and completion of the profe■ldonal control domtna~ the 

experience. She completes the aplit between birth as a aocial 

development of the family and acts aa the .. ent that helps t.ranllform 

it into a medical ritual. It ta not aurprtatnc that this occur■ - the 

notion of midwife bu chanared from one of woman with woman to a 

profeaaional role in it.elf, 

Biatorically, and even into the profeaaional era, neither medicine nor 

midwtter::, penetrated the event it.elf. Until the ver::, recent 

phenomenon of h011pital delivery, the profeaaionale supported rather 

than dominated birth. 

ILLUSTRATION 1 

Profealrlonal Influence on the Social Bvent of Childbirih 

A. llppital Birlh 

OOCTOR MDWFE · 
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B. Home Birth 

MDWFE 

The quality of the relationship was different, with the wholeness of 

the experience maintained rather than ■plit.. Within the family home 

the rituala remain substantially thoae of the family and the choices 

theira. In hoapitala the rituals are foreign to the family and 

intensify the professional's control already laid claim to by their 

perceived expertnea■ and. ■kill. What can be ■een a■ further 

alienating and unnecessary ia that rituals appropriate for therapeutic 

care are tran■po■ed from the aur~cal theatre to the room where a 

woman ~ves birth - the labour .!fAl:.Sl• The sterile uniforms and 

•Jove■ that are worn totally properly to prevent infection of open 

wound■ are uaed when delivering a child from the va~ A 

prol-■ional le~timation which is ■een by aociolo~■t■ a■ prevenim. 

the superior "claas" doctor (Willia, 1983) or midwtte becoming 

"contaminated" by the patient. A distancina measure that highlight■ 

the intrusion of the professional into the paychoaexual experience of 

the family. 



The ultimate conaequence of a failure to communicate and permit the 

woman'■ voice to be heard as a partner in the proceaa of birth has 

occurred recenUy in Great Britain. A Maternity Defence Fund haa 

been formed to aue profeaaionala clearly guilty ot a le•al aaaault 

upon a patient. A "routine" unneceaaary or objected to epiaiotomy, 

for example, ia legally defined aa a aerioua aaaault asatn■t a patient 

(Finch, 1982). English health consumer■ claim to have tried and 

failed in their approaches through government and profeaaional 

colle•e• to gain a hearin• for their complaints. They are •oin• to 

fund individual■ suing doctor■ or midwives who do not respect 

patient■' wiahea (Robinaon, 1982). 

Theae scientific ritual■, when examined, become identifiable aa what 

an anthropolo•i■t may de■cribe aa a "my■tical rite". Doqlaa claim■ 

we have exchan•ed rell-1on for scientific rationliaation a■ a proceaa 

of evolution (Dou•Iaa, 1969). The community'■ dependence on 

acience to provide safety in exchan•e for loaa of autonomy ia 

equalled by the health profeaaional'a need to demon■trate their 

expertneaa and acceaa to rite■ denied the "non-expert" (Veraluyen, 

1981; Willia, 1983; Friedaon, 1970 (a)). There ia an exchange 

occurring which has allowed profeaaional penetration and controL 

Unfortunately when the baaia for the contract ia economic, and the 

market place monopolised by the producer who not only provide■ the 

product but i■ accorded the right to define the community'■ need for 

it, exploitation occur■ very easily (Scotton, 1974; Penaabene, 1980). 
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For Willia (1983), "Medical Dominance" haa a dual foundation. One of 

these is the esoteric knowledge held within the du,cipl1ne (m7 words), 

the other ill the patronage of the State. I believe Willia' anal7aia 

can be taken further. Patronage of the State described b7 Willia is 

reflected in r1-hts to practice, aupport for trainina achemea and 

methods of resulation. Theae developed from and are le~timated b7 

the o~a of the profeaaion and its relationship to the State. 

It ia only- possible for current a7atems to retain the control they

have been accorded since World War II if the basic premille on which 

this control waa elltabliahed continues to be recoaniaed aa legitimate. 

It ia only- possible when women accept others' expertness as 

superior to their own. The inability- of science to be expert in 

areas outside its expertise and trainina is beina increaainal7 

recoanized b7 the community- (Scully-, 1980) as waa reliaion in the 

paat (Douglas, 1969). The community are re■pondina to this 

situation b7 seeking information elsewhere and aharina thill between 

themselves (for example, the formation of Childbirth Bducation 

Aaaociation, Parent Centres Association, Home Birth Groups and 

Nursing Mothers' Aaaociation have occurred within the last twenty 

7eara). Many- women are increaainal7 wantina to ahare the decisions 

and reaponaibilit7 for their birth. Such women are frequently 

articulate and well educated. As Nelson (1983) atronal7 and 

convincingly- argues, workina class women may well have a different 

need. She does not take the argument one step further and 

question whether this is a a1-n of a shift led b7 the middle claaa 

that could benefit all women, but rather treats it as a localised issue 

within this aroup. 
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I do not believe this baa been reaolved either in her paper or 

elsewhere, but that evidence indicates the former. (See for example, 

chan•e• in breaat-feedins ma~ement cited in the conclusion of this 

Chapter.) Books (for example, Lumley and Astbury, 1980) and some 

preparation for childbirth and parenthood claaaes encou~e women 

to become involved in decision makins. The existence, increaaing 

srowth and strensth of community sroups and the movement in the 

last five years of people outside the conventional system of care are 

examples of this chanse. The •rowth of parenthood cJaaaes run by 

non-medical practitioners and their popularity points to parents' 

motivation to learn aa much aa they can about birth and parentin• 

before the event. They recosnise that such information is not 

available in a brief ante-natal conaultation in a doctor's sursery. 

Sociolo«{sts (for e:mmple, Friedaon, 1970 (a); Oakley, 1980; 

Macintyre, 1977), medical economists (for example, Scotton, 1974), 

feminists (for e:mmple, Daly, 1979; Devitt, 1979) provide inlrlaht into 

why the male acientiat baa developed such power over female 

reproduction. 

The closest to a "complete" answer I believe is provided by a 

eociolo~t (Oakley, 1980). 
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"Yet in becomin• a repository of knowled•e about reproduction, 

medical acience is not aome kind of ultimate truth. It hides an 

ideo1o-1cal face. The products of science in •eneral can be 

re•arded as apecific cultural representations, as theoretical 

■trate-1ea ariain• in distinct cultural milieux. Such an approach 

to medicine is necessary if the aetiology and influence of medical 

paradigms about reproduction ••• are to be expoaed." (Oakley, 

p.9, 1980). 

Oakley claims the medical model measures success and expects a 

woman to be completely aatiafied if she emerges alive with a healthy 

infant (Oakley, 1980). It appears today's women take this for 

•ranted and are ■eekin• other •oaia and mea■urea of ■ucceaa. It is 

hardly surprising if these needs are generally unmet in current 

ay■tem■ that may have difficulty appreciati~ their existence. They 

could be described as vague, unquantifiable, insubstantial feminine 

irrationalities by men of science. Cartw~ht claim■ the extent to 

which women's preferences are ignored by current systems of care is 

quite extraordinary. 

She found ninety-one per cent (91%) of British women who had 

previoualy experienced a home birth would choose it in preference to 

hospital birth (Cartwright, 1979). Despite this, Britain is continuin• 

to move inexorably towards one hundred per cent (100%) hospital 

delivery. Thia has never been unequivocally proven to improve 

physical safety for the majority of women (Kitzin•er and Davia, 1978). 

Another contentious issue and focus of considerable publicity in 

Britain ia the hi•h induction rate in many institutions. 
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Cartwi-1-ht'■ larare, well controlled ■tudy ■bowed "overwhelminar 

rejection of induction a■ a preferred way ol ■tartinar labour" 

(Cart1fl"1-ht, p.1159, 1979). 

Lumley and A■tbury (1980) summariaed Australian and overseas 

evidence, which ■how■:-

1. Differential rate■ ol induction between private and public 

patient■• (More private patients are induced than public, 

oppo■ite to expectations if medical need were the chief criterion.) 

2. Differential rate■ of induction between State■ and in■titutions. 

No univeraally accepted medical criteria exist. 

3. Increaaed complication rates in infanta after induced labour■• 

4. Increased pain experienced by women havinar induced labours. 

A■ Cartwi-1-ht her•lf ■tate■ - "Bow did it happen that a procedure, 

which had not been carefully evaluated, which involved considerable 

co■t and hazard■ and wu dialiked by child-bearina WOlllen came to 

be u■ed eo widely and accepted ao uncritically?" (Oartwr1-ht p.158, 

1979). 
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The inability of medical practitioners and midwives practising within 

the medical model to recognise, understand or accommodate the social 

and emotional involvement of patients in child-birth today ia the 

factor moat likely to force change. Consumers are the one group 

potentially powerful enough to disrupt today's tenuous balance. The 

rise of the home birth group and the increasing preaaurea for 

Alternative Birth Centres are a sign that the community ia not 

content to leave total control of childbirth within the medical ayatem. 

Table 1 ahowa the number of newspaper articles taken from all major 

Australian daily newspapers and national weeklies on aapecta of 

women's reproductive health over the Jaat eleven years. Papers are 

sampled by the Department of Health, Canberra. Their officers have 

used the same collection techniques over this time, ao the increase 

shown ia not just an increase of material they sampled, but a 

proportional increase of the total cover of women's health iaauea. I 

counted and categorised articles for the month of March in each 

year. March waa chosen aa the closest complete month to April, 

1982, when I undertook this enquiry. Peaks appeared when 

particular topics became newsworthy. These are included aa the 

fact that such interest waa aroused in itself au batantiatea my case. 

Women's reproductive health ia not a private iaaue restricted to the 

medical consulting room any longer, but ia of political, public, social 

and economic concern. Ita "capture" can be seen aa a transient 

local and historical aberration which aeema unlikely to recur. 
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TABLE I Newspaper Articles Relevant to WOmen'a Reproduction 

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1,12 
Family Planning 
Contraception 5 8 11 9 14 9 14 21 14 24 15 

(2) (3) 
Abortion 6 4 1 4 6 69 15 106 16 4 11 

Birth 3 1 2 2 6 9 2 11 

Pregnancy 

Reproductive 
Medicine 

(1) 
45 10 

6 

3 l 3 

l l 

3 5 

2 4 

9 20 19 17 

(4) 
5 26 22 

Hospitals 
and Birth l 7 4 11 

Home Birth 2 l 3 2 

'l'OTAU, 59 28 16 15 26 84 42 150 64 82 9t 

Particular topics which raised the lllOnth's totalz-

1. Imipriaine and teratogenesis 

2. Moves to introduce abortion clinics into the 
Australian Capital Territory 

3. Lusher motion and debate 

4. Toxic shock 
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It appears the price BOCiety haa paid for improved handlina of the 

abnormal minority is the amount of intervention that occurs in the 

majority of normal births. Physical morbidity and even mortality 

can be increased by injudicious intervention (for example, "There 

were seven neo-natal deaths in Victoria attributed to inappropriate 

induction by the Consecutive Council on Perinatal Mortality" (Lumley 

and Astbury, p.104, 1980)). 

It is increasingly beina suggested that medical intervention can and 

does contribute to the incidence of post-natal depression (Welburn, 

1980; Oakley, 1980; Cartwright, 1979 and Lumley and Astbury, 1980). 

Social and physical outcome■ do not belong on either end of a 

continuum. They belong toaether and are not anti-thetical. 

"Medicine, usually reaarded aa a natural science, actually is a BOCial 

science because its aoal is aocial" (Siaeriat, p.69, 1960). 

Bologh (1981), in a atrona BOCioloaical analysis of current medical 

systems, manages to separate herself from the dominant medical 

perspective and its assumptions still accepted by many writers (aee, 

for example, Shorter, 1983). She studies medicine's alienation of the 

body from the self. The implications of and reaaons for this 

separation are explored in her paper. 
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She concludes that the division of "body" and "aelf" serves a 

purpoae. That ia, treatiDJr the patient as a body allows the 

patient'• ability to learn, underatand and make her own deciaiona · to 

be f«nored. It contribute& to diatancina phyaician and patient and 

reinforces "hia" dominance over "her" vulnerability. The phyaician 

is aeen as a "curer" inatead of a conaultant or reaource that could 

be uaed by the patient to cure herself. By reatrictina the patienta' 

access to knowledae and resources, they remain dependent and 

vulnerable. If the patient is reduced to the level of object, the 

phyaician ia likewise (artificially) elevated to the level of 

"auperhuman". They receive and feel entitled to repect born of 

deference. Boloah, similarly to Doualaa (1969), aeea medical acience 

paired with .._tc becauae it.a ability to cure ta not treated aa a 

hiatorically baaed human power, but a supernatural ability .rfven to a 

aelect few. 

The cure and the ph7sician are seen aa synonymous, the implication 

ta therefore that the patient cannot contribute to the cure heraelf. 

Further, the phyllician, by diapenaina pills or treatments without 

neceaaarily understandina the patient or the ori«fn of the illness, 

diape1111ea maatc not science. Boloah, a North American, claim• the 

moat important reason the physician treats medical knowledae as bia 

own private propert7 aa that of retaining control of the market 

place. 



Improvin• patients' knowled•e may threaten the physician's income -

informed patients will question the need for treatments and may 

refuae them. Bolo•h believes that the answer to the current 

alienation of "aelf" and "body" in medical care is the complete 

involvement of patients in all -pecta of treatment, includ~ the 

allocation of reaourcea. Thia means reverain• the current belief 

that the patient ta inherently incapable of acceptin• responsibility 

for her own health. 

There are ~na that this ta happenin• already. The increaaiq 

educational levela of the population, the •rowth of conaumer advocacy 

•roupa and the use of the maaa media make the old f-hioned 

acceptance of the dominance of the profeuion■ ideolosfcally 

indefenaible. ". • • the statue of patient pre-auppoae■ and 

(re)producea the alientation of self and body" (Bolo•h, p.205, 1981). 

The unity of self and body are crucial in a woman makin• the 

tran■ition to motherhood - unity appears to be difficult to achieve in 

our current systems which impoae patient statue on healthy women 

and treat their bodie■ aa incapable or UL 

Medical or scientific reality ta not independent but ■ocially llituated. 

"Medical reality ta a ■ocially oontructed reality" (Rothman, p.270, 

1983). If one accepts this position, and it appears a etron• one, 

then the content of medical knowled•e muat become a lesitimate are 

for ■ociolosfcal research (Rothman, 1983). The consequences of 

permittin• medicine to define its own market place are that it also 

provides a powerful reason to assume control over both midwives and 

women sfvin• birth. 
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ECONOMIC RBVIBW AND ANALYSIS 

The concept of the medical market place described ao convincinaly by 

Scotton (1974) baa been developed into Tabie 2. Scotton arauea 

about the danger■ of allowing a monopolistic producer to interpret 

and define the demand it auppliea. Deapite the location of medicine 

in the "market place" in our aociety, there are important factor■ that 

prevent the market beina autonomous and reatrict competition. 

Scotton deacribes Auatralia a■ havina a "manaaed market"(1974). 

Public and quaai-public authoritiea ■hare control with the medical 

profe■aion. Auatralia'• situation i■ unique (apart from the United 

State■) in the power private medical practice ia able to exert. 

Auatralia'• doctors have additional ■tatus not accorded their overaeaa 

colleaaue■, that of formina the upper cla■a in a peculiarlT eplitarian 

IIOCietT (Penaabene, 1980). He claims their attitude■, value■ and 

■tateaenta have rarelT been challenaed, examined and evaluated. 

Aleo that, unlike an ordinary conaumer, the health con■umer is 

peculiarlT diaadvania.ed. "Even the averaae, well-informed 

individual ia handicapped in evaluatina a physician'■ advice or 

performance, becau■e the information needed to make an informed 

decision is withheld or unavailable" (Scully, p.11, 1980). Although 

their position in the market ia aa "amall-buaineNmen" (Scotton, 1974), 

medical practitioner■ find it difficult to explain or rationalise their 

actions to patient■• 
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TABLE l NIDICAL NUKft' PLN3 - 'IB• •na Joa Rll!JC.• SYSTEM 

MEDICAL PRACTITIONER 
•Small Buaines•an• 

Monopolistic 
producer 

•111• conauaer 
- naive 

CUSTOMER 

- knowledgeable - vulnerable 
- in control 

BXCBANGE 

Treatment t-----------1 Good Health 

Powerful 
wealthy 
organization 
may oppose 
change if 
not 
considered 
in its best 
interests 

After Scotton, 1974. 

RESULTS 
Basily exploited aarket 

Little caa tition 

MAY PR:>DUCE 
Rapid Throughput 

Cursor Care 

MAY STil«JLA'l'E 

Collective 
result in 

No 
control 

over 
market 

a• 
individual 
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Thia stance ia unlikely to be found in ot.her amall buainessmen 

because of their fear of losing custom, furthermore, it is part of 

auccesaful buaineas atrategy to identify and meet the customer's 

needs. Bconomiata claim one reason for a lack of reaponaiveness of 

the medical market ia the power of medical organization• which work 

to further the interests of their members and promote cohesion and 

conaensus within (Scotton, 1974; Penaabene, 1980) 

"Other health profeasionals are potential competitors, and their 

containment is an important element in medical policy" (Scotton, p.16, 

1974). Scotton describes how medical organizations have managed 

competition from optometrists and chiropractors. Penaabene (1980) 

shows how the rapidly developing medical profession defeated 

alternative medical practitioners at the end of last century. The 

arguments uaed in these debates, like Shaw's in a later chapter 

(Shaw, 1947), emphaaize "science" and "public good", not economics. 

But 88 Scotton (1974) and Penaabene (1980) show, t.he latter :la likely 

to be more important. Despite claims to the contrary, medicine 

"marketed" itself 88 a auperior product. A fascinating recent 

proposal by a North American midwife is that midwivea use modern 

marketing techniques to sell themselves and their product (Swingle, 

1983). 



Nurses and midwivea were reco•nlaed by medical practitioners as 

potential competitors a hundred years ~o. To survive, both were 

forced to make concessions and adopt a feminine aubeervience that 

sits uncomfortably on today's women (Law, 1980). Female medical 

practitioners face, and continue to face, diacriminatton ot opportunity 

to enter and advance in medicine throughout the Western World 

(Sullerot, 1971). Sexiam is quite clearly demonstrated in medicine's 

attitudes to its own women (Swinburne, 1951; Morgan, N.D., Bncel et 

al, 1974). Women who succeed in medicine are accepted as "honorary 

men" (Young, 1981). Thia permits them latitude not allowed their 

more "female" aiatera. It allows men in medicine to cope with 

"uncharacteristically" female behaviour, such as rationality and 

aaaertiveness (You~, 1981). 

It is poasible to poatulate aexiam combining powerfully with 

profeeaional elitism and the fear ot economic competition to aaaert 

medicine's dominance over less presu.toua female health care 

workers. ,Aaain, today's ar~menta supporim. medical dominance in 

health care systems rarely mention economic conaiderationa. Earlier 

writer■ were either more perapicacioua or leaa careful in maskin• 

their motives. Despite their inability or intent.ion to deliver all 

women includin• those unable to pay, medical practitioners fo~ht 

stro~ly against the training, re-1strat.ion or even exiatence of 

midwives (Pen•bene, 1980). Forater'a "Pro•reaa in Obatetrica and 

Gynaecology in Australia" (1967) makes this explicit. 
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"Doctor pre-eminence in ob■tetrics was continued by the medical 

profes■ion'a failure to provide any ■y■tematic trainina of 

midwivea. There were heated araument■ over what form 

trainina, if in■tituted, ahould take, because many doctors feared 

that the fully wualified midwife would not only take over 

obstetrical practice, but al■o invade the lucrative field of 

diaeuea of women" (Forster, p.U5, 1987) 

Cowell (1981) and Donni■on (1977) explore the aituation in Great 

Britain, and Kobrin (1986) and Devitt (1979), the United State■• 

Both countries show ■imilar patterns to Australia. The power of the · 

medical profea■ional place■ him in an ideal poaition to dOlllinate other 

allied profeaaionals. Moreover, this power, when used in the market 

place when the con■umer i■ not only lackina in relevant knowledae 

but dependent and powerleu, makes the ■ituation "ideally suited to 

exploitation by producer■" (Scotton, p.223, 1974). Tho■e who miaht 

question the judaement of the market place from a position of 

knowledae and experience (midwives and nuraea) are devalued by 

their ■ex and poaition. Society's needs continue to be both defined 

and met by the monopoliatic producer. For example, midwives were 

not conaidered, or consulted when obstetricians and aeneral 

practitioner■ aareed to divide childbirth between them in 1981 

(editorial comment, AMA Gazette, December, 1981). A letter from 

Freeman in the Nursina Mother' Aaaociation Newsletter of Ma:,, 1982 

shows this to be out of touch with consumer needs. "The trend 

away from the hiah levels of technoloay uaed in childbirth towards 

the more homely birth centres run by midwives ia a welcome relief 

for moat women" (Freeman, p.23, 1982). 
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Scotton (1974) demonatrates with his analyaia how even conventional 

medicine sits uncomfortably in our current medical market place. 

Recent pre•• articles and admissions from the Auat.ralian Medical 

Association preaident show clearly that not only is the market open 

to exploitation but that aome practitioners are exploittn• it. 

Obstetrics appears to be even more difficult to fit legitimately into a 

medical market place model because an artificial or anticipated need 

is created in an otherwise healthy woman. Obstetricians (that is, 

for the purpose of ar•ument, "specialist males"), treating normal 

healthy women, are unique in history and only found in 

reaource-rich nation• auch as the United States and Australia. 

Obstetricians are highly trained acientists whose speciality is 

intervention in emer•encies or abnormality. They are less well 

prepared by orientation, trainin• or background to handle 

uncomplicated childbirth (Klooaterman, 1973). 

A new market was created as increasing numbers of specialists were 

produced in exceas of thoae required to handle emer•encies only. 

Specialists began to manage normal midwifery for the first time. 

Specialist areas of medicine have increased ten times in proportion to 

the increase in •eneral practice (Penaabene, 1980). In Victoria, the 

percentase of doctors in •eneral practice alone fell from e{Shty-seven 

per cent (87X) to forty per cent (40X) in the years between 1933 and 

1978 (Penaabene, 1980). 
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The Medical Manpower Survey (1979) reports evidence that some 

individual medical ■pecialities are in or cloae to oversupply. The 

Jamiaon Report on efficiency and administration of Australia's 

hospitals recommended, inter aHa, that medical student numbers and 

specialist t.raini~ poaitions be reduced immediately (Jamiaon, 1981). 

It aeems reasonable to aasume that the medical professions, in the 

intere■t• of it.a own members, would define "oversupply" differently 

from other groups. 

If the distribution of specialists reflected medical need only, it would 

be rea■onable to aa■ume a relatively equal spread acroas Australia's 

population. Opit (1979) highlights the fact the South Australia has 

nearly double the number of specialist obstetricians of Western 

Australia. Be compares the number of caeaaran aections performed 

in theae two States. Be conclude■ that (aa there are no significant 

differences in mortality or morbidity) faahion or style of practice 

appears to be the reaaon for this difference (Opit, 1979).· The 

consequences of ■uch a fashion are economic. The implications, 

however, of not impo~ • some control on their numbers and 

distribution are demon■trated by Opit's work. South Australian 

women under thirty year■ of a•e have a twenty per cent (20X) or 

higher caesarian rate, compared with their Western Australian 

counterpart■' rate of five per cent (5X). 
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Opit (1979), Lumley and Aatbury (1980) and others have accumulated 

Australian evidence that. indicates increase in apecaliat managment of 

normal pre•anancy and birt.h, while provin• more e.xpen■ive, does not 

neceasaril7 improve physical outcomes. It may actually increaae the 

patholo•y a■ac>ciated with birt.h. Studies from oversea■ ■upport this 

position (for example, Chalmers, 1978; Dunn, 1976; Mehl, 1978 and 

Oakley, 1980). 

Table 3 repreaenta the obstetric market found in Australia today. It 

h1-hli•hta and aummari■ea ita inadequacies. Theae inadequacies are 

not just those inherent in eacalatin• coats or the fact that it may 

not provide optimal phyaical re■ulta. These ahould be sufficient, aa 

Opit (1979) aug•eata, to examine current obstetric care in Australia 

moat carefully. There i■ a lack of "control" built into our current 

ayatem. The experience i■ defined and controlled by the group who 

benefits economically from the current monopoly. Peer review and 

medical audit are insufficient mechanism to employ aa they retain 

examination and power within the •roup and served by the atatua 

quo (Scully, 1980). Consumer• or other health profeaaionala are not 

con■ulted for their views or considered to have any power. Aa 

Friedaon atatea ". . . the medical profeaaion, which gained freedom 

from re•ulation by others, re•ulatea itself in ways whose 

effectiveneaa ia not &elf-evident (Friedaon, p.96, 1970). 
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The current market place ay■tem ia influenced by a number of 

structural factors. For example: 

a. payment■ are made at a hi.her rate to obstetrician■ than pneral 

practitioners for performing an identical procedure (Medical 

Benefits Schedule Book, 1983); 

b. there is no general recognition of midwife-managed confinement 

by reimbursement of fees by health funds or •overnment to 

client or midwife (Medical Benefits Schedule Book, 1983); 

c. payments are increa■ed for each intervention performed so 

"normal" birth is of leas economic worth (Medical Schedule Book, 

1983); 

d. there is an over-production of specialist medical practitioners in 

this country (Jamison, 1981); 

e. there is a ready availability of skilfully marketed, aophiaticated 

medical technology rarely independently or thorou•hly evaluated 

before implementation (Lumley, 1982); 

f. the strength, solidarity and influence of medical unions compared 

to those of female health professionals (Scotton 1974; Willia, 

1983); and 
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g. the relative weakneas of conaumer aroupa (tor emmple, there are 

no health conaumers represented on Nurses' Boards in any State 

thouah recommendations have been made to the Victorian 

Parliament that community representatives must be appointed to 

Medical Boards [Interim Report upon Complaints Procedures 

aaatnst Health Services, Parliament of Victoria, 1982-831). 

Undoubtedly, aome ot theae factors have ethical u well u economic 

and aocial consequences. Likewise, their origins contain ethical as 

well a■ economic and aocial components. 

It seems impossible to just.tty the "capture" ot reproductive health 

within ■uch an expen■ive aystem any lonaer, or to tanore any lonaer 

the consequences of doina ao. 

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM ANTHROPOLOGY AND FBMINIST THBORY 

Medical science does not monopolise knowledge. It seems however, 

in line with any society'• need to invest its cultural patterns with 

leaftimacy, we have at this time in history accorded it this riaht. 

Such a monopoly ot quite recent orfain. A• Pen•bene (1980) points 

out in hia analysis, it paralleled a number ot important scientific 

diacoveriea. Fortuitously, it coincided with a tall in death rate from 

infectious diseases and an improvement in living conditions. 
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Our acientitic culture ia aa a cultural pattern, no different from any 

other and without a "monopoly of truth". Cultural patterns and 

belief ■yatema deny any rival conceptions the •round in which they 

might root. Our Western Shaman ia today more likely to be the 

medical ■pecialiat than the priest. Shamans "see" or experience 

differently from others and Jealously guard their eecreta and skills 

from other■ (Dou•Ja■, 1969). An anthropolosiat would see Western 

woman's view of illness aa aomethin• that requires precise diagnosis 

and ■cientific treatment ia no leas inten■e than traditional woman'■ 

dependence on the midwife or medicine man. For numerous reasons 

expanded upon here and el■ewhere, child birth remain■ within, 

anthropoloslcally apeakin•, the realm of medical mysticism and 

re:u.rton. 

Anthropology can a■ai■t ua to identify specific elements of our own 

cultural patterns which we have taken for •ranted a■ normal and 

necessary. It a■aiats ua to identify elements of the pattern that 

accord■ with our own idiosyncratic world view. 

Marsaret Mead ■eea ". • • how we become parents" aa one of the key 

que■tiona that locate ua in a pre-determined way within our own 

culture (Mead, 1972). That there is no one way and that such a 

variety of methods are u■ed confirms it aa a culturally defined 

experience. She takes "birth" and places it firmly with "death" aa 

phyaiolosical events imbued with immenae cultural variation and 

significance. Childbirth, like death, ia a biolosical event but its 

importance lies in its social character (Oakley, 1980). 
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Anthropologist.a have provided us with a hundred years of 

cross-cultural obaervation of childbirth. For almoat all this time, 

includina today, their work has been ignored or not recoaniaed as 

relevant in illuminating our own rites and rituals. Science has 

become our "world view", but by doing ao is no more or leas open to 

a variety of interpretations than other world views. 

Ford (1945), Mead (1975) and the Newtons (Newton and Newton, 1972) 

have provided us with insight into Western cultural patterns. Ford 

reviews anthropoloatcal evidence from sixty-four societies. He makes 

generalizations in the light of this evidence which can be illuminating 

for a Western-oriented practitioner. 

Certain features distinauish our current cultural patterns from those 

I have abstracted from traditional cultures described by Ford (1945). 

1. The place of men and their authority over women. 

2. The position adopted for birth is for the convenience of the 

accoucheur. 

3. The exclusion of familiar experienced women from the labouring 

woman. 

4. The use of institutions in which to give birth. 
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Ford adopts a functionaliat approach to anthropolo•y. Be claims 

patterns of behaviour surrounding birth must be functional for the 

race or group to ■urvive. That "primitive man", Jackina medical 

science, developed rules to guide his fellow in appropriate methods of 

handli~ birth (Ford, 1946). Be does not make the next atep and 

postulate that our rules may be the same. In his writing, he 

invests our society with a wisdom derived from science quite 

different from other "primitive" societies. It appears we have 

exchanged our female-dominated social model for a male-controlled 

medical model. A number of reasons can be proposed for this 

change. Moat importantly because the former was known to contain 

elements of phyaical danger to the mother and the scientific model 

was believed to reduce these. As a result of this exchange, men 

have increasingly controlled and defined the experience for women -

women's own perceptions of the experience have been seen as leas 

important. Women's qualitative perceptions of the experience are 

unlikely to be recoaniaed u relevant in a Western aoclety whose 

dominant ideoloay values quantative statistical measures of outcome. 

It appears the Western medical model has difficulty appreciating 

other measures exist. It is interesting that other societies respond 

to birth and m-■urea of success very differently (for example, Mead, 

1975 and Newtons, 1972). Academic disciplines have likewise, until 

recently, ignored women's experience of birth and seldom examined, 

analysed or attempted to assess it (MacIntyre, 1977). 

Anthropolo-1st■ such as Mead are notable exceptions. 

Dale Spender, a noted feminist writer, takes us still further in the 

search for a satisfying theoretical explanation. 
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Perhap■ it i■ becau• ■he i■ writin• recently and after what :la baa 

been clearly ■tated and ■e:dam exposed, that it bu become possible 

for her to ■tart to develop ins{ahts into the quality or 

characteri■tic■ of the relatJonahip between man and woman. 

"It appears men have made up the meanin• for society and then 

have checked with other men to see if thoae meaniq■ are 

accurate" (Spender, p. 76, 1983). 

B. Ardner (1976) o~ted the application of the terma "dominant" 

and "muted" and uaed them to deacribe how women were e:zcluded 

from the formulation of meani~ within culture■• Re initially 

su■pected thi■ orfainated as a flaw in anthropolos{cal methodoloay. 

Other theoriat■ have found a aimilar "flaw" in their own diaciplinea, 

for emmple O'Brien in political theory (1983) and Oakley (1976) in 

aociolo•Y• It aeema that the "dominant" and "muted" concept 

transcend■ within-diacipline enquiry and is rather a description of 

the orderina of ■ociety manifested in our intellectual traditions and 

even the structure of our Janarua.e (Spender, 1983). The analyses 

used in thi■ chapter confirm this position. Male meani~• are the 

encoded and validated ones. 

"When the meaninas of women are consigned to non-existence, 

when the re.-ters for discourse are male decreed and controlled, 

women who wish to express themselves must translate their 

experience into the male code." (Spender, p.81, 1983). 
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Why is it that women accept or even act to ■upport this situation. 

The maintenance of male dominance depend■ on the consensus of 

women and their acceptin• des1-nation a■ a "muted" •roup. I 

believe it rea■onable to postulate that thia situation en■ta because it 

is ■WI deemed to be a "proper" relationship by the majority of 

women. It e:dsts as a creation of the intellect, as a model refiecting 

attitudes and values, notions of propriety and fitneaa of thiq■ that 

have evolved from a number of sources over a period of time. 

Feminist historians tell us reu.fous strictures on ho.w women should 

behave in relationship to men were highly influential a■ were 

differential acceaa to education and income-generatin• emplo:,ment 

(see, for example, Donniaon, 1977; Bhrenreich, 1979; and Wertz 

1977). Ne•ative perceptions of biological capacitie■ were developed 

and used against women. Increasingly, the con■truct of intellect 

that ha■ supported male dominance and women's aquieaoenoe I■ no 

longer accepted. Structural supports such as discriminator:, acceas 

to education and · employment are being removed. Women are 

refulling to accept Victorian morality that decreed sexuality and 

related issues should remain intenael:, private. O'Brien claims when 

the:, become public issues and women can compare experiences and 

become united, concerted opposition to the dominant culture is 

poallible (O'Brien, 1983). I have presented two examples of this, the 

c~e from the private to the public domain deaoribed b:, O'Brien7 in 

this thesis. That i■, the formation of various women's groups 

focuued on issues such as breast feeding and home birth. 
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AN ANALOGY 

It appear■ uaetul to summarise this chapter uain• a cloaely related 

analo•y. Breast feedin• has never been univeraally poaaible or 

accepted by women. History shows that for at least two thousand 

year■, some women have been unable or refuaed to suckle their 

infants (Skolnick, 1973). "Lactation seems to require a specific set 

of physical and consitutional capacities on the part of both mother 

and child" (Skolnick, p.277, 1973). Milk production is easily 

influenced by anxiety or lack of confidence. Infants of mothers who 

couldn't or wouldn't feed them generally died. The clear 

relation■hip between their survival and brea■t feedi~ has been 

acknowledpd for thousands of years (Skolnick, 1973). Deapite the 

introduction of acceptable substitutes for breast milk in thia century, 

breast fed infants remained considerably advanta•ed over their bottle 

fed contempories. A.a science, however, became more expert and 

involved in the preparation of increasingly complex biochemical 

formulae for infant feedin•, a aubtle den1-ration of breaat feedin• 

occurred. Breast feedin• became aeen (particularly in the United 

States, where paediatrician■ "prescribed" how infant■ were fed) as 

old-fashioned, impreciae and not open to calculation and control. 

One writer claims that at no time in human history ha■ ■uch a rapid 

change of behaviour been recorded (Ebraheim, 1978). Another, that 

thia major attempt to replace human milk is one of the ■tra~est 

aociolo-1cal quirks of this century (Campbell, 1981). The presence 

of midwives in the United Kin•dom and Australia and Australia's 

innovative Child Health System prevented the more extreme 

manifestations of this seen in North America. 
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Despite this "insulation" by midwives and concerned child health 

medical practitioners, breast feeding fell to fifty per cent (50%) in 

Victorian mother■ at the end of World War II (Director of Maternal 

Infant and Pre-School Welfare, Department of Health, Victoria, 

1975-1978, cited in Lumley and Astbury, 1980). latro•enic lactation 

failure became common in women. Hospital routines were imposed on 

women having babies as they were for ill patients in adjacent wards. 

Babiea were fed by the clock and weighed to see how much they 

obtained. Bottles were s{ven freely to "supplement" breast milk and 

mothers encouraged to ■leep through the night. Babies were housed 

separately from their mother■ who had little time to adjust to their 

rhythm■ and needs prior to going home. Research into lactation 

now ahow Ju■t how harmful were mea■urea imposed in •ood faith and 

in the light of current scientific knowledge. 

A■ lactation became le■a common, community example and akilla were 

lo■t. Health profe■■ional■ lacked the expertise, knowledge and 

motivation to as■i■t. Deapite clear difference in mortality and 

morbidity between brea■t and bottle fed infants they did little to 

reverae the trend. Over the la■t ten year■, increa■ingly 

aophi■ticated research has demonstrated some of the conaequence■ of 

the decline in brea■t feeding. The increa■ing incidence of aller•y 

and the implications on adult health are just two of a number of leas 

obviou■ consequences now ■urfacin• and bein• reco•nised (Jelliffe 

and Jelliffe, 1978). The unneceasary coats to a reaource-rich 

country are now being looked at carefully. The co■ta, both human 

and economic, in Third World Countries are incalculable. 
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One of the important factors in the resur•ence of successful 

breaatfeedin• baa been the growth of voluntary women's support 

•roups. Nur■in• Mothers' Aaaociation of Australia and La Leche 

League in the United States are outstandin•ly succeBllful e:mmples. 

It seems reaaonable to assume their activities have been a powerful 

stimulus on professionals to improve their levels of knowled•e and 

support for lactating women. 

Other factors have also obviously been important. The move 

toward■ "natural" baa been marked in infant aa well a■ adult diet. 

Also an increasing awareness that while modern medicine baa had 

some spectacular auccesaes, it also has blind spots, failures and can 

precipitate iatrogenic disorders (Jelliffe and Jellitfe, 1978). 

"It would seem that the medical professionals have overaold the 

abilities of modern science and undersold the innate wisdom, 

resources and responaes of the healthy mother" (Klau■ and Kennell, 

p.vii, 1980). Modern women are less likely to be convinced by a 

· purely "scientific" "quantitative" argument and do value the 

qualitative subjective feelings associated with feedin• their children 

themselves. Those that are unable or refuse to do ao know that 

they can safely rely on the beat that science can currently offer to 

make sure that artificial feeding is adequate and safe. Formulae 

manufacturers have had to accommodate a reduction in income as the 

incidence of breast feedin• has increased. It remains to be seen if 

the analogy follows further into a debate on obstetrical management 

of normal birth and whether medicine is prepared and able to reduce 

ita profit margins. 
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CONCLUSION 

The teau.n. ot the first hypothesis demonstrates there are a number 

of profe•ional opinions on the conduct of labour and birth and the 

evidence on which these are baaed varies in depth and ~our. 

There ia alao, at the very least, difference of opinion from within the 

general community and academic disciplines which question the 

profeuional emphasis on and use of technolo•y in labour and birth. 

The third hypothesis itself is both a substantiation and explication of 

the first two. It appears the procedures and practices ■urroundinc 

the process of birth are symbolic rituals which reflect the 

orpni■ation and structure of a aociety and change aa aociety itself 

chan•ea. That Western rituals are scientifically oriented makea them 

no more or leas a ritual than those found in a traditional aociety. 

They are baaed on value positions and because of this are open to 

scrutiny by practitioner■ wiahin• to ensure their practice ia of the 

highest scientific standards and by the lay community who have their 

own expectations and measures of aucceaa. 

When teated, none of these three hypotheses baaed on conventional 

wisdom are found to be sustainable. 
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CBAPTBR TWO 

HYPOTHESIS ADDRBSSBD 

That the responsibility- of the health professional for the conduct 

of normal labour and birth in Australia ia of recent orisin and 

baa its basis in economic and aocial circumstance. The proce■s 

of chance ta perceived differently according to the interpretation 

of the sroup or the individual recordinc this chanse. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

WHAT ARB THE ORIGINS OF THE REGULATION, TRAINING 

AND PRACTICE OP MIDWIFERY IN AUSTRALIA 

ABSTRACT 

In thia Chapter hiatorical perspectives are presented and reviewed. 

The conaequencea of a lack of recorded "women'■ hi■tory" and how 

thia influences current understanding is considered. Particular 

mile■tone■ and political, reu.tc,ua and economic preuure■ are 

identified in ao far - these contributed to the decline of midwifery 

- a viable and respected profe•ion for women. It i■ concluded 

that the rise of nuraina as a profession and the increaatna reapect 

and authority accorded medicine contributed to the decline of the 

midwife - an independent practitioner. 

METHOD 

The method used is to examine historians varied perceptions of 

relevant issues. Thia confirm■ that the position of the obNrver 

create■ an idiosyncratic interpretation of the evidence. The method 

demon■tratea how thia influences and contribute■ to current 

knowledge and underatandina in a manner that may be 

di■proportionate to the quality and amount of evidence drawn on 
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INTRODUCTION 

Midwifer7 fa a venerable profesaion whoae eziatence can be 

recosniaed in ancient. writ.iqa of t.he Bsypt.ians, Greeka, Romana and 

Jews. The term ill derived from a woman who aharea, or ia wit.h 

another, durins birth (Donniaon, 1977). Shared experience reaulted 

in the acqubrition of knowledse and akilla that. could assist. the naive 

partner. Thia sharins created a unique opportunity for the midwife 

to contribute emotionall7 and practicall7 to the quality of t.he 

experience. Thia in t.urn, in aome place■, provided her an income. 

The experience of sivins birth heraelf was a prerequhtite for t.he 

Buropeen, Auatralian and North American midwife until the last 

century, and in man7 places, remains ao today. Childbirth and 

midwifer7 were excluaivel7 women'• buaineBB unt.il three centuries 

asa in Burope and remain ao for moat of the world's population 

(Donniaon, 1977). , The person who controls childbirth in Weatern 

aociet7 is no lon•er determined by aex, religious belief, moral 

behaviour or peraonal experience - this ia a profound and quite 

rapid shift. from previous recorded history. It parallela, however, 

other important economic and aocial shift■ in at.t.itudea towards, and 

t.he importance of women. 

important and potentially 

If the domination of women over this 

lucrative area of human activity had 

remained, it would have been extraordinary and contrary to a 

seneraliaed movement towards economic, educational and ■octal 

at.ratification of male and female unkown previoual7 (Oakle7, 1976). 



The majority of the world'• population Jrive birth in traditional ways 

with little trained auiatance of any sort. The World Health 

Or•anization estimate■ that seventy per cent (7~) of the world's 

birth■ have no health-trained attendants of any sort (Andrews, 1982). 

The Au■tralian situation had been leas well documented than that of 

Europe and North America (see for example Donniaon, 1977; Cowell 

Wainwl"i.cht, 1981; Fox, 1969; Devitt, 1979; Kobrin, 1966; Olds, 1980; 

Rook■, 1980; Swanson, 1978) 

Australian nurain• and midwifery developed out of the traditions and 

trainin• be•un by Florence N1-hti~ale in the nineteenth century • 

.n.rattna nurses replicated patterns of trainin• and practice in 

Au■tralia. The under~ u■umption■ of this method of preparation 

of nurses have not been que■tioned until very recent times and clolle 

link■ remain. 

THE HISTORY OF AUSTRALIAN MIDWIFERY 

Mr■ McTaviah, who advertiaed her services in The Hobart Town 

Ga&ette of 1824, was certainly one of the first trained midwives to 

practiae in thia country (Love, 1978). It ia noteworthy that her 

trainin• was undertaken in Scotland, were trainin• pro•rammea were 

available earlier and more widely than in Bn•land (Donniaon, 1977). 

She was obviously a respected and successful member of Hobart's 

embryonic community aa she received an official •rant of land and a 

■treet was named after her (Love, 1978). 
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Mr■ McTavlah arrived in a country whoee coloniaation was barely 

forty year■ old. Some of its early characteriatica, unique and 

hiarhly viatble then, were of auch importance that they colour both 

our national identity and profeaaionaliam today. 

By 1824, the year of her arrival, there were iec>lated ■mall Nttlemnta 

around our coaat line, served by practitioners Thornton deacribea as 

"Accidental Midwives" (Thornton, 1972). 

Mr■ McTaviah must have been one of the very few people in the 

whole of Auatralia with any reco•niaed trainin• or qualification in 

midwifery. At thia time, midwifery was still not recopiaed as a 

le-1timate part of medical trainin• in Bn•land. It appear■ likely 

that the majority of phyaiciana and surgeons present in the colony 

had other more pres&in• concern•• Doctors who were available were 

not neceaaarily amenable or trained to deal with emer•enciea that 

aroae. An exception to thia was William Redfern - a convict 

transported for political reason■• Be was granted the firat medical 

diploma iaaued in Auatralia, a■ hi■ Bn•liah documentation was Joat 

(Thornton, 1972). Be ia primarily known for hi■ ■ucceaaful delivery 

of the wife of the Governor. 
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The majority of women Sivins birth were not aeen u "repectable" by 

the reat of aociety. The sexual imbalance and moral tone of a 

colony baaed on transportation made prostitution inevitable. The 

condition• on the ahipa transporting female convict■ were frequently 

appallin•• Althou•h after 1811 women were transported aeparately 

from men, sexual abuae frequently be•an on the voyage by the crew, 

and continued after arrival (Summers, 1981 ). 

The women of the colony obviously became pre•nant and, equally 

obviously, the majority could not afford the aervicea of either a 

midwife or a physician even if one were available. Their pli•ht waa 

confounded by the fact they were not by Ie•al definition or moral 

Judpment "respectable". Australia'• flrat l7fn•-tn hoapitala were 

areaa in the Female Pactoriea uaed to houae and employ convicta. 

Sydney's Benevolent Society-, which eatabliahed Sydney's Allylum, waa 

formed with the expreaa aim "to relieve the diatreaaed and enforce 

the sacred duties of relision and virtue in New South Walea" (Love, 

1979). 

There :la no doubt that the majority of women who were confined in 

auch places could be correctly claaatfied aa whore■, but both 

Summers (1981) and Dixaon (1976) make it clear that they had little 

choice in the matter. Despite thia, their occaaionally bizarre 

behaviour, auch aa abandonin• infants, waa -,en not aa a commentary 

on their aocial condition■ but aa a re-affirmation of their de•eneracy 

(Dixson, 1976). 
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The option■ open to free ainale women who bad children were 

minimal. Dizaon (1976) deacribe■ how the areeter number of 

deatitute free women re-entered aervice u wet-nuraea, boerdina out 

their own babiea and paTina for their keep out of their wapa. The 

chancea of theae children aurvivina were not good, deprived of their 

own mother'• milk and subjected to the care found in the notorioua 

Baby Parma (Gandeva, 1978). 

Convict women, incarcerated in Female Factories, were not homeless 

or atarvina, but could not be deacribed as well cared for. Gandeva 

publiahea figure■, while advising caution about their reliability, 

ahowina h1-h mortality in auch inatitutiona. There were for 

eDJDple, five hundred and thirty-aeven (537) women and aeventy-one 

(71) children in the female factory at Parramatta in the year 1828. 

In thia year nine reaidenta died, the followina year, nineteen 

(Gandeva, 1978). 

The aame aociety that built Sydney's Asylum formed a Ladies 

Committee in 1820 to asaist poor married women in their confinements 

by aendina a midwife to their homes (Love, 1979). Six auch women 

were attended in the firat year of operation. 



Thornton deacribea a number of ataarea of Auatralian midwifery. The 

first ia the Convict Bra or the time of the "Accidental Midwife"; the 

aecond ia the Pioneer Bra or the "Aunt Rubina" period. An "Aunt 

Rubina" wu an experienced married relative who arrived before the 

baby waa born and atayed some weeka. The fact of aivin• birth 

oneaelf waa conaidered sufficient qualification to assist another 

durin• delivery. It would appear that women aivinar birth durinar 

our fir■t fifty years of settlement were fortunate if they could find 

and/or pay a Mra McTaviah or had an Aunt Rubina to aaaiat them. 

The second half of the laat century saw a "arrowth spurt" in the 

coJoniaation of Auatralia. Thia wa■ initiated by the •old ruahea and 

intenaitied by political atrife, poverty and reliaious intolerance in 

Europe. The diapoaaeued Irish tenant farmer wu a numerically 

important and quite typical example of the new aettlers (Ward, 1965). 

The coheaiveneaa and numerical importance of the Iriah made an 

important contribution to our folkway a, aenae of identity, and our 

attitude■ to women (Dilmon, 1976). 

Australia'• burgeoning population required medical and nurainar care, 

midwifery aervicea and hoapitala. Boapitala were primarily important 

for their care of the destitute convict or ainarle arovernment employee, 

a■ the preferred place to be ill or confined wa■ the home. 

Auatralia'a first hospital waa eatabliahed in Sydney in 1797 to serve 

convicta and aoldiera (Thornton, 1972). Free aettlera were only 

admitted if a clergyman certified their inability to pay for private 

medical care (Inarlia, 1958). 
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From 1850 onward■, hoapitala became important aa trainin• centres 

tor doctors, nuraea and "ladies monthly nurses", the tore-runner ot 

the Australian midwife. 

The early Govenora, Gipps in particular, concerned by the increasing 

adllliniatrative coats ot the colony, retuaed to accept financial liability 

tor the eatabliahment ot hoapit.ala (Inglis, 1958). They were, he 

aaid, the responsibility of the community, not Government. Thia 

began a system ot medical care that baa persisted in various ways 

until today. 

In the middle of the lallt century a patient could consult a variety of 

practitioners - homeopath, optometrist, chemiat, midwife or doctor. 

Pen•bene (1980) demonstrates that all had aimi1ar ■tatus in the 

community. The midwife and optometrist, in particular, could otter a 

better service than the doctor. The doctors inadequate training 

meant that they poueaaed little theoretical or practical advant.ace 

over midwives" (Pen•bene, p.26, 1980). Medical science was in its 

infancy. Trainin• waa often insutticient and therefore practitioners 

limited in ettect. The principles ot antiaeptica and wound 

auppuration were not deecribed by Liater until 1882 and not 

•enerally accepted tor many years. Anaethetics were crude and 

unaate and haemorrhace difficult to control until the introduction ot 

the Spencer Wells torcep in 1872. 

hurried and horrific. 

Sur•ery waa ot neceaaity, 
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Midwifery wu poorly tau•ht in the Victorian medical curriculum 

(Willia, 1983) and considered the "Cinderella of Medicine" for another 

hundred 7eara (Shaw, 1947). Midwives probably- attended well over 

halt the deliveries in Australia at this time (Penaabene, 1980) 

Gilli110n (1974) writes vividly- about colonial medicine during the 1880'11 

and also describes midwifery- in North Eastern Victoria. The midwife 

wu an institution in the colony. She deacribea the bush midwives 

and Aunt Rubinaa aa valuable friends, rich in common aenae, 

experience, kindnea and with skilful hands. They had families of 

their own which allowed them to share the problems, concerns and 

joy-a of the famllie■ they serviced. As Gilliaon aa7a - "They were 

kind and comfortin• and homely and in these circumstances this 

counted for a •ood deal more than betn• profeaional" (Gilliaon, 

p.176, 1974). Their results, however, deacribed b7 her medically

trained •randfather and settlers of the district, were excellent and 

the doctor waa well aatiafied to leave all normal midwifery- to their 

mana•ement. 

Williamson (1982) writes of midwifery aome years later through the 

turn of the century-, deacrtbing women of h~h inte•rtt7 and 

dedication, a1■o much loved b7 their community-. Such women were 

frequently- trained, and operated at a profeaaional rather than aocial 

level. They often ran small "nurain• homes", where women stayed 

for confinement and for aome time thereafter (William■on, 1982). 
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While Aunt Rubinaa and their contemporiea were confining the 

majority of Auatralian women at home, Nuraing and Medicine were 

establishing ayatems of therapeutic care and method• of training. 

The Melbourne Boapital's nurses were not in the mode of licentious 

drunkennesa that so horrified Florence Nightingale rather 

"moderately efficient maidservants" (Inglis, 1958). Sydney hospital 

waa the first to establish nursing in the Nightingale tradition by 

employing Lucy Osborne, one of Mias Nightingale's early students and 

a protegee. Mrs Osborne and her five Nightingale Siatera arrived in 

1868 (Brodsky, 1968). Sydney Hospital appears to have had a leas 

fortunate hiatory than the Melbourne Boapital as a "diaaolute and 

drunken claaa" (Osborne, cited in Brodsky, 1968) 

Nightingale-type nurse• first arrived in Melbourne at the Alfred 

Hospital in 1871, and by 1881 were training nuraea in thia tradition 

(Inglis, 1958). The Melbourne Hospital followed suit in 1889 (Inglis, 

1958). In keeping with Mias Nightingale's philosophy, nurse trainees 

had to fit certain criteria: 

"• •• the girls accepted had to be between twenty and thirty, to 

look suitable and respectable • • • and to have the necessary 

references from clergy, doctors, etc, they also had to be healthy 

and atronat, aa those who were not could not keep up with the 

stringent and arduoua life • • • it helped to be financially 

independent and hopeleaaly dedicated because W111te• amounted to 

twenty pounds for the first year and rose to thirty-two pounds 

in the third year." (Kingston, p.82, 1975). 
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The word "Slater" uaed tor N~htin•ale •raduatea did not indicate 

reu.tc,ua affiliation. Aa Kin•■ton writes, however, 

"The only difference between thoae women who became nuraea 

throu•h a religious order and thoae who trained in a public 

hoapital wu that the latter were paid a token aalar:, and were 

tree to marr:, it it should be posaible for them to do ao." 

(Kin••ton, p.82, 1975). 

Nurain• acquired the dedication, rulea, re•ulationa, restrictions and 

inhibit.ions of a relick>ua order (Kin•aton, 1975). Aa -nurain• became 

a career tor an educated Australian woman, it abaorbed, in ita moat 

extreme form, the Victorian ideal of lad:,-like behaviour. Thia 

peraiated atron•l:, until toda:, and baa aeverl:, hampered nurain• 

development in B~land and Australia. America, leu influenced b:, 

Milla Ni.him.ale's view of how nuraea should be trained and behave, 

baa been free of such repreuive models. 

The first attempts at trainin• midwives in Australia occurred in 1862 

at the Women'• Hospital in Melbourne (Thornton, 1972). Althou•h 

inadequate initially and producin• a "monthly nurae" rather than a 

midwife, the:, •raduated women with aome theoretical bacqround and 

practical ■kill (Gillison, 1974). The Diploma of Midwifery eatabliahed 

in 1893 could onl:, be taken after •eneral nurae t.rainin• (Willia, 1983) 

and by 1899, only midwives who were alao •eneral trained nuraea 

would be employed in the hospital's midwifery department. 
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"Both doctor■ and nuree■ ~reed on thia it ia important to note: 

nurses becau• it extended their occupational territory to include the 

tasks aaa>ciated with childbirth, doctors because the incorporation of 

midwifery into nursing ensured its subordination" (Willia, p.106, 

1983). 

Medicine entered its "Golden Aae" in 1870 (Penaabene) Medical 

science e■tabli■hed theories of disease and was able to offer more 

effective treatments. The effects of improvements in hyafene and 

public health includina such factor■ a■ drafnaae and aewer~e 

achemes created a syneratam which was seen by society as a victory 

by medicine rather than enatneerina. Suraery with anaesthetics 

and antiseptics was more likely to be successful, and druas (vaccines 

and antitoxins) were beina introduced (Pen■abene, 1980). The 

doctor's ■tatus wa■ beainning to rise, paralleling a decline in 

mortality. Thia waa laraely coincidental as, despite therapeutic 

means being available for some diaeaaes, mortality fell just as 

dramatically in thoae where treatment was not available (Gandeva, 

1978). The doctor's ■tatus and skill was no lonaer under attack in 

the popular pre■s as it had been some fifty years earlier. He was 

now seen as a "heroic" and "stately figure" (Penaabene, 1980). The 

medical practitioner became heir and ally to a body of ■cientific 

medical knowledae to which the alternative practitioner had no 

acce■■• Willia add■ another important dimen■ion to Penaabene'■ 

analysis of the rise in atatus of the medical practitioner and their 

dominance over other health workers which beaan about this time. 
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Be aee■ both claea and •ender aa mechanhnu which ■upported the 

differentiation between medical doctors and their competitors, and 

that state pet.ro~e of medicine completed the achievement of medical 

dominance over other practitioners and allowed this to be sustained 

(Willi■, 1983). 

Medical practitioners prior to 1890 were almost certainly Briti■h. 

The reaaona they came to Australia were various; aa •overnment 

officialll, proapectora, land seekers or seeking an improved climate 

for their own health problema (Gandeva, 1977). By 1890, Auat.ralia'a 

own •raduatea entered the medical market. Some rivalry occurred 

between the two •roupa. Melbourne's doctor■ received a lon•er 

five-year courae across a broad curriculum but had leas clinical 

experience than their Briti■h counterpart& (Penaabene, 1980). By 

1911, the numbers of local •raduatea outnumbered their imported 

coll-cue■, and by 1933 eiahty per cent (80X) were Auatralian born. 

The immi•ration of British doctors declined considerably after the 

Briti■h Parliament peaaed the National In■urance Act, which 

•uaranteed doctors a reaaonable income even from their leas affluent 

patient& (Penaabene, 1980). 

The •eneral practitioner'• status in the community rose higher and 

more quickly than hia contemporary in Bnsland or America. 

Gandeva (1977) sees thia o~ti~ in the high standard of care 

they provided. An ar.rument I find simplistic and in■ufficient to 

explain the cont.raat in atatua between British and Australian 

physician■, aa until 1911 the majority of Australian practitioners were 

British-trained (Pensabene, 1980). 
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Thia ar•ument wu addreaeed more •ttafactorll7 by Willia, who uses 

the notion of cJaaa and •ender to explain the developing "authority" 

accorded doctor■ (Willia, 1983) 

The overall ■tandard of education found in the community as a whole 

was poor. In thi■ uniquely egalitarian society, the general 

practitioner became a wealthy and educated leader. Once Au■tralia 

started to train her own doctors, medicine became a suitable 

profeaaion for the children of wealthy paatoralist■ and merchant■• 

Furthermore, it became the aspiration and path to advancement for 

the children of accountants, teacher■ and chemiats (Penaabene, 1980) 

The rivalry between Britiah and Au■tralian doctor■ incree■ed as 

over-supply crowded the market. Measure■ of exclulrion were 

adopted by medical achoola to control the flood of graduate■• One 

of these was a curriculum that lengthened the course and made 

training more expensive. 

declined (Penaabene, 

Thia ■ucceeded and proapective ■tudent■ 

1980). During times of professional 

"over-crowding", income■ reduced markedly; aome doctor■ and their 

familie■ were required to aeek charitable relief (Penaabene, 1980). 

Nurse■, ■trug•ling to obtain right■ to ■ult.able training, had to 

combat resi■tance from medical practitioners who feared further 

inroad■ into their declining income■ (Inglia, 1958). The N1-htingale 

philoaophy of subservience ensured that nurses would not compete 

but rather improve the service a doctor could offer. 
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Midwive■ alao became seen a■ a threat, but in a different fashion 

from nurae■ at.ruaarlina for recognition. Local midwive■ had status 

and re■pect; aome alao had an -ured income from their practice. 

The quack and homeopath had lost prestige because, a■ medical 

ecience improved, their ■ervicea were leas useful. The midwife, 

however, often trained by extensive practical experience, and the 

optometriat, skilful enouah to preecribe alaase■, were in a different 

cateaory and could provide, in many caaea, a superior aervice 

(Penubene, 1980). Willi■ claims that an effective manner of dealina 

with the threat poaed by midwives wa■ to increaae their links with 

nur■ina until "incorporation" occurred. The midwife became the 

obstetrical nurae and, aa such, subject to "medical dominance" and 

nur■ina control■ (Willia, 1983). Thi■ a■aertion will be inveatiarated 

further in a subsequent chapter by examining reaulationa and 

control■ impo■ed on midwive■• 

Aa the medical practitioner'• atatua in the community improved, he 

won leai■Jative control■ over the Medical Act that permitted areater 

autonomy of hia own practice (Penaabene, 1980). ConcurrenUy with 

hi■ improvement in ■tatu■, the power and influence of the 

professional unions of doctors were increaaina. The• aaaociationa 

combined to artve doctor■ a united and atrona voice. They were the 

spearhead in the attack acatnat alternative practitioner■ of all types. 

Penaabene (1980) deecribe■ at aome length the medical profe■aion'a 

battle aaatnat optometrist■, a battle that baa continued in various 

ways and on various fronts for over a century. It baa been 

aucceaaful in limitina the rights of optometrist■ and makina them leas 

competitive. 
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Midwives were lea• powerful than optometriata, homeopaths and other 

croups that required vicorous concerted opposition. 

however, tor thia opposition were the same. 

The crounds, 

The aoclal and profesaional power of an Australian bush midwife or 

Aunt Rubina waa limited. If their prime motivation waa to be of 

aaaiatance rather than profit; they were probaly glad to hand the 

reaponaibility to aomeone elae. If not, married women, constrained 

by the demands of their own families, lack of funds and education, 

did not really conatitute any oppoaition at all. If oppoBition to an 

orpnieed medical take-over did occur, it was scattered and obviously 

ineffectual. There waa no Australian Roaalind Pacet or Zepherina 

Veitch (Donniaon, 1977; Cowell and Wainwright, 1981). 

Auatralia adopted the B~liah ayatem of traininc nuraea and 

midwives, but lacked stronc midwifery leaders to ficht for the riaht 

of independent midwifery status and practice. With thia, the 

aaaumption developed . that, despite a hundred years of contrary and 

very different experiences, midwives should be nurses. It is 

interesting to speculate what would have happened to Australian 

midwifery if European midwivea, with a stronc tradition totally 

separated from nuratnc, bad set up the first training procrammes 

instead of Nichtinaale oriented or trained nurses. 
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Australia's first midwifery p~rammea •raduated "Ladies Monthly 

Nurses" rather than midwives (Thornton, 1972). Despite this, the lot 

of the women sfvin• birth with their auiatance was areatly 

improved. Reaiatance from aome medical practitioners was •radually 

overcome, and the len•th and quality of trainin• increeaed. By 

1904, a twelve month course in midwifery waa mandatory for trainees 

without previous nur■ina experience; trained nurses could complete 

their trainin• in six months (Williamaon, 1982). 

In 1907, there were four midwifery trainin• hospital■ reco•niaed and 

authorised by the New South Wales Council of the Australian Trained 

Nurses' Aaaociation (Williamaon, 1982). Thia waa considered 

necessary as in 1913, thirty-seven per cent (37X) of deliveries in 

Melbourne were attended aolely by a midwife (Penaabene, 1980). 

Trained midwive■ were deacribed aa "Hospital Midwife", and Thornton 

( 1972) deacribes how it took many year■ before such peraons 

outnumbered their "experienced" collea•ues. Presti•e waa aaeociated 

with the title "Bo■pital Midwife", leas accorded by their "lay" 

coll•sues aa had happened in Bn•land (Donniaon, 1979). 

Althouah there waa a marked increase in the number of 

doctor-mana•ed deliveried between 1900 and 1940, there was no 

•~nificant reduction in maternal mortality. Accordin• to some 

authorities the medical profession still lacked adequate education in 

obstetrics, and were precipitate in their use of riaky ■ursfcal 

procedures (Lewis, 1978). Confirmation of Lewis' conclusions is 

found in Reports from the Director General of Public Health between 

1920 and 1930 (Williamson, 1982). 
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Midwive■ continued to be blamed for exceNive maternal mortality 

until it waa no lonaer possible to do ao because doctors were 

. confinina the majority of women (Williamaon, 1982). "In fact, 

however, the more atfluent middle cJaaa woman attended by doctors 

ran a •reater risk of infection that did the poorer woman attended 

by the midwife." (Willia, p.110, 1983). 

Thornton ( 1972) states that this century'■ early midwifery •raduatea' 

greatest. profea■ional interest.a were in Diat.rict. Work. They went. 

into private practice or worked with doctors. Some scholarships 

were made available to cover the coats of training to ensure 

graduates were available to work in outback areas. 

1972). 

(Thornton, 

After World War I, a trend towards hospital delivery became 

noticeable - more bed■ were provided to meet danaerous levels of 

overcrowdina (Thornton, 1972). Intereatinaly, neither Thornton nor 

others attempt to explain the reasons for such a ahift. A quote 

from the Annual Report. of the Women's Boapital in 1923 cited by 

Thornton auaaeat■ an explanation: 

"Owing to the lack of employment this year many of the homes 

visited are lackina even the barest necesaitlea and in many caaea 

it. baa been found necessary to help the mothers over their 

critical time by aaaiatina them with food and clothina" (Thornton, 

p.23, 1972). 
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Confinement in hoapital ensured that food and ■helter were provided 

and probably a Nt of clothes for the infant. 

The d .. tttute ■till relied on the Lyin•-in llollpitala, the deecendants 

of the early A■yluma. The wealthy employed a private midwife and 

a phyaictan, and remained at home. The middle cla■s increaaingly 

diaappeared as the depression took hold. The number■ of poor 

increaaed rapidly and, it is reaaonable to aaaume, the midwives' 

clientele diminiahed. The affluent continued to have their babies at 

home up till World War II. My mother-in-law employed her own 

midwife. In 1941, when my husband was born, the midwife delivered 

him in hospital becauae the previous birth had been by caeaarian 

section. She took mother and babe home shortly afterwards. A 

doctor waa "standin•-by" in caae he waa needed. It ta interestin• 

to add that my mother-in-law'■ father waa a highly respected 

Melbourne phyaictan. 

Durtn• the depression, numbers of small cottage hospitals and private 

hoepitala were forced to cloae (Thornton, 1972). Thi■ wu cauaed by 

the inability of patients to pay their fees. Midwives who ran 

cotta•es for confinement and post-natal care would have been 

affected in the same way. Thoae that survived finally succumbed to 

staff ■hortages that occurred durin• the war. The midwivea who 

remained behind (becauae most were nuraes alao, many were accepted 

for war service) became accuatomed to a re•ular wage. They alao 

became increaaingly reliant on the facilities provided by Iar•e 

hospitals and lost aome of their skills of Diatrict Midwifery, 

(Thornton, 1972), 
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There is no doubt that cottap hoapital■ lacked facilities considered 

essential aa medicine entered the age of technology. 

Medicine'■ ■econd "Golden Afle" arrived. Technique■ more readily 

available within an institution tended to consolidate the hospital's 

supremacy a■ the place of birth. A situation totally accepted and 

taken for granted in America, Australia and the United Kingdom until 

the laat decade yet not considered so in Western Europe. 

Recent history is more difficult to analyse and set free from one's 

own inevitable distortions and recollections. Also, one misses the 

insight of observers and historians who find further removed times 

more reaponaive to anlayaia. Thornton, writing in 1972, saw the end 

of an era clearly - "babies are all born in hospital" (Thornton, p.23, 

1972). Midwives a■ independent practitioners were non-existent. 

In 1982 the aituatio1,1 ha■ changed - five thousand babies have been 

born at home over the la■t five or six years, and moat were attended 

by midwives. (Information given at the 1981 Home Birth Conference, 

Canberra.) (See Chart One at the end of this chapter for a 

summary of the situation in Australia from settlement until today.) 

Australia's midwife did not di■appear aa happened in America. Ber 

independent status diaappeared however, aa she was subsumed into 

nursing and her role became closer to that of obstetric nurse than of 

midwife. If Willis; (1983) analysis is correct, it appears this may 

have been both a conscious and an orchestrated move. It ensured 

that home birth disappeared as a viable option to hospital birth. 
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The recent reaurarence of home birth appear■ to be from motives 

other than that of poverty or lack of ho■pital facilities. The 

movement to have babiea at home and employ trained (or untrained) 

midwives appears to be led by the "new thinkers" - persona wishing 

to experience a "humanistic" experience of childbirth (see for 

example, Ventre, 1978). The history of Australian midwifery is 

summarised in Chart One. 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

The destructive effects of persisting with a practically useless 

system of eccleaiaatical licences on the history of United Kin•dom and 

Australia Midwifery cannot be minimised. Likewise, the exclusion of 

English and American women from univeraitiea and the increasing 

body of theoretical knowledge accumulating in midwifery in the 

e{ahteenth and nin~teenth centuries. The Chamberlen family's 

monopolising the secrets of obstetric forceps for over one hundred 

years emphasizes the importance of economics in a situation where 

women were bein• squeezed out of the work force. 

Concurrently, it became admirable, desirable, and the privileged right 

of the wealthy to free their women from paid employment. 

Increasing religious and le•al sanctions intensified and sanctified the 

image of women as protected by, subservient to, and leas capable 

than men. 

• 
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In Bncland, midwife leadera, philanthropic feminist■ and a few 

influential obatetriciana combined to turn the tide that bad been in 

full flood apinat midwives (Donniaon, 1977). Today, Bnaliah 

midwivea, aa at the turn of the century, are reaiatina beina "taken 

over" by nurses aa well aa by doctors (Crowe, 1983). The 

concurrent battles of nuraina to establish itself aa a profeallion and 

attack• on midwifery foraed historical links between nurses and 

midwives aaaumed to be inevitable and fittina today. Similar 

movement■ in Australia are weaker and of more recent duration. 

These links mitiaate the independence of the midwife and ensure her 

compliance with medical control (Willia, 1983). 

By 1900, nuratna waa developing into an honourable non-religious 

"vocation" and midwifery waa re-eatabliahina aa a proper and useful 

employment for educated women. The nurses' battles, thouah 

auperficially ■imilar, · were those of a profession with a very different 

function to that of the midwife. Batabliahment of tratntna achoola 

for nurae■ waa oppoaed bT aome, on the around■ that better trained 

nuraea would treapaaa into the province of medical practitioners 

(Woodham Smith, 1951). Makinc the nurse clearly aubaervient to the 

physician was one way of countertna medical opposition to the 

eJd■tence of a well-trained competent nurae. It waa a way which 

fitted perfectly into the current Victorian view of the superiority of 

men in peraonal and profeaaional relationships. Mias Nightincale'a 

foundina philosophy became the established tradition of an 

"ever-willina obedient nurae" (Law, p.194, 1980). 
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Nursina developed a · characteriatic · unquestionina acceptance of 

authority that apread to include hoapital administrators, senior 

nurses and midwives (Law, 1980). 

"Nuraing as a profession developed as the handmaiden of the 

male-dominated arena of medicine • • • Nuraina does have its 

unique focus in caring for the individual, but it is 

never-the-less complementary to the practice of medicine." (Law, 

p.194, 1980). 

Available evidence demonstrates that Australian "bush mid~es" 

performed well and were highly respected members of their 

communities despite current professional perceptions to the contrary. 

(Gillison, 1974; Williamaon, 1982). Further, that the results achieved 

in urban or rural practice were at least as satisfactory, if not more 

ao, than their medical colleaaues' (Lewis, 1978). The increasing 

employment of doctors in midwifery this century improved neither the 

maternal nor infant mortality rates (Williamaon, 1982; Willis, 1983). 

The increase in hospital delivery and concurrent supervision of her 

practice, stringent trainina and regulation requirements appear more 

designed to protect medicine's role in the market place, than the 

community from the practice of midwives. State Nuraes Boards, the 

controlling bodies of nurses and midwives, were in all States 

dominated by medical practitioners and nurses. 
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Profeaaor Klooeterman (1972) bu provided ~ht into the origin■ of 

nuraina and midwifery- that are helpful today- when attemptina to 

identify- the link■ that exiat between midwivea and medicine, and 

midwives and nuraina. Be claims nunrina developed to extend the 

ph7aician'a ability- to treat hia patient■• Midwives, however, created 

obatetriciana, that ia, the scientist who could use ■pecialiaed 

knowledae and technique■ to improve the outcome of complicated 

prepncies. Be believe■ that the obstetrician is not as appropriate, 

by- the very- nature of his Iona and esaentiall7 technical and 

scientific orientation, to manaae normal labour (Kloosterman, 1972). 

Thia araument ia not a recent one. Opponents of male practice in 

the middle of the efahteenth century- were both midwife and 

conventional male ph7alcian. 

"The man-midwife, they- araued, waa for "dispatch". Be uaed 

inatrumenta unnecceaaril.7 to haaten birth and aave hi■ own 

time, as well aa to impress the family- with his dexterity- and 

justify- charaina a hfaher fee • • • " 

and the male practitioner -

". • • was so adept at concealina hia errors with a cloud of hard 

words and scientific Jaraon that the injured peraon heraelf waa 

convinced that she could not thank him enouah for the mischief 

he had done" (Donniaon, p.33, 1977). 
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Nurain•, aa we know it, ta a little more than a century old. The 

midwife, however, aa an independent practitioner hall existed since 

recorded hiatory. 

Midwives in Auatralia, and to a leaser extent England, have lost 

control over normal childbirth. In America, they are regaining it. 

In Europe, they are leas likely to have lost control over normal 

childbirth but their systems of training, examination and licen•in• 

are controlled by medical practitioners. 

Australian policy, regulation and practice of midwifery reflect the 

respect and authority accorded medicine. Our health systems are 

dominated by Medicine. Nuraea have traditionally evolved out of 

and supported this ayatem. Medicine has moved over the last 

century to a position where it ta accorded the right by aociety to 

define the need for a doctor to take responsibility for childbirth. 

Nurse■ continue to ■ee midwifery as an opportunity for poet-basic 

education and an avenue for advancement. 
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HISTORICAL ANALYSIS 

When e:uminins history, one must acknowledge two vital factors 

which confound attempts at objective analysis. Firstly, the evidence 

supplied baa been perceived and interpreted once already by the 

peraon reoordins it. Secondly, aa -

". • • Levi-Strau- insists that when history takes the form of a 

recollection of peat events it is part of the thinker's present not 

of his (the) past." (Leach, p.16, 1982). 

We re-interpret the evidence and fit it into our own knowledse, 

3 ezperience and time. Thus the apparent conflict occurs between ~ 

feminiat and more traditionally or profea■ionally oriented historians. 

The conflict must occur at two levels, an argument well developed by 

feminist historian■ and lea■ recosniaed by the "health profe■arional" 

historian. The first level is the "how", "when", "where", "why" and 

"by whom" the evidence was collected and preserved. Further, 

"what was not recorded" and "why not" is better emphasized in some 

hiatorie• than in others. (See for example, Vereluyaen, 1981, for 

seneral amplification of the topic in relation to the development of 

obstetric■). Gilllaon (not a feminist historian but rather a 

biosrapher), for ezample, writes of the onerous peraonal family 

responsibilities of Victorian country midwives of late laat century. 

She makes it clear that they had neither time nor motivation to 

record details of their midwifery activities (1974). 
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Forster (1967), Pen•bene (1980), Willia (1983) and others make it 

clear that economic regard and the motivation of doctors to exclude 

midwivea worked to ensure medical practitioners of the period would 

not report favourably, if at all, on these women's activities. 

Ardner'• proposition of "dominant" and "muted" aspects of culture 

are useful here in explaining how the perceptions of the dominant 

group are those which are accessible and therefore transmitted 

(Ardner, E., 1975). Spender also adds considerably to our 

understanding of how this ia intensified by the actual structure of 

our language in Jlan Jlade ~e (1980). 

The second level occurs when interpretation of the evidence that is 

available is attempted today. The historian who writes from a 

professional bias aeea that "things have improved because of 

increaaed profeaaionaliaation". The greater involvement of "his" or 

"her" group of professionals is inevitably for the beat. (See, for 

example Cowell and Wainwright, 1981, on Midwifery; and Shaw, 1947, 

on Obstetrics.) The feminist historian unearths new facts or points 

to their non-existence aa convincing support for their case. ( See, 

for example, Ehrenreich and English, 1979.) Shorter (1983), in his 

attempt to answer a feminist interpretation of women's history, makes 

the same mistake of which he accuses others - that is, he is equally 

bound and limited by hia own perceptions that the advances in 

medicine pave the way for the success of modern feminism and 

women's ability to co-operate and compete as equals with men. 
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"The arpment of this book will be that, before 1900 or ao, 

femininity waa baaicall:, a neptive concept for moat women. It 

wu aomethtna which the:, thouaht made them inferior to men, a 

burden with which God had saddled them since Bve was expelled 

from the garden, and which the:, carried in quiet rea{anation. 

Then, all the chanaes occurred that we shall be reading about, 

and after 1930 (or thereabouts) women became releaaed from the 

terrible historic burden of their own ill health, makina it possible 

for them to think of their femininity as a basicall:, poaitive, 

life-a{ving force." (Shorter, preface, 1983). 

Theae brief atatements within the first paraarapha of the book ignore 

two fundamental facts - first!:, that women had achieved success in 

literature, ecience, art and man:, other fields over the centuries 

(Spender, 1983). Thia was despite their ao-called perception of 

tnferiorit:, to men and social sanctions (not ph:,aical constraints) that 

made this difficult or 11Ucceeded in releaatinar their achievements into 

anon:,mity. Second}:,, that improved sanitation, h:,a{ence, nutrition 

and housing were reaponsible for improvements in health, not medical 

advance■ (aee for example, Willia, 1983). Medical advances made it 

possible to help the few, the exceptions aufferina disease or 

abnormalit:,, the:, did not appreciabl:, help the majorit:, at all. 

These two statements, made in the preface of the book, influence the 

courae of the whole enquir:,. The araumenta, therefore, while well 

researched and documented, substantiate his thesis. Of course 

feminist historians must la:, themselves open to aimilar charges of 

bias and be examined as stringent!:, for ita reaulta. 
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There is no doubt that emotion influences the quality of argument at 

times (aee, for example, Bhrenreich and Bnarliah, 1973). They, 

however, have to counter and moatly aucceed in counterinar their own 

aocialiaation into a world dominated by male and professional 

-umptions. Shorter baa made little attempt to counter either by, 

for emmple, proposinar an antithesis that needs examining aa 

strinarently aa hi■ accepted thesis. He starts by acceptinar the 

aasumptiona of the thesis of "common knowledge" clearly promoted as 

used by medicine for its own ends (Willia, 1983). Mary O'Brien, in 

The Pol1t1c• ol ReproductJon (1981) describes the processes reported 

by Shorter as the era of "female utopianism". She compares this to 

aocialiat utopianism and sees it aa a necessary and important stage 

which pinpoint■ problem■ and publiciaes injustice (O'Brien, 1981). 

She believes that it is now possible to start to understand and 

clarify the hiatorical forces that worked against women's intereata. 

"We cannot analyse reproduction from the standpoint of any 

existinar theory. The theories themaelvea are products of 

male-stream thouarht and are among the objects to be explained, 

but embedded aomewhere in the theory and practice of male 

supremacy are the seeds of its growth and inevitable decay." 

(O'Brien, p.23, 1981). 
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Women's aexualit:, in the middle .. e■ was overt and powerful. 

Societ:, was open and bawdy b7 toda7'• ■tandarda (Skolnick, 1973). 

Sexualit:, was ■een to pos■e■■ a potential for evil (Bhrenreich and 

Engli■h, 1973). Midwive■, becauae of their intimate involvement with 

reproduction, were linked to power and the potential for evil b:, the 

auper■tition which orisfnated and perpetuated such beliefs 

(Bhrenreich and Bn•liah, 1973). The Church impoaed considerable 

strictures on midwives and their behaviour in an attempt to 

counteract theae malevolent forces (Donniaon, 1977). Midwives were 

frequent victims of witch hunts initiated or at least supported b:, the 

Church (Bhrenreich and Bn•liah, 1973). Their "magic" (a 

combination of experience, herbs and intuition), when linked to female 

sexualit:,, combined to make them a powerful and feared force 

(Donniaon, 1977). Male medicine converse!:, was gaining prestige 

aaaociated with "Science., and "Rational Thou.ht" which contrasted 

favourable with female "Superstition" (Donniaon, 1977). 

An alternative interpretation of Australian hist.or:, is found in a 

thirt:, :,ear old · Medical Journal. A time, is should be noted, when 

medicine'■ final ■purt to dominate the economic control of normal 

deliver:, was completed in Australia. 

"Ob■tetrica, durin• this period sank to its lowest level. It was 

left almost entirel:, in the hands of women, moat of them 

untrained, and those who had received an:, instruction had done 

so at the hands of other badl:, trained women. There was no 

increase of knowledge, and man:, barbarous customs were handed 

down from •eneration to •eneration. 
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"We know little of mediaeval obat.et.rica, but. we may aauae t.he 

extent. of it.a dearadation by what. happended in t.he aixt.eent.h 

century. In normal labour, it. ia atat.ed, a woman had an even 

chance, it she did not. succumb to puerperal fever or eclampsia. 

In difficult. labour she waa usually butchered to death it 

at.tended by a 'Sairey Gamp' of t.he time, or one of t.he vaaabond 

'auraeona' • • • Obst.et.rice, bound by t.he customs of many 

centuries, waa enslaved in women's hands. Few, it any, women 

took part. in t.hia wonderful revival of learning (t.he Renaissance) 

and aa men were excluded from t.he bedchamber, no advance was 

made • • • In Great. Britain • • • William Smellie fought and routed 

t.he midwives and laid t.he foundations for a school of Brit.iah 

Obatet.rica" (Shaw, 1947, p.284-6). 

Thia relatively recent. article emphasizes the midwife's links wit.h 

"evil" and auperatition" whereas t.he obstetrician (who developed from 

the vaaabond auraeon or apothecary, rather t.han a university 

educated physician) likewise has an emotive but. idealised image 

(Donniaon, 1977). 

Smellie, Shaw's "fat.her of modern obstetrics" and exponent of safe 

forceps delivery, claimed it. was only necessary to use t.heae in t.en 

out of t.en t.houaand deliveries (Veraluyaen, 1981). Thia figure is 

even more remarkable when it ia considered t.hat he practised in t.he 

time before safe caesarean delivery. Furthermore, Smellie, himaelf a 

lowly apothecary, performed thousands of normal deliveries in 

working claaa women. 
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He paid the• ,women a amall fee for the purpo• of allowing hia male 

students to be preNnt and learn. These tuition tees were his major 

source of income (Ver■lu:,aen, 1981). Shaw's quotat.ion, only 

thirt7-five years old, is more important for it.a perpetuation of an 

unrealiatic haage of my-th of both male obstetrician and female 

midwife. The Saire7 Gemp atereot7P9 created by Dickens baa been 

". • • widely uaed by opponents of independent midwifery to deacribe 

midwives in general (at times), but particularl7 untrained ones. Its 

usage must be seen aa an attempt to discredit midwives aa a whole 

and aa an element in the strategy of male medical takeover." (Willia, 

p.101, 1983). 

To ■tate that a woman had only an even chance of aurvivinc labour 

ta nonaenN. Con■iderable demographic evidence ia available 

demonatrating that , families of the middle ages were of balanced 

structure with both the husband and wife living and, on average, 

two to three children (Laalett, 1979). Laalett'a research shows at 

leaat half the previou■ly married adults who lived alone were women. 

It is impossible to reconcile this fact with Shaw's unsubstantiated 

generaliaation. It it were true, an extraordinarily sexually 

unbalanced population would result. 

Reproduction remained expected, inevitable and a validation of 

womanhood into the more inhibited centuries that followed. There is 

no doubt that women were at risk of dying if labour WM abnormal or 

an emergency aroae. In the da7a before antisepsis, safe 

anaesthetics, transfusions or the availability of reliable drugs, 

practitioners of both sexes were ill equipped to aaaiat. 



But as the centurie■ prosre■aed and male midwives entered and 

became prominent members of the profeltllion, a "■ex-differential" 

became obviou■ in the re■ulta obtained by men and women. 

Contr&r7 to Shorter'• theme (1983), tee-payin• affluent clients of 

male practiUonera ■uttered higher mortality rates than poorer women 

in lea■ favourable economic circumstances delivered by midwives ( see 

for e:mmple, Donniaon, 1977; Kobrin, 1966; Devitt, 1979 and Willia, 

1983). 

The "reassurance" the male doctor provided by his presence at the 

bedside of a labourin• woman a century a•o described by Shorter in 

his book (1983) was likely to be aocially induced. Aa ■tated by 

Donniaon (1977), Kobrin (1966) and Pensabene (1980), doctors in the 

United Kingdom, the United States and Australia respectively were 

generally lackin• relevant theoretical or clinical experience that could 

have made their presence anything else. 

be aware of thi■ fact. 

Shorter does not seem to 

Similar results were obtained early this century where researchers 

have demonstrated in America (for example, Devitt, 1979 and Kobrin, 

1966) and Great Britain (for example, Cowell, 1981 and Donniaon, 1977) 

that in •eneral, midwives performed better than doctors. 

Comparative historical research is more limited in Australia, but aome 

evidence ia available showing female midwifery in normal 

circumstances was sate and of high standard (Gillison, 1974; 

Gandeva, 1978; lfUJi•maon, 1982 and Lewis, 1978). Evidence showed 

too that midwives achieved superior results with their clients than 

doctors with their more affluent ones (Willia, 1983). 
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Aa Kobrin at.ates, the debate that occurred over the control of 

childbirth in American early this century was neither medical nor 

scientific (Kobrin, 1966). Virulent attack, lack of objectivity and 

disreatard of fact wrested child birth from the control of women into 

the world of obatetrica and by implication, "science". The American 

midwife waa vilified and defeated despite substantial statistical 

evidence that demonstrated her to be the superior practitioner 

(Devitt, 1979). 

American evidence from writers auch as Kobrin (1966), Swenson (1968) 

and Devitt (1979) show that althouath the battle of "science" veraua 

"superstition" was loudly proclaimed, it was not the issue in question 

at all. Later studies confirm their claims, Levy's et al (1971) report 

on an experimental nurse-midwifery programme in rural California, for 

example, showed clinic attendance improved, prematurity leaaened and 

neo-natal mortality considerably reduced. Despite these excellent 

results, the California Medical Association refused to support a 

permanent legislative change which would have permitted 

nurae-midwivea to continue to practise as they had in the 

programme. When the proarramme ceased, the prematurity rate more 

than tripled (Levy et al, 1971). Mehl's recent tiarhtly controlled 

Iarare matched pairs study of home and hospital confinement showed a 

continued objective atatiatical difference between women attended at 

home and by medical practitioners in hospital (Mehl, 1978). There 

were marked differences in the amount of intervention and trauma 

experienced by both atroups. 
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Despite earlier intervention and access to emergency facilities, the 

hospital •roup neonates suffered significantly more birth injuries, 

neo-natal infections and non-congenital complications. They also 

required more active resuscitation measures. Despite a ten times 

greater episiotomy rate in the hospital group, these mothers suffered 

more perinea! and cervical lacerations than the home birth mothers. 

Caesarean section rates were almost double in the hospital group and 

total forceps delivery was over a third (34.4X) compared with one per 

cent (1.6X) at home (Mehl, 1978). Mehl postulates an increased 

perception of pathology in hospital attendants not found in home 

birth practitioners. He speculates that aggressive management 

found in hospitals increases rather than decreases risks (Mehl, 1978). 

A crucial point when added to Rothman'& ins{aht that the perception 

of normal inherent in hospital work is different and intervention is 

not only likely to be more active but occur earlier (Rothman, 1983). 

Numbers of British writers voice concern over the unparalleled 

technical development and innovation that has occurred during the 

last ten years. Ian Chalmers, a British paediatrician, writes ". • • 

much of the claim that modern ob■tetrics, and current medical 

practice as a whole, is scientific rests on incidental features of 

similarity between acientific research and present day medical 

practice" (Chalmers, p.309, 1978). 

The clearly stated and successful efforts of Britain to end home 

delivery have aroused considerable protest from the "educated" and 

lay community. 
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Kitzinger and Davia' book The Place of Blrth ( 1978) summarises many 

of the ar•umenta asainat such a shift. The paper by Tew included 

in this book ia an excellent example of the questionable grounds for 

such a move. 

The Australian home birth movement has recently provided statistics 

that show, contrary to the predictions of conventional medical 

wisdom, leas mortality and morbidity than the national average 

(L{stermoet, 1982). It must be noted that these f{surea have not 

been collected with the rigour, aophiatication or follow-up of 

researcher■ such aa Mehl. 

We are continuing to accept a view of midwifery found to be 

expedient a century ago. As seen in Shaw's writing, fact becomes 

incidental to the mythology and denied or i•nored when it cannot be 

used to create or substantiate the dominant position of predominantly 

male specialists. · 

Today, women's sexuality is being asserted. Some would claim this 

is at the expense of more real and important social issues such as 

inequality and discrimination (Lanabury, 1972). Nelson argues 

convincingly that . this "assertiveness" may well be from a limited, 

that is middle class, feminist perspective (Nelson, 1983). 



The physiological, social and religious conatrainta that over the last 

centuries contributed to controlling female sexual activity are leas 

powerful than previously. Deapite this, it can be aratued that 

woman's sexual activity is not yet under her own control. For 

example, access to the moat "valued" and reliable forms of 

contraception remains entrenched in the male medical market place 

under male control (Roberta, 1981). Thia fact becomes more difficult 

to rationalise when it is realised that the original family planning 

aervice■ in Great Britain and the United States relied totally on 

nurses and midwives and ran without mecial help (Kleinman, 1971). 

Thia is another important araument against Shorter'• (1983) thesis 

that it was medicine and men that freed women from the victimisation 

of bein1t female and reproducinlf. Professor Kleinman, a past 

president of the International Planned Parenthood Federation, 

believes that moat of the techniques of modern contraception are 

relatively aimple. Midwives can and ahould distribute and teach 

moat methods of contraception and advise on aide-effect■ and 

problems (Kleinman, 1971). The scientific validation and the political 

implications of male control over contraception are beinat increasingly 

questioned by feminist writers (for e:xample Boston Women's Collective, 

1976; Roberta, 1981 and Rakuaen, 1981). 

Children in the middle a1tea were seen as small adults. They were 

expected to be productive and fit into a world hardly modified by 

their existence (Skolnick, 1973). Children commonly died before they 

reached their fifth birthday (Skolnick, 1973; Sullerto, 1971). 
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The emotional inveatment of women in motherhood was limited and 

remained 80 into this century when an element of choice entered 

reproduction and children were likely to survive (Shorter, 1977). 

". • • one cannot even talk of mothers loving or not lovina their 

infanta; theae words cannot even have today'• meenin•s ... 

what we mean by maternal love is a modern invention inseparable 

from mastery over survival" (Sullerot, p.63, 1971). 

For the majority of Australian women today, birth is a physically 

aafe, planned event. 

contrary to Shorter'■ 

That it is 80 for healthy, preanant women, 

claims, is due more to public health 

improvements than medical science (see, for example, Chalmers, 1978; 

Taylor, 1979). The minority are well served by medicine's access to 

technoJo•y, aafe anaesthetics, tranafusiona and drugs. The skills of 

medical acience make the death of a woman, even in rare emeraencies, 

uncommon. Because of medical science, and social chan•e women can 

for the first time in hilltory diamias physical safety and survival as 

important considerations. 

child-bearin• have altered. 

As a result, their expectations of 

1. Physical safety is no longer an important issue for the preanant 

woman, ■he takes it for •ranted. 

2. Children are limited in number, planned and expected to 

contribute positively to their parents' happiness. 
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3. Childbirth has become, aaain, a aocial rather than a medical or 

scientific event but remains lodged in a scientific model. 

The accoucher, for the first time in history, ia moat likely to be male. 

Yet the lll&IUlSement of labour and the post-natal period ia left to 

women. Science dominates a portion of the event only. It relies 

on differently qualified persona to identify problems in labour, report 

emeraenciea and handle them until medical aid arrives. The 

establishment of feeding and mothercrafting ia again left to Iese 

"scientifically" legitimate profeeaiona. That the scientist manages 

normal ia unique in history when normal was not considered to merit 

an educated man's attention (Donnison, 1977). Attendants at birth, 

both male and female, are registered practitioners liable to penalty if 

incompetent. Thia baa only been usual in the twentieth century and 

provides aociety aome protection. Birth for the majority of 

Australians takes place in an institution. Thia baa only been 

common since World War II (Thornton, 1972). The institution relies 

on highly trained personnel and complex technical equipment needed 

only in emergencies but available for everyone. Thie expensive 

differentiation of labour and its regular employment aubatantiatea and 

perpetuates "medical dominance" (Willie, 1983). Aa a consequence, 

birth has become costly for the individual and aociety. Thie also ie 

culturally and historically unique. 

Mead (1972) describes the very diffent learnina patterns in stable 

societies and in societies undergoing rapid change. She describes 

how traditional learning remains intact and ie handed down from the 

old to younger generation. 
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As aocietiea move into the tranaition from "no chanare" to adaptation, 

learninar is likely to occur from peers belonging to the same 

areneration. Western aociety today, she claims, is changing so 

rapidly that even thia mode ot cultural transmiaaion ia lost to us. 

The 7ounar woman of toda7 cannot learn how to artve birth from her 

mother. 

birth. 

Even her aiater is likely to face a different experience of 

A woman faces thia ■ituation alone. There are no past 

experiences available to her to lessen her sense of isolation and her 

aocial supports are minimised or excluded b7 institutional imperative. 

CONCLUSION 

It seems that important factors influence today's assessment of past 

aituations. One is the natural assumption, explicit in moat medical 

history and rarely questioned, that medicine is progressing along a 

continuum from darkness into light, from bad to good, from 

non-professional control to professional control. I have argued that 

the analysis is not as straightforward as this elsewhere. However, 

much of the evidence on which we draw today is coloured by this 

view. Secondly, midwives themselves rarely chronicled their own 

activities and we have to rely on others' interpretation of their 

performance. Frequently, these writinars contain scarcely veiled 

attempts at diacrediting midwives for the writers' own ends 

(Donniaon, 1977). 

As ao clearly stated by Oakley ". • • the lessons history may 

generate, depend on who it is who wants to learn what, about which 

particular issue" (Oakley, 1982, p.667). 
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It is clear that there has been a marked change in the responsibility 

of the health professional for the conduct of normal labour and birth. 

There is no clear . aarreement on the basis for this though 

substantiated evidence suggests parallel changes in economic and 

social circumstances improved the safety of birth rather more than 

did the scientific advances made by health professionals. 
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CBAPTBR TBRBB 

HOW IS THE MIDWIFE'S TRAINING AND PRACTICE 

DEFINED WITHIN REGULATIONS AND POLICIES? 

HYPOTHESIS ADDRESSED 

That there are clearly articulated needs or priorities established for 

the training and practice of midwives within the Australian health 

care system at National or State Levels. 
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ABSTRACT 

This chapter explores the role and function of the midwife by 

examining regulations governing practice in each State and Territory. 

The methods to prepare midwives are compared and the rationale on 

which training schemes are based considered. The functional 

relationship between midwives and the related health professions of 

nursing and medicine are studied and current assumptions about 

these questioned. The view still held of midwifery as a stepping 

stone for promotion within nursing is challenged and the cost 

effectiveness of current training schemes discussed. 

METHOD 

State and Territory regulations and statutes are studied, summarised 

and compared. A variety of other published reports, data and 

literature is drawn on to develop the evidence necessary to test the 

hypothesis. The links between the role and function of midwife and 

nurse in Australia are analysed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The word "midwife" is used in various ways in various nations of the 

world. In many places today, it remains more a social description 

than a professional deai•nation. Table 4, taken from Health 

Manpower Planning (Hall and Meijia, 1978) provides a breakdown of 

these categories and functions. 

The World Health Organisation accepted the following definition of a 

midwife in 1966 (WHO Technical Report Series, No. 331, 1966 [The 

Midwife in Maternity Care: Report of a WHO Expert Committee]): 

"A midwife is a person who is qualified to practise midwifery. 

She ia trained to •ive the necessary care and advice to women 

during pregnancy, labour and the poet-natal period, to conduct 

normal deliveries on her own responsibility, and to care for the 

newly born infant. At all times she must be able to recognise 

the warninar s~ns of abnormal or potentially abnormal conditions 

which neceaaitate referral to a doctor, and carry out emergency 

measures in the absence of medical help. She may practise in 

hospitals, health units or domiciliary services. In any one of 

these situations she has an important task in health education 

within the family and the community. In some countries, her 

work extends into the field of gynaecology, family planning and 

child care." 
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CLASSIFICATION AND FUNCTIONS OP MIDMIP'mn' PERSONNEL (HALL AMD MEIJIA, P 214, 1978) 

Lnel/ 
clauification 
Profe■■ional 
Midwife 

Nurae-aidwife 

Interaediate 
Auxiliary or 
aaaiatant midwife 

Auxiliary or 
usiatant 
nurae-aidwife 

Non-professional 
Aide 

Traditional birth 
attendant 

Titles used 

Midwife 
Feldsher-midwife 

Nurse-midwife 

Auxiliary midwife 
Assistant midwife 
Practical midwife 
Rural midwife 
Enrolled midwife 

Auxiliary 
nurse-midwife 
Assistant 
nurse-midwife 

Maternal and child 
health aide 
Midwifery aide 

Education/training required 

Secondary education plus minimum 
of 3 years' midwifery education. 

Secondary education, recognized 
nursing education plus 6 - 12 
months' midwifery education1 
post-basic training in maternal 
and child health, advanced mid
wifery, community health nursing, 
neonatal nursing. 

6 - 8 years' general education 
plus 1 - 2 years' midwifery 
training. 

6 - 8 years' general education 
and 1 - 2 years' training as an 
auxiliary nurse, plus 1 - 2 
years' midwifery training or 2 -
3 years' integrated nursing and 
midwifery training at auxiliary 
level. 

0 - 6 years' general education 
plus on-the-job training in mid
wifery. 

Trained traditional On-the-job training in midwifery. 
birth attendant 

Numerous titles, 
varying from 
country to 
country 

Training acquired through working 
with another traditional birth 
attendant in apprenticeship 
fashion 

Functions performed and independent 
judgement required 

Provides care and health education 
during pregnancy, labour and post
natal period. Manages apparently 
normal labour without supervision. 
Cares for newborn infant. 

Identifies and refers abnormal con
ditions and clients at risk. Carr
ies out gynaecological and faNily 
planning activities. The above 
activities can be exercised in the 
areas of teaching, administration 
(including supervision), and 
and research. 

Provides care and health education 
and manages apparently normal lab
our, usually under direct pro!e••
ional supervision. May superviae 
lower-level aides. May be trained 
to work independently where man
power is in short supply eg, in 
rural areas). 

May qualify to train for profession
al-level positions through acquirinC) 
the requisite level of general educ
ation to enter professional educat
ion programmes, special curricula, 
etc, befitting requirements specif
ied by the country. 

Carries out clearly specified tasks 
in the care of maternity patients 
and newborn infants, under direct 
supervision. 

Normally operates outside organized 
health system: assists mother• in 
deliveries1 performs bulk of deliv
eries in rural areas of many count
ries, owing to inaccessibility of 
formally trained health man-power 
and community acceptance of tradit
ional practitioners. 
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This Chapter uses State regulations and a variety of other 

documentation to see if this definition exists in theory or pratice. 

This evidence is used as a basis to explore the assumptions 

underlyina midwifery trainina, regulation and practice and examines 

the commonly held belief that these elements are comparable across 

States. 

The Australian Definition of a Midwife 

The National Midwives' Asaociation of Australia adopted the definition 

quoted above at their Annual General Meeting in Melbourne, 1981. 

Paradoxically, the rules and reaulations set out in most State 

ordinances do not appear (except for New South Wales and Western 

Australia) to permit its implementation (aee Table 5). There is not 

even a useful alternative picture one could create of the Australian 

midwife from the various State reaulations. There are eight 

individual idiosyncratic pictures that arise out of the dry and 

difficult words or ordinances current in 1982. Three of these lack 

all substance other than the word "midwife" appearing infrequently, 

and never defined nor described in any way. So different are the 

majority, they neither bear resemblance to one another nor the WHO 

definition. (The exceptions are Western Australia, Tasmania and New 

South Wales etc, - see Table 5). 
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There is no doubt that in the past, Australian midwives have fulfilled 

the WHO role. For example,the highly respected Nurse Kirk confined 

moat of the white women of the Kempaey district over many years 

from the turn of the century onwards (Williamson, 1982) and midwives 

confined the majority of healthy women around the Mansfield area 

from the middle of the last century until this (Gilliaon, 1974). 

It appears today'■ midwife although better educated than her 

pre-World War II sister, is loain• the remaining vestiges of her 

independence and right■ to practiae in that manner. 

The Division of Labour between Midwife and Medical Practitioner 

The inconsistency of the division of labour between medical 

practitioner and midwife can be ■een in publication such as Maternity 

Care in the World (International Federation of Gynaecology and 

Obstetrics, International Confederation of Midwives, 1976). Specific 

role analyaea have been well explored in the United Kingdom 

(Robinson, Bradley and Golden, 1981), and the United States (Rooks, 

1980). Kilver undertook similar but more limited research in New 

South Wales in 1976. The outstanding and consistent feature of all 

these studies is the findin• that midwifery skills are uhder-utiliaed 

and the dissatisfaction this causes midwives. Social, political and 

economic system■ have impinged further and further into midwifery, 

so there is little remainin• independent territory for the midwife, 

except in a au baidiary role. The combination of aocial and economic 

control exerted by medicine creates a powerful political influence not 

easily countered by a traditionally female profession. 
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Midwives in New South Wales confined the majority of women well 

after the turn of the century. They were still confining eighteen 

per cent (18X) in the late 1930a. They were demonstrably at least 

as safe as, and probably more than, their medical colleagues (Lewis 

1978; Williamaon, 1982). Despite this, conventional social wisdom 

became "Doctors provide a superior aervice". Society began to pay 

them more for their aervice and medical insurance systems did not 

recognise the midwife's role in delivery, and continued not to 

reimburse her or her clients for a midwife's attendance. The 

influence exerted over Lodges and Friendly Societies by medicine and 

how this developed to further the medical profession's best interests 

is well documented by Pensabene (1980). 

It appears that what remains today for the midwife are only tasks 

not seen as advantaaeous, desirable or economically rewarding by 

other aroups. Aa a conaequence, the midwife as a strong 

practitioner with respected opinions and high degree of skill is 

disappearing. Thia demise is not localised and British nuraina and 

midwifery journals deplore a similar situation developin• in the 

United Kinadon. (See, for example, Walker, 1976 and 1972; Turner, 

1980.) 

Concurrently, and more importantly than midwives' professional 

concerns, in both Britain and Australia a woman's chance of 

experiencin• a normal birth is disappearing also (e•, Lumley and 

Astbury, 1981; Cartwright, 1979). 
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Domination of midwifery by medicine haa been abetted, albeit 

unintentionally, by the cloae linka between nuraing and midwifery. 

Again there are important parallela with Britain (Turner, 1980). 

The Linke between Nuraing and Midwifery 

A tradition haa developed thia century in Auatralia that midwifery 

waa neceaaary to complete one'a training aa a "nurae" and waa aeen 

aa a neceaaary prerequiaite for promotion. This has also occurred 

in the United Kin.-dom. The reasons for this are only superficially 

similar thou.-h .-enerally believed to be the same. 

The use of nurse-midwives in the United Kingdom parallels the 

decrease in statue of the non-nurse midwife. Many "midwives" who 

continued to practiae ■ubsequent to the 1902 Registration Act were 

theoretically unqualified but did so for two reasons. Firetly by "act 

of .-race" (Donnison, 1977) and by undertaking short and inadequate 

courses to allow them to re.,tater. This provision waa esaential as 

the numbers of properly trained midwives were far too few to meet 

the needs of the population. It took, however, a surprtatn.-ly long 

time for such "bo~ tide" midwives, sometimes woefully, ill-equipped 

practitioners, to die out (Cowell and Wainwright, 1981). The second 

reason was a stigma attached to their existence that was avoided · by 

the professional nur• who undertook "proper" training. The, 

retention of few courses for non-nurse entrants have continued until 

the present day, but these courses have intensified rather than 

lessened the prejudice against non-nurse midwives. 
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The prerequisite academic standards were often leBB than required 

for a nurse, for example, enrolled nurse qualification (Golden, 1981), 

the standard of training unexceptional, and the graduate viewed, 

despite evidence to the contrary, as less desirable, or capable than 

her nurse-midwife sister (Ball, 1982). Discrimination exiata against 

such graduates for promotion, and apparently restrict& at times their 

undertaking advanced training (Ball, 1982). A new move for 

"Direct-Entry" programmes of a different type in Britain is 

fore-■hadowed by the recent approval for three year course■ for 

non-nurse entrants to midwifery. 

Australian regulat.iona alao provided bona fide midwives with a period 

of grace. Hospitals that offered midwife-only training tended to 

follow the Bngliah trend of setting lower entrance requirement&. 

Therefore "direct-entry" training produced unexceptional graduates 

who were lee■ complete or useful in our cottage ho■pitals so 

important before World War II. These small district or country 

hospitals fulfilled both the medical and midwifery needs of the area. 

They required their limited ■taff to be able to "turn to" help in any 

emergency or need. Therefore a "midwife" was limited where a 

"nurse-midwife" was moat useful. Conversely, a general nurse was 

also limited in such ■ituations, as the major nurse training schools 

did not turn out nurses with even limited experience in midwifery. 

Any nurse who wanted employment other than in the few large 

general training schools really needed midwifery training. The era 

of the cottage hospitals disappeared as they were increasingly unable 

to meet the costs of advancing technology considered necessary for 

modern medicine (Thornton, 1972). 
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Priorities in nurse training have altered, also though many nurses 

still seem to hold to a pre-war notion of the complete nurse being a 

midwife. 

Because nurses' training was, and generally remains different and 

separate from other forms of education available in the community, 

avenues for post-basic education have been very limited (see Table 

6). Promotion has been (in the past) tied to one's ability to gain a 

second, third, fourth or even fifth certificate in nursing. Thie may 

have been appropriate when nursing occurred in cottage hospitals 

and the skills Matrons needed were a wide variety of nursing 

experience and houee-keeping ability. Today's nurses need far 

greater theoretical depth on which to base advanced inter-personal, 

technical and management skills. Principles of cleanliness, good 

house-keeping, sympathy and common sense (see Florence 

Nightingale's Notes on Nursing, 1969) are insufficient for nurses 

operating either at jl,lnior or senior levels. The appropriateness of 

such a certificate and progress for nurses is increasingly under 

question. This is particularly so when it appears the majority of 

candidates for nursing achieve and need academic qualifications 

equivalent to any other tertiary educational institution (White, 1976). 

Changes in attitude towards nurse education are vital and have 

far-reaching consequences for the subsequent development of the 

profession. It is time assumptions about midwfery education were 

stringently re-examined also. 
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TABLEi:J 

Summary Table of Changes in Post Graduate Education 

for Nurses by Institution Awarding Diploma or Degree 

Number of Type of 
Institutions Institution 

1. 1957 2 Nursing Colleges only 

2. 1968 2 Nursing Colleges only 

3. 1973 2 Nursing Colleges only 

4. 1976 9 2 Nursing Colleges 
7 other Tertiary Institutions* 

5. 1981 12 All in orthodox Tertiary 
Institutions (no Nursing 
Colleges remain) 

Qualifications Awarded - Diplomas and Associate Diplomas only 
until 1980. 

* 

1980 Degrees (generally Batchelor of 
Science (one of a number of nursing 
awarded)) in institutions. 

Applied 
options 

1981 Increased number and variety of degree courses 
available in nursing. 

Health Colleges, Universities and Colleges of Advanced 
Education. 

Sources:-

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Footnote: 

A Directory of Courses, 
Education, 1957. 

Commonwealth Office of 

Directory of Courses, Australian Department of Education 
and Science, 1968. 

Directory of Courses, Australian 
Education, A.G.P.S. Canberra, 1973. 

Department of 

Directory of Tertiary Courses, Department of Education, 
A.G.P.S. Canberra, 1976. 

Directory of Higher Education Courses, Commonwealth 
Department of Education, A.G.P.S. Canberra, 1981. 

Publication■ cited were not produced annually, therefore 
•aileatone• year■ have been used to de110natrate 
STABILITY and CJIANGB. 
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Obviously, in out.back Australia, nurse-midwives serve t.he community 

far more capably and at less cost. t.han could be managed by a nurse 

and a midwife. The majority of nurses, however, are employed in 

areas where midwifery is not only useless but irrelveant. (see Nursing 

Personnel: A National Survey, 1979, Vol. I). Another import.ant factor 

that has altered for today's trained nurse is that she/he is 

increasin•ly likely to be trained in a comprehensive or ••neralist 

programme that includes a component of maternity nursing (see 

Chapter 6). Nurae t.raini~ ia increasingly turning out a more 

complete "generalist" •raduate than previously. Limited 

opportunities for employment exist currently where one uses both 

midwifery and nursin• together. Smaller country hospitals provide 

the most obvious example■ of these. With increasing regionalisation 

of medical services, such hospitals are becoming less common. 

It appears that the time has come to question and analyse the links 

between nursing and midwifery instead of assuming they are either 

permanent, proper or insoluble. The woman with a complicated 

pregnancy, labour, birth or puerperium needs the best of medical 

care, and that can only be provided by a medical team and a 

nurse-midwife. Thia is a deficiency in the European system, where 

the complicated situation is handed to nurses and the midwife's 

influence is missed (Newton, 1981). 
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Unlike some European midwives with whom I have discussed this 

issue, I do not believe nurses· cannot make midwives, but I 

acknowledge the validity of the difficulty they expressed inherent in 

changing orientation from therapeutic care to support of health and 

the promotion of "wellness". 

Our views of non-nurse midwives are determined by professional 

memory and reau,naliaed limited perception. Direct entry 

programmes have proven their value for four hundred years in 

Europe and modern direct proarammea appear to be well received in 

the United States and the United Kingdom. 

What does a Midwife do in Australia? 

"What is a midwife?" and "What does a midwife do?". These are not 

the same question and have different answers in Australia. 

In the United Kinadom, the midwife is the senior responsible person 

at seventy-six per cent (76%) of all deliveries (Fenny, 1979), but her 

role in normal ante-natal supervision and post-natal follow-up is 

decreaaina (Robinson, Golden and Bradley, 1981). The opposite 

situation exists in the United States where the midwife is leas likely 

to be permitted to deliver the infant than perform ante-natal and 

post-natal care (Rook■, 1980; Dempkowaki, 1982) 
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In Australia, the practice varies widely with the midwife doing all 

this and more in isolated areas, and neither where medical services 

are amply provided. No matter where she works, the midwife 

manages labour and immediate post-natal care. 

Kiiver's thorou•h study of two obatatric hospitals in Sydney found 

that the most highly qualified per110ns do not necessarily provide the 

best quality aervicea (Kilver, 1976). It seems that, in the hoapitals 

she studied, Australians were paying more for less value. She used 

a technique of careful task analysis and factor analysis "clustering" 

to study various personnel in obstetrics and the tasks they perform. 

This sophisticated technique allows re-structuring of jobs and 

educational programmes to ensure efficient man-power use and 

appropriate trainin• programmes. She found midwives regularly 

performing tasks below their level of training. Pupil midwives were 

consistently performi~ chores that could have been equally 

undertaken by le• qualified persons and that had no educational 

component at all. She believes the rapid staff turnover that she 

noted, and that was frequently complained of by all staff, reflects a 

lack of job satiafaction. This is caused in turn by a mismatch 

between training and the performance requirements of the job. A 

point from her summary deserves quotina -

"A larger number of obstetric patients have an uncomplicated 

pergnancy and labour. The allocation of reaponaibility for the 

total care of these patients to qualified midwifery nurses would 

constitute a considerable saving in terms of inappropriate 

utilisation of skilled man-power and coats." (ICiiver, p.65, 1976). 
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The Re,rulationa and Processes used to Control Midwifery Practice and 

Trainin,r in Australia 

Australian midwives lost their regulatory bodies to the more recently 

formed nurses registration boards (NRB) during the years 1920-1933 

(Matson, 1978). These combined boards in no formal way protected 

the representation or rights of midwives. In fact, even today, not 

all States allocate even one position on the board to a midwife 

(Mataon, 1978). Those that do contain a midwife member, appear to 

do so as a token aeature. She is not obligated to represent or 

report back to fellow midwives (Matson, 1978). She is considerably 

outnumbered on the board and has no special priveleges or power on 

midwifery iasuea (Matson, 1978). This situation is unique 

internationally as far as can be established. Even the United States 

and Great Britain, who train predominantly nurse-midwives as we do, 

retain independent control of both midwifery and nursing practice. 

There are provi■kms in most States for boards to consult with 

Midwives' Working Parties or similar groups on midwifery issues 

(Matson, 1978). Board■ are not bound to do so however, and their 

regulations may ignore, if they choose, recommendations of such 

groups. 

Table 5 has been constructed from State regulations. A number of 

factors have been identified that are crucial to determining the 

extent of the function of the midwife (that is, her involvement 

throughout pregnancy, labour and post-natal care and whether the 

regulations permit her to undertake the role of "Midwife" as defined 

by W.H.O.). 
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It demonstrates clearly State differences of considerable magnitude, 

for example Victorian midwives are legally far more limited in 

independent practice than their New South Wales coll-.uea. It also 

demonstrates that at the time of preparation of the chart, midwives 

undertaking home birth in three States did so with no guidelines or 

regulations governing their actions. 

Perceptions, therefore, of midwives and midwifery reflected in 

Australian regulation■ are more likely to be those of nurses than of 

midwives themselves. The gaining of a second certificate in nursing 

without any practical consolidation experience does not make a 

midwife. The career structure that developed in nursing in the 

past meant many of our nursing leaders have, at the least, a limited 

view of midwifery. 

Midwives ambitious to further their careers frequently had to return 

to nurain• to do ao. A dearth of midwife leaders allowed nursing to 

take over decision making. The wisdom of this has rarely been 

queationed until recently. Thia situation ia unique to Australia. 

The United Kingdom has retained a pattern of strong independent 

leadership from its battle■ for recognition in the last century (Cowell 

and Wainwright, 1981). American midwifery has neither spur to 

develop or maintain independence outside nurain•• The formation of 

an active national association of midwives within the last five years 

suggests midwives are still capable of recogniaing their uniqueness 

and the desirability of a aeparate identity. 
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The programmes that train midwives are considered (except for South 

Australia which is yet to be clarified) ao similar that reciprocal 

registration between States is granted without question. The 

question of clinical experiences in training dominate discussions over 

reciprocity to a disproportionate extent. The fact that the 

inconsistencies are hidden in statutory regulatioll,S or statistics and 

are difficult to identify, let alone grapple with, may help explain this. 

I attempted to tabulate eim:llarities and differences in training across 

State■ under the followin• headings: 

A. Minimum hour■ free from service for educational purposes. 

B. Stipulated minimum clinical experiences -

time - weeks 

types - deliveries, ante-natal examinations, etc. 

C. Qualifications of peraon planning the course 

D. Qualifications of teachers 

E. Nurses Re-1stration Board control and evaluation of a 

hospital trainin• midwives 

F. Ratio of students to registered midwives 

G. Ratio of students to midwifery teachers 
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H. Length of training 

I. Guidelines for curricula, syllabi and the formulation of 

objectives for the course 

J. Student prerequisities 

The headings appeared to be a useful summary of material that could 

reasonably be expected to be present in all States. 

There was such a lack of correspondence between them, it was not 

possible to compress this information into a useful table. The only 

two points where tabulated comparison was really worthwhile were 

Points A and B (Tables 7 and 8). As mentioned earlier, clinical 

experience is easily quantified and measured, and can be quickly 

observed. The obvious difference between States' required clinical 

experience was South Auatralia where a midwife may complete her 

training having undertaken ten "quality deliveries". All other 

States stipulate a minimum of twenty deliveries, five of which may be 

complicated or assisted, as a basic training requirement. Clinical 

experience required by each State is summarised in Table 7. It 

demonstrates the areas of greatest agreement under my chosen 

headings, but show■ considerable differences exist even in thia area. 
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Point C. Qualifications of Person Planning the Course 

Only one State (New South Wales) stipulates the qualifications to be 

held by a person planning a midwifery course. Queensland 

stipulates that midwifery be taught only "in an accredited School of 

Nursing". It ia statutorily possible, though admittedly unlikely, that 

a midwifery course in that State could be taught by a non-midwife 

without a teaching qualification! 

Point E. Nurses' Registration Board Control and Evaluation of a 

Hospital Trainin,r Midwives. 

Only four States mention this point; three of these state the 

minimum number of deliveries in a training school and one that cast 

studies to be kept available for inspection. Only the Victorian and 

New South Wales regulations clearly state the Nurses Registration 

Board's right and responsibility to have regular access to facilities 

and records in training schools to see these are maintained at 

appropriate levels. 

Point F. Ratio of Students to Registered Midwives. 

Three States only mention Point F - two of these are so non-specific 

and open wide to interpretation they are useless, for example, 

"sufficient for adequate supervision" and "twenty-four hour cover by 

registered staff". Victoria is the only State to unequivocally state a 

staff ratio of no more than two students to one registered midwife. 
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Point G. Ratio of Students to Midwifery Teachers 

Only three States mention the ration between midwifery teachers and 

students. Thia varies alao, as does the extent to which 

non-teaching qualified midwives are used to teach formally in 

training programme■• 

Point I. Guidelines for Course 

The quality of guideline■, curricula, syllabi and course objectives 

also varies. Western Australia, Tasmania, New South Wales, South 

Australia and Victoria provide different but comprehensive guidelines 

and course objectives. 

inadequate, and the 

Queensland's material is out of date and 

Australian Capital Territory veta its two 

programmes individually and does not provide Nurses' Registration 

Board guidelines or objectives though moves are in hand to change 

this system. 

Point J. Student Prerequisites. 

All States (excludin• the Australian Captial Territory, which has no 

policy on the matter) stipulate that students should be registered 

nur■ea. New South Wales stipulates that student& should be 

registered nurses. New South Wales stipulates atudenta must have 

on year's poat-baaic experience, while Victoria requires prospective 

students to have a personal interview. 
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No other State imposes any other selection criteria though I am aware 

many individual hospitals do so (for example, the Queen Victoria 

Hospital in South Australia requires two years poet-basic experience 

(personal communication from the Principal Nurse Educator) and the 

Royal Women's Hospital, Melbourne advertises its course stipulating 

one year's poet-basic experience (Australian Nurses' Journal, 1984)). 

Diversity, choice and independence are not the issues at point - the 

fact that we do not acknowledge they exist and account for them is 

at least as important. The area of greatest potential problem, (more 

so even it seems to me that the "ten quality deliveries" debate from 

South Australia) it the contrast in the number of hours devoted to 

educational purposes between States (see Table 8). Time released 

from service for educational purposes is described in hours, days or 

weeks and may be stipulated face-to-face teaching or simply work 

release. For example, the New South Wales guidelines require a 

minimum of two hundred (200) houree' face-to-face teaching in eight 

weeks work release of three hundred and twenty (320) hours. Thie 

is likely to be increased by another forty houree to accommodate the 

introduction of their proposed new curriculum. 

There are four weeks or one hundred and sixty (160) hours 

separating the upper and lower extremes in the Table, Queensland 

requiring the least and South Australia the greatest work release. 

If this difference is reduced to five hours' face-to-face teaching in 

an eight hour day, (the remaining time devoted to private study, 

films or other activities), a student could receive one hundred hours 

Jess instruction than her inte.r-State contempory. 
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That ia more than twenty-five per cent (25%) variation could occur in 

time devoted to theoretical content between States. Put another 

way, it ia a difference of more than one full year's atudy of a three 

hour unit in a tertiary institution. It ia worth noting at this point, 

that work release is an important coat at euch time ia paid at award 

ratea. 

The recent South Australian Nursing Manpower Study (Stage 2) South 

Australian Health Commiaaion, 1981 (referred to aubaequently in this 

document by the compiler's name, that is, Beeken) and New South 

Wale■ (referred to aubaequently in this document by the compiler's 

name, that ia, Bayliss, 1981) Health Commiaaion of New South Wales, 

Division of Nurainat, Midwifery Manpower Study, 1981 atudiea ahow 

that inter-State migration ia an important contributor to the pool of 

qualified ataff in each State. U a newly qualified Queensland 

graduate moved to South Australia it ia reasonable to assume her 

academic or theoretical contribution will be of leaa value than if 

South Australia retained one more of their own more expensively and 

arguably more thoroughly prepared midwives. Conversely, a new 

South Australian midwife may be less clinically competent or 

experienced than a Queensland-trained person. 

State■ also vary in the methods used in evaluating students. New 

South Wale■ requires students to master specified skill■ prior to 

taking a State examination. Western Australia ia the only other 

State which make■ provision in regulation■ for any alternative 

assessment other than a Board examination. 
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All other States rely on individual training schools to jud•e that 

students are sufficiently skilled to practise as midwives. Despite 

this responsibility being left to trainin• schools, they do not have 

the right to even contribute to the academic aaaeaament of their 

students. What we have (excludin• New South Wales) is a system 

that is neither totally externally asaeaaed nor totally internally 

aaaeased. I am not advocatin• one or other system, but 

highlighting yet another inconsistency and example of difficulties 

inherent in current hospital-baaed educational programmes. 

There is a further potential problem faced by hospital-baaed courses 

not found in non-service baaed educational pro•rammes. The 

students' education may continue to be (as it has been historically in 

both nurain• and midwfery) secondary to the service needs of the 

training school. Findings presented elsewhere in this thesis show 

clearly that this is happenin• in many schools. Moat States do not 

even make a token effort to recommend clinical placements on 

educationally sound grounds. 

learning outside the institution. 

Moat make no attempt to extend 

South Australia ia a noteworthy 

exception in both cues, recommending (but not compellin•) both. 

That some individual training schools throughout Australia recognise 

this need and attempt to do one or both ia to their credit and their 

students' benefit. 
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The Basis on which Current Midwifery Programmes are Established 

and their Cost Effectiveness. The Characteristics and Utilisation of 

Trained Midwives 

"Nursing Personnel A National Survey" published by the 

Commonwealth Department of Health, Vol I, (1979) specifies five areas 

they believe worthy of further research. 

subject matter of this Thesis: 

Two of these relate to the 

"The contribution of post-basic qualifications and further 

academic achievements to the quality of nursing services, the 

organisation and resurces required to this education and the 

associated implications", and 

"Further manpower studies to identify trends and changes over 

time in nursing peraonnel characteristics, distribution, utilisation 

and supply" (Nursing Personnel: A National Survey, Vol 1, p.204, 

1979). 

Though the wording of these recommendations is careful, the tables 

that contributed to these conclusions show alarming wastage of 

training facilities and resources in midwifery education. These 

findings are confirmed by more recent State enquiries held in New 

South Wales (Bayliss, 1981) and South Australia (Beecken, 1981). 
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Some wastage of midwives from a traditionally female profession must 

be accepted, particularly when it is noted that most practising 

midwives are aged between twenty-five and twenty-nine years 

(Nursing Personnel: A National Survey, 1979). Taylor and Berelson 

estimate wastage rates may be in the order of ten per cent (10%) 

(Taylor and Berelson, 1971). Vederese (1978), writing on health 

planning for W.H.O., believes this figure may be too high and that 

the attrition rate of three to five per cent (3% - 5%) may be more 

appropriate for many countries. Australia, for some reason, 

experiences a far greater wastage rate than this. 

New South Wales, for example, had a "pool" of registered midwives of 

seventeen thousand, three thousand, three hundred and ten (17,310) 

at June 1980 (Bayliss). Of this pool, ten thousand, nine hundred 

and thirty-eight (10,938) were employed in various areas of nursing. 

Only one thousand, . seven hundred and eighty-three (1,783) were 

employed in maternity units or with maternity patients. Bayliss 

estimates the annual supply pool consists of eight hundred to nine 

hundred (800-900) graduating students, a migrant intake of midwives 

of two hundred to three hundred (222-300) and an unknown number 

of midwives returning to full time employment. 

She concludes, in the light of comprehensive study of demand, that 

this is probably insufficient. If this is the case, New South Wales is 

looking at a wastage rate in excess of fifty per cent (50%) of trained 

midwives. This could be lessened somewhat if the wastage rate of 

students in training in New South Wales, currently about twenty-five 

per cent (25%), could be reduced. 
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The recent South Australian Nursing Manpower Survey (Stage 2) ,, 
Specific Issues Relating to Midwifery (Beecken, 1981) is another State 

attempt to identify staffing needs in the future. Immigration of 

midwives appears a more important part of the "pool" of registered 

midwives in that State, contributing up to forty-five per cent (45%) 

of the total new registrations in the year 1979-80 (Beecken, 1981). 

The author wisely cautions against depending too heavily on this 

unpredictable and variable input. South Australian wastage rates in 

training are less than one third of those in New South Wales with 

only seven per cent (7%) failing to successfully complete training. 

Wastage rates of those completing training, however, remains 

inordinately high. Only fourteen per cent (14%) of qualified 

midwives are actively engaged in the equivalent of full-time 

midwifery practice. Nearly thirty-five per cent (35%) of the 

registered nurse work force hold a midwifery certificate (Beecken, 

1981). Again, considerably fewer than fifty per cent (50%) of those 

with midwifery training are using this directly. 

It seems resonable to assume most States face a similar situation. 

Over two thousand (2000) midwives are trained annually in Australia 

(see Table 8) and yet of those sampled in a comprehensive national 

survey only five thousand, nine hundred and twenty-six (5,926) 

registered nurses (that is, both registered midwives and midwifery 

students) were directly employed in midwifery (Nursing Personnel : A 

National Survey, 1979). The conductors of this survey estimated 

that eighty-five per cent (85%) of the registered nurse population 

responded. 
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An approximation derived from the figures puts the midwifery work 

force in t~is country at about six thousand, eight hundred (6,800). 

When one subtracts the student work force of approximately two 

thousand, two hundred (2,200) (See Table 8) the total number of 

trained midwives employed in midwifery is approximately four 

thousand, six hundred (4,600). 

These figures show less than one quarter of our trained midwives 

contribute at all to the quality of the health services in the area of 

midwifery. 

It is acknowleged that of the thirty-seven thousand, seven hundred 

and forty-six (37,746) registrants holding a midwifery certificate 

(Nursing Personnel, A National Survey, 1979), many may find 

midwifery a desirable or necessary addition to their nursing 

qualification. If one totals, however, the allied fields where 

midwifery could contribute to the quality of care delivered (even 

indirectly) and adds those nurses directly practising midwifery, only 

approximately one quarter of those trained are in any way 

benefitting from their training. Conversely, their training is in no 

demonstrable way contributing to the quality of care within our 

health services. 



TOTAL REGISTRANTS WITH MIDWIFERY CERTIFICATES 

EMPLOYED IN AREAS WHERE 

MIDWIFERY COULD CONTRIBUTE TO PERFORMANCE 

Infant Welfare 

General Community Nurse 

Paediatrics 

Administration (excluding ward units) 

Hospital-based Nurse Education 

Midwifery qualified nurses working in related 
areas 

Midwives employed in Midwifery Units 
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l 163 

570 

574 

l 772 

736 

3 815 

4 600 

8 415 

Total registrants bolding midwifery certificates 37 746 

Figures taken from Nursing Personnel: A National Survey, 1979. 

The Auat.rallan situation la not unique and bu been addreaeed 

alobally by Lhe World Health Orpni•l1on and wilhin eome counlriee. 

Verdereae, writing for the World Health Organisation, says: 

"In order to reduce losses • . . it is necessary to consider the 

factors involved and endeavour to improve selection, the 

educational programme and the realities of practice'' (Vedereee, 

p.211, 1978). 
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The United Kingdom is currently facing a similar situation to 

Australia, one aspect of which was made explicit by results of 

Golden's enquiry into the career patterns of recent graduates. She 

found that of those qualifying, seventy per cent (70%) had no 

intention of practising (Golden, 1980). Unlike Australia, there is 

considerable public discussion of the implications of this. The costs 

of "extravagantly" training midwives and not retaining experienced 

staff for their services are being debated. Appropriate financial 

renumeration for their services and the improvement of a frustrating 

work environment where· midwives are unable to carry out their 

responsibilities are two factors raised for consideration by Dunn in a 

Nursing Times editorial (Dunn, 1980). Further research and 

innovative training programmes such as the recently approved three 

year direct entry programme at Derby are seking to identify and 

alleviate elements of the situation (Ball, 1982). 

Illustration 2 conceptualizes the circular nature of the dilemma 

currently facing the United Kingdom and Australia. 

Golden (1980), Walker (1976) and other writers in British publications 

deplore and face squarely the poor retention rates of graduates. 

Bayliss (1981) and Beecken (1981) in otherwise excellent useful 

documents, do not appear to consider the possibility that fewer 

midwives could be trained and retention rates of newly qualified and 

more experienced staff improved. To do so may not only cost less 

monetarily, the focus of training would be more directly become the 

quality rather then the number of graduates. 
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years shows many articles directly related to dissatisfaction wilh 

current lrainin~ programmes, concern for wise future development 

and lbe need lo re-think a professional identity. A similar review 

of Australian journals show very !ew lhat could be similarly 

classified (Shoebridge, 1979 is a not.able exception}. 

The lack of concern in Ausl.ralia reflects our perception of midwifery 

es an extension of nursing. English midwifery is an older, discrete 

and separaLe entity trom nursin&, and hes its one independent 

central registering authority whose only functions and 

responeibillties are those of midwives. 
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At present, fifty-five training schools across Australia produce 

approximately one third of the total employed work force annually 

(Post Basic Nursin• Courses in Australia, 1980). If trainin• costs 

are calculated, very conservatively, on the basis of two thousand, 

five hundred dollars (2,500) per student (estimated after Quine, 1977) 

appromixately five million dollars (5,000,000) was expended on 

midwifery trainin• from health bud•ets in 1981-82. 

Approximately half this sum has produces no direct return to the 

health services becauae: 

a. only twenty-seven per cent (27%) of those undertaking training 

did so to be able to work as midwives (see Chapter 5), and 

b. only fifty-six per cent (56%) of those trained in 1981-82 are 

currently working in midwifery (see Chapter 5). 

A few very basic questions can help us analyse the crisis we face in 

midwifery training in this country. It is useful to compare the 

answers to those same questions nearly a century ago, when there 

were active moves to establish satisfactory midwifery training 

programmes, with today. 

questions is postulated. 

A "local" and "national" answer to these 
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QUESTION 1 

What were the reasons for establishing the programme and how was 

the need determined? 

The majority of Australian women gave birth without formally 

"trained" assistance. 

Nationally 

No policy or philosphy. National Nursing Manpower survey 

expressed concern over numbers produced compared to those in 

practice. New South Wales and South Australia recently concluded 

State surveys to determine needs for the future. Both concluded 

that there should not be a reduction in the number trained. 

Locally 

Various and difficult to analyse, some suggestions: 

a. Older schools established to rectify shorta•es of trained 

midwives. 

b. To "use up" valuable clinical experience. 
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c. Prestige associated with trainin1r achool atatua. 

d. Student work force uNd to be leas costly than training 

ataff, of dubious validity today. 

QUESTION 2 

What was the nature of the initial trainin« phase? 

Insufficient; early pro1rrammea were increased in length and 

theoretical content until stabilised across Australia at a twelve month 

course for registered nurses in 1950. (At this time a forty-eight 

hour week waa the norm and lectures were taken in "off-duty".) 

Nationally 

No national plannin1r. Some States provide useful guidelines for . 
their own pro1rramme■• A few States training midwives have 

inadequate or no guidelines, this reflects marginal or non-existent 

planning. 
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Locally 

Varied - considerable autonomy given to hospitals in most States: 

a. can allow for fiexibility and creativity in teachin• and 

learning, or 

b. could result in ■tudent ezploitation and inadequate learning. 

These depend on the adequacy of planning and monitoring that 

programme goals are achieved. 

QUESTION 3 

What problems is the programme experiencing and how are they being 

dealt with? 

Medical opposition to the establishment of programmes, feared 

competition from graduates. Numbers of graduates insufficient to 

meet community needs. 
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1980 

Nationally 

Failure to retain students on completion of training; dubious 

cost-effectiveness of training; diminishing areas of practice 

responsibility within hospitals; increasing social pressures, etc; rise 

of a Home Birth Movement; increaeing theoretical content of 

programmes necessary to keep pace with the "explosion" of 

knowledge and technology. 

Locally 

Varied - New South Wales high failure rate of midwifery examination 

candidates; staff shortages in aome areas; dissatisfaction expressed 

with quality of graduates in some States; shortages of midwifery 

tutors. 

QUESTION 4 

In what ways is the programme, through its graduates, contributing 

to the improvement of the health status of the people and to the 

development of health aervices in the country? 

Results were obvious and graduates highly respected/relied on 

members of the community. 
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1980 

Nationally 

Reaults are very difficult to aaaeas and separate from other health 

team contributions. Midwivea are the essential"manpower" of the 

obstetric and midwifery aerricea of this country but receive little 

public recognition of this fact. They could contribute further and 

provide a "cheaper" aervice if the medical system permitted this. 

Locally 

Individual programmes are informally evaluated on the quality of 

graduate that suppliea the local obstetric services. Individual 

graduates are likely to contribute and be assessed as an obstetric 

nurse, not a midwife. 

It seems that Moore's (1980) suspicions that recruitment into 

Midwifery Training in the United Kingdom is not baaed on rational 

manpower plannin• hold■ in Australia also. He deplores the training 

of four thousand (4000) midwives annually to replenish a pool of 

twenty thousand (20,000) employed. He aeea this aa a 

disproportionate inveatment in training. Australia trains nearly one 

third of its employed work force annually, an even hi•her ratio, and 

arguably a more queationable practice. 
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"Direct Entry" and Other Methods of Training Midwives 

"Direct Entry", that is, trainina programmes in midwifery for 

non-nuraes, have only been discontinued quite recently. The 

Federal Government's Directory of Couraes, 1966 shows all States 

offerina two year midwifery proarrammes. Subsequent publications 

no longer show basic courses, so one has to extrapolate between 

these figures and the Nursina Personnel, Vol II, 1979, which show 

none trained after 1977. 

that were offered ceased. 

Some time over this decade, the courses 

They were seen as "poor cousin" 

programmes that accepted lesser entry requirements and were 

producing a less valued product. This prejudice is interesting 

when one considers that the registration examinations taken by both 

nurse and non-nurse candidates were identical. 

Australian statistics showing the career patterns of these midwives 

are not available. Bnaliah experience shows, however, that despite 

limitations of career prospects and prejudice, such persons are 

retained as highly valued members of the work force and in greater 

numbers than nurae-midwives (Rankin, 1980). There were five 

Enalish trainina achoola acceptina non-nurse entrants in 1982, ". • • 

they had plenty of candidates, most of whom had "A" levels or 

degrees ••• " and they were "• •• a joy to teach" (Ball, p.12, 1982). 

Ball cites examination results over a five year period where direct 

entrant candidates achieved superior results on the Central Midwives' 

Board examination than did nurses. 
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It seems a reasonable assumption that motivation to work as a 

midwife is high in such candidates and that wastage rates of those 

who complete training is low. This ia in stark contrast to my own 

findings in Chapter Five, where motivation of nurse candidates was 

not high and wastage rates of recently trained midwives was nearly 

fifty per cent (50%). Increased cost-effectiveness of a longer 

training period for non-nurses appears to be justifiable and needs 

consideration on these two points. Our current system is not 

cost-effective and wasteful of resources. The United Kingdom has a 

new three year syllabus for these candidates. This is twice the 

length of their post-basic course in midwifery. It appears the 

Australia is large enough to tolerate a two-tier system of training, 

and that benefits of a less mobile, highly motivated work force could 

be considerable. It must be emphasized that in no way should such 

a course be, or be seen as, a second-rate option as were earlier 

courses. Standards must be maintained or comparable which would 

mean, of necessity, · a longer training period. If candidates from 

both courses were examined on the same criteria, it is hard to 

substantiate one being of less value than the other. The midwife 

who is not a registered nurse would face limitations of promotion 

within general hospital structures but should not be limited within 

the area of midwifery itself. They are matters of personal choice 

and would not be structurally or institutionally difficult in a 

midwifery hospital. 
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The question of direct entry is not simple. It is being addressed in 

the United Kingdom and the United States where moves are under 

way to accept science graduates into midwifery programmes (personal 

communication with D. Lang, American College of Nurse-Midwives, 

1981). It is a non-issue in Western Europe where the professions 

are not seen to be closely related. In Holland, nurses wishing to 

train as midwives receive no reduction in their three year programme 

because of their nursing training or background (personal 

communication with A. Jansma, Midwifery Tutor, Amsterdam Training 

School 1978). In Australia, it is an issue most nurses have not 

considered except negatively, but it is one worthy · of re-examination 

and re-thinking. The National Midwives Association is currently 

developing a policy statement on the issue. 

It seems that Australian perception of the need for midwifery 

training has remained firmly stuck in the Cottage Hospital era of our 

history, when a registered nurse needed to be able to "turn to" in 

any eventuality (Thorton, 1972). This is difficult to justify and is 

exemplified by the fact that there were more midwives working in 

medical and surgical wards in New South Wales and Queensland in 

1979 than in midwifery units. The position in other States is only 

marginally reversed (Nursing Personnel : A National Survey, Vol II, 

1979). 

Nursing education has advanced beyond the days when midwifery was 

essential for nursing practice and the only avenue of gaining further 

academic qualifications and career advancement. 
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Post Basic courses for nurses have increased in variety and depth, 

particularly over recent years (see Table 6). 
-

Nurses and the 
! 

Science of Nur■ing are moving from hospitals into eductional 

inatitutions for both post-basic and initial training. The latter move 

baa not been as rapid or comprehensive as many nursing leaders 

would wish, but looks likely to intensity under the present Federal 

Government policy. A press atatement released by the Minister for 

Education and Youth Affairs (Ryan, 1984) states that the Government 

ha■ requested the Tertiary Education Commission to consider 

implementing the Sax Committee's recommendations on tertiary 

education for nurses. 

Isolated attempts by writers such aa Donoghue (1977) and policy 

statements from nursing leaders (for example, Goals in Nursing 

Education Policy Statement issued by the Royal Australian Nursing 

Federation and others, 1976) attempted to promote graduate 

programmes in nursing specialities for appropriately prepared 

candidates. Midwifery training, however, haa essentially retained 

the same form and duration despite three noteworthy exceptions. 

The first exception to the standard training was an attempt to gain 

acceptance for a shortened (six months) course for students who had 

completed the WAIT comprehensive nursing programme (Straton, 1979). 

An independent evaluation concluded that, despite a well designed 

and run programme, there were reservations about the clinical 

competence of atudents who completed it. Despite some local 

support for the couree and suggeations that modifications could 

overcome the problems, the course has been discontinued. 
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In New South Wales in 1981, Cumberland College of Health Sciences 

attempted to run a two-year part time midwifery course for 
\ 

candidate■ with Diploma level nuraina qualification■• "-The number of 

applicants was insufficient for it to be viable when first offered in 

1981 and have continued to be ao. It will be offered again in 1985. 

The third exception and demon■trabl.7 most successful move was the 

introduction of the Batchelor of Applied Science, (Advanced Nursing) 

Midwifery Major at the Lincoln Institute of Health Sciences in 

Melbourne. This event improve■ the range of options for nurses 

who already hold a Diploma of Applied Science, Nursing and permits 

them to gain a degree for this further year's study. The course 

baa been designed to comply with conditions imposed by the Victorian 

Nursing Council and leads to midwifery re«fstration as well as an 

academic award (Lincoln Institute of Health Sciences: Course 

Accreditation Proposal, 1982). The course design follows a 

conventional curriculum and, apart from substantially fewer, but 

arguably more tightly controlled procramme in course design. 

CONCLUSION 

The World Health Orpniaation has assisted many countries to 

eatablish nursinc programmes over the last twenty to thirty years. 

Concern is now being expressed about their development and 

outcomes and queations are being asked of newly established 

programmes. It aeema that the questions are equally useful when 

applied to long established training schemes. 
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It is convenient to dismiss the need for such global evaluation or 

re-evaluation of what we do as being only relev~nt to developing 
I 

countries. Countries with eatabliahed tradition~, of education in 

nursing or midwifery are not exempt from the need for such 

scrutiny. The implication is that today's programmes must have 

evolved in an appropriate way aa the system is functional and turns 

out graduates who are able to perform at a certain level. 

We are not exempt from the need to question, in fact we are 

hampered by our history in a way that disadvantages us beside 

nations who are able to develop nursing and midwifery programmes 

using contemporary educational strateafes suitable for current social 

climates. Nursing belongs firmly in Bernstein's "closed" model 

(Bernstein, 1971). To the extent that, in the past, for example, 

nursing students have general and social sciences "tailored" for their 

needs and presented to them in isolation from other students of 

related professions. Its practice and development have also been 

retarded by its retention of nineteenth century models of 

subservience to males and medical practice and its acceptance of a 

"delicacy of female intellect" (Law, 1980). 

Our ethnocentric view of our long traditions of nursing and 

midwifery education is that we have built something admirable as a 

result. It appears more accurate to state that we have achieved 

de•pite the restrictions imposed by our traditions and origins. 
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We need a •Johal re-evaluation to establish a system of education and 

practice in tune with today's social and inten,ctual world. 

aophiaticated acceptance of a patently questionable system 

Our 

of 

midwifery education can be demonstrated quantitively by atatiatica 

and tables used in this Chapter and qualitatively by the consumer 

preaaurea ref erred to in Chapter One, Some State■' attempts to 

re•ulate practice are antiquated and of dubious worth. Others are 

far more valuable. Moat show a deference to medical control that 

was established and ia maintained on grounds that remain open to 

challenge. 

The lack of concern expressed on these iaauea in Australia reflects 

our perceptions of midwifery aa an extension of nurainar, It reflects 

our acceptance that nursing leader a hip ia fittinar, appropriate and 

satisfactory for midwifery. Thia Chapter seriously questions those 

aaaumptiona and demonstrates that this baa not proved adequate in 

the past. 

The urgency of the situation baa not been acknowledged in Australia. 

The lack of concern resembles an "ostrich" response rather than a 

satisfactory state of affairs. 

Thia chapter exposes the paucity of evidence on which current 

midwifery trainin• and practice ia baaed, Australian health care 

ayatema have not, in areneral, undertaken work to establish priorities 

or the baaia for the moat coat effective use of both midwives and 

eductional resources. 
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State Nursing Board systems without effective National co-ordination 

have resulted in significant differences in training methods and 

scope of practice. 

'-There are no clearly articulated needs and priorities established for 

the practice of midwives within the Australian health care system. 
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CBAPTBR POUR ( 

HOW DOES THE MIDWIFE DEFINE BER OWN ROLB? 

HYPOTHESIS ADDRESSED IN PART 

That the retention rates of midwives in the profession are within 

acceptable limits and reflect the general satisfaction of midwives with 

their responsibilities and status. 
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ABSTRACT 

\ 

Four hundred and five (405) practising Australian midwives chose 

and ranked five characteristics they believed were euential to the 

practice of midwifery. This simple enquiry showed marked 

agreement between States between preferred and lees necessary 

characteristics. State and National profiles showed midwives 

working in "controlling", "active" roles rather than the "passive" or 

"counselling" roles that may have been expected. Despite 

professional and perhaps community perceptions to the contrary, 

midwives see themselves ae highly analytical and accept considerable 

responsibility for the conduct of birth in Australia. Relationships 

between these views and "A Women's Problem" of professional identity 

and experience are considered. 

METHOD 

Approximately nine per cent of practising midwives were surveyed 

from all Australian states and territories to determine their 

perceptions of the unique characteristics contributed by the midwife 

to the health team. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Thia chapter uses midwives' own experience of their role in the 

health team to place against the material in previous chapters on the 

perceptions of their role held in the professional and wider 

community. It postulates link■ between midwives perceptions of 

their function to the de•ree of •tiafaction midwives experience in 

their prof eaaional roles. 

Part of this chapter had its origins in the concerns expressed by the 

National Midwives' Aaaociation about the lack of knowled•e of how 

midwifery was practised in Australia. Their support in establishing 

the content and collecting data was an essential contribution to the 

project. It is estimated that nearly nine per cent (8.8%) of 

practiain• midwives co-operated to provide information that can be 

used to identify thei,r unique contribution to the health team and 

aaai■t in policy development and education. 

RATIONALE 

There are at least two ways in which actual tasks the midwife 

performs could be determined; one, a task analysis and two to ask 

midwives what they think they contribute. I chose the second, 

namely to examine the characteristics midwives consider necessary to 

fulfill their role, rather than repeat previous studies on the former. 
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Specific task analyses of midwifery have been undertaken in the 

United Kingdom (Robinson, Golden and fradley, 1981) and the United 

States (Dempkowski, 1982 and Rook■, 1980); and a similar but more 

limited study was done in New South Wales (Kiiver, 1976). Kiiver's 

task was to establish information about what various occupational 

categories contributed within the obstetric service so as to provide a 

baseline for evaluation, co-ordination and planning. The substance 

of her findings in regard to midwives and midwifery functions 

replicated English and American researcher's conclusions (see Chapter 

Three). 

The outstanding features of these studies are that task analyses 

demonstrated under-use of midwifery skills and the dissatisfation this 

causes midwives. Results from my own study, though formulated 

differently, support these two important findings. This led me to 

the conclusion that it was more important to examine what midwives 

regard as ideal characteristics rather than to document their 

dissatisfaction further. 

In the United Kingdom the midwife is the senior responsible person 

at seventy-six per cent (76%) of all deliveries (Fenney, 1979) but her 

role in normal ante-natal and post-natal supervision is decreasing 

(Robinson, Golden, Bradley, 1981). The opposite situation exists in 

the United States where the midwife is less likely to be permitted to 

deliver the infant than to perform ante-natal and post-natal care 

(Rooks, 1980; Dempkowski, 1982). 
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In Australia the practice varies widely, with the midwife doing both 

in isolated areas and neither where medical services are amply 
I 

provided. Invariably, whether working in a rural or urban setting, 

the midwife manages labour and post-natal care. 

Thus, the. division of labour between medical practitioners and 

midwife is inconsistent acroas countries and reflects social, political 

and economic systems rather than scientific validation of suitability 

of practitioner for the task. In this enquiry I set out to identify 

and rank order characteristics which Australian midwives themselves 

believed were central to the practice. This followed work by Colditz 

and Sheehan (1980), which led to innovation in medical school 

curricula designed to develop qualities seen as essential in medical 

graduates. Identifying the characteristics essential to midwifery 

could assist educationalists and others to focus on the outcomes of 

training and key elements of practice. 

METHOD 

The Executive of the National Midwives' Association meet regularly at 

least twice a year. Time was allocated on the agenda at a regular 

meeting to discuss this project and the identification of unique 

midwifery characteristics. This had been fore-shadowed some 

months before and individual representatives encouraged to think 

about and discuss the issue within their own State. 
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This study was designed to obtain midwives' subjective individual 

perceptions of the qualities or ch~acteristics they believed were 

essential for the practice of midwifery.. 

The final list of fifteen desirable characteristics was developed by 

members_ of the National Executive of the Midwives' Aaaociation, using 

the methods of deliberation, debate and recourse to a thesaurus. 

This produced a list of qualities that I subsequently arran•ed into a 

list. Characteristics were, on analysis, of two distinct types. List 

B, which I have decribed as "Counselling/Passive" contains those 

words or phrases that have described essentially inter-personal or 

communication skills. The others, List A, implied quite different 

characteristics that I have decribed as "Controllin•I Active". 

TABLE 9 
Fifteen Characteristics of the Midwife 

List A: Controllinc/Active List B: Counselliy/Paasive 

confident 
resourceful 
analytical 
key-worker 
teacher 
skilful 
accountable 
capable 

listener 
non-jud•emental 
empathetic 
observer 
patient 
ethical 
thinker 

The lists were combined to prevent one or other category 

predominating or leading the respondent. 
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List of Characteriafica\rreaented to Participants 

( ) Confident and self-assured practitioner 
( ) Reaourcef ul 
( ) Attentive and responsive listener 
( ) Non~ judgemental 
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( ) Can analyse situations and implement appropriate action 
( ) High ethical sense 
( ) Key worker in maternal. child health team 
( ) Teacher and guide 
( ) Skilful in the organization and delivery of care 
( ) Flexible thinker 
( ) Empathetic and sensitive 
( ) Accountable 
( ) Capable and efficient 
( ) Insightful and intuitive observer 
( ) Patient 

A copy of this list together with an explanatory letter was circulated 

to five hundred and fifty (550) Australian midwives. 

The assistance of the National Midwives' Association in the 

distribution and collection of forms enabled an Australia-wide survey 

to be undertaken. People who distributed forms were instructed to 

apportion these acroaa institutions and types of practice wherever 

possible. These distributors were nominated by their local midwives' 

group and their assistance ensured an excellent response rate of 

seventy-six per cent (76%). 

Forms were distributed in approximate proportions to the numbers of 

midwives working in each State or Territory. Thia was calculated 

from figures provided in Vol II of the Nursing Personnel: A National 

Survey (1979). 
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TABLE 11 
Table of Distribution and Return 

Total 
Distribute,d · Returned Invalid Sample 

N.s.w. 
1!~ 

95 8 87 
N.T. 10 2 8 
S.A. 60 46 1 45 
Vic. 210 171 5 166 
W.A. 50 45 4 41 
Qld. 60 26 1 25 
A.C.T. 15 13 13 
Tas. 35 20 20 

Total 550 426 21 405 

This type of sampling is likely to re■ult in some bias, for example the 

majority of respondants were probably members of their local 

Midwives Association. 

It has been estimated from figures provided in the Nursing 

Personnel: A National Survery (1979) Vol I that this response rate is 

approximately eight point eight per cent (8.8%) of the total employed 

midwifery work force. This response rate has been calculated on 

the basis that The National Survey achieved a seventy-six per cent 

(76%) response rate from those who received the questionnaire. Of 

those sampled, five thousand nine hundred and twenty-six (5926) 

were directly employed in midwifery units. The difference between 

seventy-six per cent (76%) and those who responded was added to 

the total to provide an approximation of the total work force, that is, 

six thousand eight hundred (6,800) persons. Of these, approximately 

two thousand two hundred (2,200) are students (See Table 8). The 

trained Australian midwife work force therefore is estimated as being 

four thousand six hundred (4,600). 
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TABLE 12 
A State Breakdown of Results Within the 

Total Australian Responses to the Role Anabais Form 

ACT--NSW NT Qld SA Tas Vic WA Aust 
Total 

Confident 4 22 0 8 19 8 49 17 127 
Resourceful 3 16 2 1 4 4 30 5 65 
Listener 8 39 4 4 13 5 7 3 113 
Non-judgemental 5 8 2 0 9 5 39 3 71 
Analytical 8 67 7 18 36 12 131 32 311 
Ethical 1 15 2 8 7 3 31 9 76 
Key Worker 2 24 4 3 10 4 47 11 105 
Teacher 3 50 3 16 30 12 90 17 221 
Skilful 6 54 6 19 28 8 97 24 242 
Thinker 7 14 3 6 11 7 42 12 102 
Empathetic 6 39 3 9 14 8 65 28 172 
Accountable 2 29 1 8 8 11 29 8 96 
Capable 2 26 1 14 17 3 62 11 136 
Observer 6 24 2 4 10 7 40 19 112 
Patient 2 18 0 7 9 3 41 6 86 

The results show a consistent Australian pattern and are not being 

generalised from a Iarae State to a smaller State. Each State has 

been collated independently as well as a part of the whole Australian 

profile and confirms the reliability of the survey. 

remarkably consistent between States. 

FINDINGS 

Results are 

The State and Australian profiles were established using arithmetic. 

No patterns or stereotyped responses occurred, such as alternate 

"yes" and "no", or marking the first five items from the list. From 

this and accompan:,-ina comments I concluded that respondents gave 

thoughtful consideration before choosing their priorities. 
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The arithmetic involved summing the responses made by individuals 

in each state to establish a et.ate profile, t.ben further summing these 

together into the Australian profile. 

The table from which these profiles were derived is included but, 

of the marked correspondence between States (demonstrated 

by th figures), only the Victorian and Australian profiles hsv b n 

a tuall d 

1 LLUSTRAT.lON 3 A Histogram Comparing 

the Australian and Victorian I\esult 

.coo 

300 

I I I I I I I I I It 
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The results demonstrate the consistency of agreement between 

midwives. I found the this uniformity between States very marked. 

Only one State (Queenllland) did not agree with the first ranking 

characteristic of the others which was, however, ranked by this State 

as their second preference. For example, three hundred and eleven 

(311) out of four hundred and five (405) respondents ranked "can 

analyse situations and institute appropriate action" (Analytical) in 

their top five priorities. One hundred and thirty (130) out of four 

hundred and five (405), or more than a quarter of the midwives 

sampled, ranked it first. 

The profile compiled from the response shows midwives chose four 

characteristics from List A and only one from List B. It seems 

reasonable to infer from this that the midwives actual thou,rh not 

aclrnowled,red role remains much the same as it has been historically, 

despite economic, political and social systems that are diminishing her 

public sphere of responsibility. In fact the midwife is still 

requiring and using the characteristics of an independent 

practitioner; yet at the same time our experience indicates that open 

manifestation and acknowledgement of this is unlikely to be 

permitted. 

When planning this study it seemed reasonable to hypothesize that 

increasing medical control of normal childbirth would be significantly 

altering the midwife's role. It seemed likely that she was 

relinquishing some authority as she appeared to move from a position 

of independence and responsibility to one of social and emotional 

support. 
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If this authority or control was only required in an emergency and 

not aa part of her everyday activity, one might expect 

"reaourcefulneaa" to score hfcher than it did (fifteenth ranking on 

the Australian profile). Despite the high incidence of medical 

ma~ement of pregnancy, labour and the puerperium, and the coats 

inherent in this system, the mtdwife clearly accepts responsibility for 

a phy■iologically safe aa well aa an emotionally rewarding experience 

in childbirth. 

The apparent movement of midwives into a social and emotional 

support role appear■ to be a 110eial perception held by the community 

and other professional groups but not by the midwife herself. 

DISCUSSION 

Thia simple study indicates midwives have high expectations of their 

level of performance. Paradoxically it exposes considerable 

self-effacement of midwives that must occur as their role becomes 

leas obvious and more apparently "feminine" in character. At the 

same time, as this study indicates, midwives do not perceive 

themselves as leas responsible than they may have been historically. 

The paradox of this is that our health care systems neither recognise 

or renumerate the midwife appropriately. 

Control of the service is being accorded to others and ritualised, for 

example, by the doctor delivering the baby without observing or 

managing labour. 
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It is useful to consider the implications of this study. It appears 

likely that the role strain involved in covertly maintaining a highly 

responsible practice without overt acknowledgement of this by 

institutionalised syatems of care is considerable. It may well 

contribute to the problems of retention of graduates in the 

profession discusee'1 by the author elsewhere and has been 

demonstrated to do so overseas. Further, the devaluing by society 

of the midwife's public role has a number of consequences. 

Midwives have lost their traditional authority and "expertness" as 

supervisors of normal midwifery. 

Any authority or status that remains is either covert and hidden 

from the general population, or vicarious because midwives work 

so closely with the prestigious medical profession. 

Midwives have difficulty in developing and retaining a social 

rather than a therapeutic view of childbirth as their training, 

control, orientation and work environment all lie within a system 

designed to deal with and renumerate pathology. 

CONCLUSION 

Midwives have become experts at taking a secondary or subservient 

role. This is consistent with women's experience in general in both 

professional and social experience and is a well recognised "problem". 

That this is only a superficial view of the midwives function not her 

actual role, emerges from this work. 
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It is poaaible to h7potheaize and project further. The situation is 

unlikel7 to remain static. The danger of accepting implicit rather 

than explicit power lies in the concessions one makes to develop and 

uae it. Midwives have the option of graceful17 acceptina the decline 

into impoten~ im.t has already begun. Or they ma7 become more 
I 

vocal and independent and throw off the social camouflaae that hides 
I, 

their worth and \importance. They could re-assert their expertness 

in normal midwifery and make this explicit. As Klooaterman (a Dutch 

profeaaor of obstetrics) states, obstetricians b7 orientation and 

training are less fitted to manage normal labour than midwives 

(Klooaterman, 1973). Midwives need to take their status and 

satisfaction from their own skills and no longer seek vicarious 

prestige from the science of obstetrics. 

Midwives in Australia are being used as obstetric nurses to support 

medical practitioners. This is a historical and regional anomaly and 

wasteful of training and resources. 

Midwives are the onl7 people who know this domination is in the 

perception of the observer and not the actual experience. This 

enquiry demonstrates that, though the community's perception of her 

role ma7 have changed over the last thirty to forty 7ears, it remains 

"controlling" and "active". Midwives do not simply carry out absent 

doctor's orders. It can also be postulated that mothers' needs and 

preferences will remain unmet and their rights ignored, unless 

midwives move, metaphorically speaking, outside the medical 

institution and become a bridge between the social and therapeutic 

worlds (Cartwright, 1979). 
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The difference between these worlds can be summarised in the 

phrase inherent in institutionalised care: "Childbirth is potentially 

hazardou■ and a life crisis". The midwife's traditional philosophy is 

rather: "Childb4'th is inherently normal and a peak experience". 

Midwives 
\ themselves have contributed towards answering the 

question, "What is the midwife's role in Australia today?" by stating 

clearly that it is active and analytical before anything else. Though 

they may appear to act in a "female" supportive role in fact they do 

not. The system does not permit the manifestation or 

acknowledgement of their true worth. This contradiction can be well 

explained by feminist theory ( see Chapter One). 

The knowledge which becomes public and is legitimated in a male 

dominated society is the knowledge of men: it is based on their own 

experience and reflects their own perspectives and priorities. Hence 

". • • the absence of a body of accepted knowledge in relation to a 

problem experienced by women" (Spender, p.368, 1983). This 

enquiry has identified "a woman's problem" and given it a "name" 

and substance. It appears reasonable to link this women's problem 

of the paradox of being seen as nurturing and supporting whilst in 

fact ~rtormina a highly responsible, active and analytical function 

with professional diaaatiafaction and the loss of midwives to the 

profession. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

HOW IS THE MIDWIFE EDUCATED FOR HER ROLE? 

HYPOTHESES ADDRESSED 

That the depth, quality and type of education received by student 

midwives is substantially the same across Australian States and 

Territories. 

That the educational preparation of midwives is, in general, 

consistent with modern educational theory and methodology and of 

sufficient depth and quality to prepare midwives for practice. 

That resources currently allocated to the education of midwives are 

expended in a cost-efficient manner. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this Chapter, I examine the demo•raphic characteristics and career 

paths of three hundred and thirty-el.ht (338) Australian midwives 

who recently completed their midwifery training. I look at their 

future career plans and include their perceptions of the effectiveness 
'-. 

of their training in preparing them to work as midwives. The study 

reveals high wastage rates of •raduates. It links this to poor 

motivation to practise midwifery in intending students - and problems 

experienced by students with the educational process. The findings 

and discussion of these raises questions on the basic philosophy and 

purpose behind midwifery training as it is undertaken in Australia 

today. 

METHOD 

A questionnaire, modified for Australian circumstances, was 

administered to 338 recent graduates of midwifery training. The 

responses provided data on characteristics of people entering 

training, their career plans and expectations and their perceptions of 

the educational process recently completed. All major training 

institutions participated. Coding ensured anonymity of respondents 

and institutions. Results were analysed with computer assistance 

and tabulations are presented and discussed in the text. Open 

ended questions provided subjective comments which have also been 

included. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A variety of methods have been used to improve the education of 

midwives in this country, The New South Wales Nurses Registration 

Board has introduced compulsory independent measures of students' 

clinical performance on a number of specified clinical skills (Hayes 

and Bennett, 1982), In Perth, a hospital midwifery curriculum was 

built on a aeries of staff workshops, Staff contributed to and 

became committed to the introduction of a new model designed to 

maximise student learnin• outcomes and the quality of care for 

mother and neonate (Martina, 1983). Nurses Registration Boards in 

some States have been instrumental in providin• clear guidelines for 

midwifery education. Western Australia (Straton, 1979) and New 

South Wales (Bayliss, 1981) have tried unsuccessfully to offer 

innovative new programmes. The Lincoln Institute of Health Science, 

(Advanced · Nursing) f Midwifery Major begun in 1983 has been the 

moat successful innovation. Thie pro•ramme, while an important 

breakthrough in allowing nurses undertaking it successfully to 

receive academic credit as well as certification, and implementing this 

within a tertiary system, is essentially "traditional" in concept and 

deaiJ&'n. It also has considerably leas clinical "on-the-job" 

experience than most hospital-baaed programmes. 
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Efforts have been made in Australia to provide in-service for 

registered midwives in both cities and rural areas (Schultz, 1982). 

Thou•h stron•ly supported by professional bodies (Baylias, 1981) and 

many hospitals, in no Australian State is in-service education 

compulaory. Much of it is carried out on a voluntary baaia· by State 

Midwives' Associations or within hospitals, and remains, as does most 

t.rainina proaramme innovation and effort, unpublished. 

Jame■ when he states -

I support 

"There is an ur•ent need for skilled, relevant research, 

experiment and innovation in midwifery and midwifery education 

which is adequately documented and widely distributed within the 

profession and outside of it." (James, p.24, 1982). 

The dearth of published material means much activity expended on 

individual pro•rammes or within States is not shared or accessible. 

Instead of ,gaining momentum from public debate and dissemination of 

knowled•e and experience, we are in danger of re-inventin• the 
\ 

wheel in each State. 

The dearth of published material on midwifery does not reflect the 

level of concern within the profession and its leaders nationally 

(Matson, 1978) and internationally (Andrews, 1982). Education has 

been the major topic on the agenda at the last two international 

conferences on midwifery. 
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The United Kingdom, aware of the need to lengthen training 

(Denning, 1982) and facing the introduction of new curricula to bring 

them in line with the European Economic Community, uaed this as a 

stimulus to thoroughly examine midwifery and midwifery training. 

Thia E~liah study was initially dea~ed to establish a base line for 

compariaon with the new extended training. The onset of the 

eighteen month course was delayed and the study became, in the 

interim, a valuable guide to staffing levels in midwifery unite, 

graduate wastage and student perception of the quality and extent of 

training. The questionnaire used for this study has been used, 

with permission of the authors, for my enquiry. 

It was developed by a research team from the Nursing Research Unit, 

Chelsea College, University of London and the support of the Royal 

Collep of Midwives and the Central Midwives Board. A number of 

pa~ra have been published and presented as a result of this work 

(Robinaon, Golden and Bradley, 1981; Robinson, 1980; Golden, 1980 and 

1982). Knowledge of characteristics and career plans of students is 

essential information for rational health manpower planning and the 

examination of the coat-effectiveness of training (Ball and Meijia, 

1978). Neither has been considered before at a national level in 

Australia though two States have attempted to address this issue 

without access to a data base ~eacribing characteristics or career 

plane of students (Beecken, 1981; Bayliss, 1981). South Australia 

has some small scale ad hoc survey material on career plane of 

students (Beecken, 1981). 



METHODOLOGY 

The questionnaire used was designed and first implemented by the 

Nursin• Education Research Unit, Chelsea College, London in 1978. 

Permission was granted by the research team for its use in Australia. 

It was decided to use their questionnaire on a number of •rounds. 

Firstly, it had been well validated and demonstrated as reliable by 

its uae with seven hundred and seven (707) English midwives. Only 

minor modifications proved necessary to make it suitable for 

Australian conditions (for e:.mmple, part of the section on community 

midwifery was removed) as our tradition and methods of training are 

similar. The questionnaire was extensive and well designed. It 

established base-line data on characteristics of people entering 

trainin• and their subaequent career plans as well as examining their 

perceptions of the training process they had recently undergone. 

The questionnaire used acaling extensively so respondents were able 

to grade answers instead of only offering yes/no answers. It 

provided opportunity for comments and subjective responses to be 

included; and its design facilitated computer analysis. The 

questionnaire, in its amended form, was given to a small number of 

experienced Australian midwife teachers for comment and criticism. 

No major amendments were required as a result of this. 
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Distribution of the questionnaire in the United Kingdom was 

undertaken by the Central Midwives' Board who are the centralised 

examinin• and registering authority for midwives. They posted 

questionnaires with registration certificates to successful candidates. 

This facilitated the excellent response rate obtained of seventy-eight 

per cent (78%) (Golden, 1980). It was decided that approaching 

individual State Boards in Australia was likely to result in 

administrative and other difficulties and that a personal approach to 

individual midwifery training schools would be more successful. 

Midwifery training schools were identified from the Australian 

Government Printing Services publication, Post Basic Nursing Courses 

in Australia (1980 edition). Of the fifty-five courses listed, thirty 

were asked to participate. Selection of these was made primarily on 

the grounds of proportional representation within the total Australian 

sample. Numerically large State■ training many students in a 

number of programmes would have been over-represented in a 

national profile if all their training schools particiapted. 

Proportions chosen for distribution approximate this breakdown. 

Directors of Nursing were written letters explaining the nature of the 

enquiry and that it had the support of the National Midwives' 

Association. They were assured of confidentiality and that the usual 

ethical principles governing research would be adhered to. A copy 

of the questionnaire was enclosed. Twenty-three out of thirty 

contacted agreed to asaist. Those co-operating included all the 

major training schools in each State. 
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In exchange for their assistance, I provided each Director of Nursing 

with a summary of their students' responses to the objective 

questions and a national profile a•ainst which this could be 

compared. 

Participating hospitals were provided with envelopes containing an 

explantory letter, a questionnaire and a stamped envelope addressed 

to myself. The questionnaires were coded for State and hospital 

and number within that hoapital's sample. Complete anonymity was 

enaured by this method, as the hospital did not see the completed 

questionnaire and I had no mean■ of identifying persons chosen from 

their records. Eighteen respondents removed their hospital code so 

they were included in the Australian profile only. I had to rely 

totally on the hospitals' assistance and compliance with my requests 

of randomisation where possible. With small trainin• schools (which 

had fewer than thirty students annually) this request was impossible 

to meet. It must therefore be emphasised that responses may 

contain information valid only for one •roup of students and 

certainly is limited to those midwives training in 1981 - 1982. 

A number of hospitals expressed concern that they may not be able 

to reach ex-students at their last address, as traditionally, nurses 

are very mobile at this stage in their career. I had reco•nised this 

as a potential problem. Five questionnaires were returned from 

overseas - appropriate postage had been added at the respondents' 

own cost - and seventeen were returned as "not known at this 

address". Undoubtedly, a larger number than this went astray 

without my being able to quantify exactly how many. 



TABLE 13 

Hospital 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 

N 
0 
p 

Q 

R 
s 
T 
u 
V 
w 

TOTALS 
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DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRES BY HOSPITAL 

Distributed 

30 
22 
30 
30 
30 
20 
30 
24 
30 
30 
30 
15 
20 
30 
30 
30 
30 
15 
30 
30 
30 
30 
12 

Coding 

608 

Returned 

15 
11 
14 
20 
19 

9 
15 
13 
14 
24 
18 

9 
11 
11 

9 
16 
11 

4 
11 
20 
19 
19 
10 

322 
removed 16 

338 

I Return Rate 

so 
so 
46.7 
66.7 
63.3 
45 
so 
54 .2 
46.7 
80 
60 
60 
55 
36.7 
30 
53.3 
36.7 
26.7 
36.7 
66.7 
63.3 
63.3 
83.3 

55.6 
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TABLE/If, 

DISTRIBUTION BY STATE 

State Distributed Returned I Return Rate 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Victoria 90 60 66.7 

New South Wales 230 120 52.2 

Western Australia 52 26 so 

South Australia 84 49 58.3 

Tasmania 25 9 36 

Australian 
Capital Territory 12 10 83.3 

Queensland 115 64 55.7 

TOTALS 608 338 55.6 
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Findin1s 

Results between States show considerable correspondence on broad 

issues such as characteristics of students and career planning. 

Demographic details such as marital status were collected but have 

not been reported as they show no useful pat terns and have been 

well described elsewhere in "Nuraing Personnel : A National Survey, 

Volume II, 1979". My result■ confirmed this published data. 

Distinct State and hospital differences were more apparent on 

quee\ions related to training methods used and students' enjoyment 

of \heir course. 

(i) A11e: 

One respondent did not complete this section. The majority 

of reapondents entered midwifery between the aaes of 

twenty-th.Ne and twenty-five. 

TABLE 16 

Characteristics of Recently Trained Midwives: 

Age -

n=337 

Years 

n=325 

23 

10 

3 

23-25 26-28 29-31 32-34 35-37 

204 

60.7 

66 

19.6 

22 

6.5 

12 

3.6 

8 

2.4 

Duration of Experience as a General Nurse 

Before Undertaking Midwifery Training 

0-1 

89 

27.4 

2-3 

151 

46.5 

4-5 

48 

14.8 

6-7 

10 

3.1 

8-9 

6 

1.8 

37 

15 

4.5 

9 

21 

6.5 
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Thirteen respondents did not complete this section. Only three 

people had been accepted into midwifery training without previous 

nursing exeprience and moat had between two and three years' 

experience. 

(iii) Obstetric Experience in General Training: 

Nearly half (One hundred and forty-two or forty-two per cent) of the 

respondents had experienced a comprehensive type of general nurse 

training and therefore had some previous obstetric experience. Two 

respondents did not answer this quest.ion. 

Career Patterns 

(i) Respondents Employed as Midwives when Surveyed 

More respondents (one hundred and ninety-two or fifty seven point 

five per cent) were employed as midwives than not when they 

completed the questionnaires. 

question. 

Three people did not answer this 



TABLE 17 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Rea'!Pns for Respondent• Undertaking 

Midwifery Training 

I thought my training was incomplete 
without midwifery training 

To broaden my experience 

To see if I liked midwifery 

I needed the qualification to work overseas 

As an additional qualification to improve 
my career prospects 

I wanted a change from nursing 

I intended to work as a midwife after 
qualifying 

Other reasons - please specify 

Total Responses 

Pqe 163 

Number Per cent 

168 

227 

63 

13 

230 

25 

95 

64 

886 

19 

25.6 

7.1 

1.5 

26 

2.8 

10.7 

7.2 

100 

Respondents were encouraged to ring more than one point if it 

applied. 

(iii) Intentions to Practise as a Midwife after Training: 

Some respondents marked more than one point. It was common that 

respondents were uncertain of their future plans on undertaking 

midwifery training. The majority of respondents were unsure 

whether they wanted to practise for a short time, or as a career (one 

hundred and forty-five or forty-two per cent) or even whether they 

wanted to practise at all (ninety-eight or twenty-eight point four per 

cent). 



1. 

2. 

Intentions to Practise as a Midwife 

Before Training 

Intended to make a career in midwifery 

Intended to practise for some time as a 
midwife, but not to make midwifery a career 

3. Intended to practise midwifery, but was not 
sure whether it would be for a short time 
or as a career 

4. 

5. 

Did not intend to practise midwifery after 
qualifying 

Was not sure whether I wanted to practise 
at all as a midwife after qualifying 

Total Responses 

~e 164 · 

Number Per cent 

25 7.2 

56 16.2 

145 42 

21 6.1 

98 28.4 

345 100 

TABLE 1q Intentions to Practise Subsequent to Obtaining 

1. 

2. 

Qualifications 

Intended to make a career in midwifery 

Intended to practise for some time as a 
midwife, but not to make midwifery a career 

3. Intended to practise midwifery, but was not 
sure whether it would be for a short time 
or as a career 

4. 

5. 

Did not intend to practise midwifery after 
qualifying 

Was not sure whether I wanted to practise 
at all as a midwife after qualifying 

Total Responses 

Number Per cent 

45 14.1 

74 23.1 

138 43.1 

14 4.4 

49 15.3 

320 100 
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Seventeen respondents did not answer the first part of this question. 

Nearly one third (ninety six or thirty per cent) took the opportunity 

of makin• comments. A number of general issues were raised, such 

as people wanting to work in the community as Infant Welfare or 

Community Nurses. Midwifery waa seen as a necessary pre-requisite 

to such work. A number of respondents wanted to work in the 

country and saw midwifery aa only one dimension of their future 

responsibilities. A number of midwives trained in New South Wales 

(six) and Queensland (two) could not obtain positions as midwives 

where they wanted to work. This was not raised as a problem in 

other States. Pregnancy and personal family responsibilities were 

named as considerations for eleven persons when determining their 

future plans. 

TABU: 20 Reaaona for not Re•ining in Midwifery 

Number Per cent 

1. I find more job satisfaction in general 
nursing 30 19.6 

2. I find very little job satisfaction in 
midwifery 11 7.2 

3. I am planning to do further training 
(please state what training) 31 20.3 

4. I think there are better promotion 
prospects in general nursing 8 5.2 

5. Family commitments prevent this at present 36 23.5 

6. Other reason (please specify) 37 24.2 

Total Reaponaea 153 100 

-------------
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There were some interesting comments made in response to this 

question, for example:-

N/Q/13 "I would love to work in midwifery but there are no 

vacancies." 

N/Q/29 "I do not have enou•h experience to feel confident in 

midwifery." 

W /L/21 "Unable to gain experience or satisfaction as a midwife 

because GPs insist on being present for all deliveries." 

Did Training Prepare Respondents to Work as Midwives? 

(i) In Hospitals 

Respondents were asked to describe whether their training prepared 

them "more than adequately", "adequately" or "less than adequately" 

to work as a midwife in the following areas -

(a) Caring for mothers attending ante-natal clinics. 

(b) Caring for mothers in ante-natal wards. 

( c) Caring for mothers in the labour wards. 

( d) Caring for babies in the labour wards. 
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(e) Caring for mothers in post-natal wards. 

(f) Caring for babies in post-natal wards. 

(g) Caring for babies in special care baby wards. 

The majority (fifty-nine per cent) of respondents believed they were 

prepared "adequately" to work in ante-natal clinics, ante-natal wards 

and in labour wards. An important group (forty-three or thirteen 

per cent and thirty-five or ten point five per cent respectively), 

however, believed they were not adequately prepared to care for 

mothers or babies in labour wards. · The majority (one hundred and 

ninety-seven or fifty-eight point five per cent) of respondents 

believed they were more than adequately prepared to care for 

mothers post-natally and one hundred and sixty-nine or fifty per 

cent for their babies. 

This last point was substantiated by a number of comments from 

people believing that students spend too long in poet-natal wards 

and too little time gaining experience and learning elsewhere, for 

example:-

"need Iese time in poet-natal and more time in labour ward" 

"re-allocation of training time needed, less post-natal, more 

time and theory into ante-natal and neo-natal intensive 

care" 
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Approximately one third (one hundred and seventeen or thirty-four 

point five per cent) of the sample believed that they were less than 

adequately prepared to work as midwives in Special Care Baby Units. 

(ii) In The Community 

Respondents were asked to describe whether their training prepared 

them "more than adequately", "adequately" or "less than adequately" 

for work in the community. This question was retained from the 

o~inal Chelsea questionnaire because a number of midwives are 

working in the home birth movement in Australia. 

(a) Caring for mothers attending ante-natal clinics, 

(b) Giving ante-natal care to mothers in their homes, 

(c) Caring for mothers during home confinements, 

(d) Caring for babies during home confinment, 

(e) Caring for mothers in the post-natal period in their homes, 

and 

(f) Caring for babies in the neo-natal period in their homes. 
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The results showed, not surprisingly, that the majority of newly 

qualified midwives would not consider they were adequately prepared 

to care for mother or baby during a home confinement. A 

significant group (one hundred and twenty or thirty-five point five 

per cent) however, felt capable of undertaking ante-natal care at 

home, caring for the mother during labour and delivery (fifty-seven 

or seventeen per cent), the infant (aeventy-four or twenty-two per 

cent), and carrying our post-natal care at home (one hundred and 

sixty-two or forty-eight per cent). 

(iii) As Teachers: 

Respondents were asked to state whether they believed their training 

prepared them "more than adequately", "adequately" or "leas than 

adequately" to teach individual mothers ante-natally or poat-natally. 

The majority of those who answered this question (two hundred and 

forty-one or seventy-one per cent) were more than adequately or 

adequately prepared for the task. 

Midwives were leas confident in their ability to teach parentcraft 

groups with nearly one half (one hundred and seventeen or forty

eight per cent) leas than adequately prepared. 
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Length of Training 

Respondents were asked if they believed their trainina period should 

be lon•er than twelve months. Slightly more than half (one 

hundred and seventy-five or fifty-two per cent) said "yea", and the 

remainder (one hundred and sixty-two or forty-eight per cent) -

"no"• Thia question stimulated · more written reaponaea than any 

other, with a majority ( two hundred and fourteen or aixty-taree 

point five per cent) of re■pondenta writing more than "yea" or "no". 

Breakdown of these comment■ ■hows -

TABLE 21 Optillal Length of Training 

Non-specified extension 

Re-structure the course (for example, less 
post-natal) 

More labour ward 

More ante-natal work 

More colll1\unity experience 

More Special Care Nursery 

Insufficiently experienced after twelve 
months to work as midwife 

Total Respon■e■ 

Number Per cent 

----------------
58 27.l 

16 7.5 

47 22 

8 3.7 

34 15.9 

3 1.4 

48 22.4 

214 100 

------------
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Some comments favouring the extension of training were -

S/B/4 "Eighteen months trainina- is more realistic, there is no time 

to consolidate learnina- and there is not long enough in 

specific areas - labour ward particularly. 

S/B/15 "Yes - course needs to expand into ante-natal and 

post-natal involvement in the community. 

Some of those not favourin&' an extension did so for a number of 

reasons, some of which were unexpected -

U / A/14 "No, because the present course is terribly tiring - any 

extension would make it too exhausting." 

W /X/19 "Not longer, just re-ora-anised. 

post-natal work." 

Too much night duty and 

V /U /17 "If the course was longer I probably would not have done 

it." 

Community Experience during Training 

Less than half (one hundred or forty-one point five per cent) of 

midwives receive any community experience at all during their 

training. Many who had, commented on the inadequacy of this, for 

example -
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U/F/3 "Only one day with the Royal District Nursina Service" 

Of a majority (two hundred and seventeen or sixty-four point five 

per cent) who stated that they wanted further experience in the 

community, the specific breakdown of comments is -

TABLE 22. Breakdown of Specified ca.unity Experience 

Non-specified 

Home birth 

Parentcraft 

Maternal child health 

Ante-natal (co11111unity) 

Post-natal (community) 

Family planning 

Total Response■ 

Number Per cent 

----------------
117 53.9 

41 18.9 

16 7.4 

11 5.1 

11 5.1 

19 8.8 

2 0.9 

217 100 

------------
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TABLE 23 Clinical Areas in which Respondents Believed 

They Needed Further Experience 

1. Ante-natal clinic 

2. Ante-natal wards 

3. Post-natal wards 

4. Labour wards 

5. Obstetric theatres 

6. Special care baby units 

7. Community experience (please specify which 
aspects if any) 

Total ResponH■ 

Number Per cent 

----------------
96 11. 7 

56 6.8 

4 0.5 

184 22.5 

110 13.4 

151 18.5 

217 26.5 

818 100 

------------

Respondent■ were •n■f .. Bf ta ,,.. _.. ...._ aae .,..poase if 

applicable. 

Respondents' Reactions to the Amount and Quality of Teaching They 

Received 

Few respondents felt they had too much classroom teaching, though 

some (thirty-four or ten per cent) believed they received an excess 

from tutors. 

Many respondents believed they received too little teaching in the 

clinical areas from tutors (one hundred and seventy-two or fifty-one 

per cent), obstetricians (one hundred and eighty-two or fifty-four 

per cent), and paediatricians (two hundred and seven or sixty-one 

point five per cent). 
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In general, respondents categorised all the teaching they received as 

"helpful° or "very helpful". Within-hospital differences showed 

markedly in this question, with critical comments made about some 

schools and tutors and glowing comments about others. Students 

were also perceptive enouarh in many cases to identify structural 

difficulties that mitigated againat · p,od teaching. Some examples of 

comments in all categories are included -

F/A/17 "Excellent situation for teaching and learninar. Medical 

staff were helpful, midwives mainly younar and broad

minded. Encouragement freely .-iven to students." 

Q/K/11 "I felt my training was nearlectful in tutorial and lecture 

areas. We dJd not comaence lectures until seven months 

into the twelve month courae excludin6 a two week 

orientation. Deapite the teaching being good or very good 

it was far too late." 

V /U/30 "Midwifery was an interestinar course but too little time was 

allocated to private study/ diacuasion/tutoriala or expression 

of ideas. Study days were too long. Eiarht hours of 

continuous lectures. Too Utt.le time allocated to assisting 

students understand the subject either on practical or 

theoretical levels." 
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Only a little more than half the respondents (one hundred and 

eighty-seven or fifty-five point five per cent) were permitted to 

study if they had free time on duty. This question stimulated a lot 

of comments (one hundred and twenty-nine or thirty-eight point five 

per cent), many of which were strongly aired, for example - "If we 

were quiet on the ward we were sent to fold nappies or given similar 

tasks and not permitted to study. 11 

The Respondents' Enjoyment or otherwise of Their Training 

Respondents were asked to rate their enjoyment of training on a five 

point scale and comment further if they wished. More than half 

(one hundred and eighty-eight or fifty-six per cent) took the 

opportunity to write more. The majority of respondents (two 

hundred and six or sixty-one per cent) enjoyed the course; the 

remainder were ambivalent or disliked it. Only a small number 

(eleven or three point five per cent) disliked it very much. The 

comments qualify this apparent enthusiasm in an important way. It 

seems the work in itself was ineherently rewarding and enjoyable 

despite problems respondents had with training programmes and the 

attitudes of staff towards them as students. For example -

S/B/15 "My biggest problem was having to be part of the 

work-force and having to do fourteen weeks night duty 

during the course." 

N/D/14 "I was made very angry by the inadequacies of the people 

responsible for training. 11 
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N/E/25 "The school had an out-of-date exam system and clinical 

teaching was left to ward staff who were generally unwilling 

to teach." 

V /F /29 "The year was awful - however the experience and 

knowledge is rewardina." 

V/F/1 "Enjoyed the contact with the mothers and babies immensely 

and the gain in knowledge. Disliked the authoritarian and 

rigid approach to teaching very much." 

S/H/23 "We had aome h1-hly experienced ward sisters who could 

have paa■ed on their knowledge. Instead they ridiculed 

students and tauaht by fear. They seemed to feel 

threatened by students. 

learning." 

S/I/30 "I did general at Sturt. 

It was a waste of valuable 

Feel a lot more could be achieved 

if mid were colleae baaed and students were not required to 

be part of the workforce. There were adequate facilities 

but staff were very rigid in ideas and there was no 

discussion of different management techniques. Nothing 

was taught about home births. I am not 'pro' home birth 

but feel more discussion should be encouraged. Felt I was 

training just to pass the examination. Since training I 

have moved to a progressive mid hoapital with staff 

education and will probably stay in midwifery because of 

this." 
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Q/K/15 "Hospital was grossly understaffed. Students had too much 

responsibility with too little supervision, despite these 

pressures I enjoyed it on the whole." 

Q/K/32 "The actual work of midwifery was tremendous but the 

training system and hospital left a lot to be desired. I 

doubt there is much that will help you here as I feel our 

training was exceptionally poor. We were told it was due 

to staff shortages - due to political issues, but • • • we 

found it extremely difficult to get away from the very heavy 

workload to view deliveries, caesarian■, exchange 

transfusions, etc, which were a Board requirement. Many 

of our cards were incomplete, lecture hours were defintiely 

below those required and yet the hospital still signed the 

necessary forms to allow my group to sit for State Finals. 

Many of us didn't even do a Case History!." 

N/M/8 

N/N/2 

N/S/5 

"The work was enjoyable but the course itself was dreadful. 

The organisation and content was very poor and the 

hospital so short of staff they could not help with 

teaching." 

"I found the work most enjoyable despite students being 

treated as 'sub-human' by many registered staff." 

"I trained in a hospital where trainee midwives worked and 

medical students came for experience and to learn." 
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S/0/3 "Loved it." 

W /Y /19 "It .nearly killed me. Not only do I never want to practise 

- I never wanted to nurse again after twelve months of 

being treated as a brainless idiot. I would not have 

finished except for my terror that ever one day I might 

have to repeat if I ever need mid after in my career." 

I summarised and catearorised comments made by respondents on their 

enjoyment of and reactions to midwifery training. The positive and 

negative comments are preaented in these tables. Comments often 

included both and a number of points in each, so the total number of 

comments tabulated (two hundred and sixty-one) is greater than the 

number who chose to write comments (one hundred and eighty-eight 

or fifty-six per cent). 

TABLE 24 Respondents• Reactions to Midwifery Training 

Positive Comments: 

Attitudes of trained midwives 

Midwifery itself - practical work 

Challenge of theory 

Helpful for my own development as a woman 

Total Positive Responses 

Number Per cent 

4 1.5 

35 13.4 

5 1.9 

3 1.1 

47 18 

-------------



Negative ea.tents: 

Negative attitude of trained staff to 
students 

Excessive study requirements 

Stress induced by course 

Clinical work load - tiredness 

Administrative problems (for example, 
excessive night duty) 

Negative attitude of trained staff towards 
mothers 

Examinations 

Too much responsibility 

Poor teaching standards 

Insufficient labour ward experience 

Lack of community experience 

Drop in pay 

No break in training 

Total Negative Responses 

Neutral Coaents: 

Enjoyment of training increased over time 

Total Positive, Negative and Neutral 
Responses 

179 
Number Per cent 

----------------
36 13.8 

32 12.3 

27 10.3 

24 9.2 

23 8.8 

12 4.6 

9 3.4 

6 2.3 

11 4.2 

7 2.7 

4 1.5 

3 1.1 

4 1.5 

198 75.9 

---------------

16 6.1 

261 100 

---------------
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DISCUSSION 

The profile of a newly trained midwife established as a result of the 

survey shows her most likely to be between twenty-three and 

twenty-five years of age with between two and three years of 

post-basic experience. The Nursing Personnel : A National Survey 

(1979) shows the majority of the midwifery work force to be aged 

between twenty-five and twenty-nine years (see Table 37 on page 231 

of Nursing Personnel : A National Survey, 1979 for a breakdown of 

the age of the employed midwifery work force). More than half 

(fifty-seven per cent) of those surveyed were currently employed as 

midwives. These factor■ suggest that, apart from the inital drop 

after training of those who had no intention of working as midwives, 

the remainder may stay in the profession for up to five years before 

leaving. The "drop off" is marked after age twenty-nine, with only 

about half as many employed aged thirty or over. It is possible to 

postulate that most who leave at this stage would do so for one of 

two reasons - because of childbearing or because they wish to 

return to nursing and upgrade their skills in nursing or professional 

education. For those who leave for the first reason, refresher 

courses seem a useful way of attracting back midwives with a number 

of years of professional experience and possibly relevant personal 

experiences. The 1980 and 1983 publications of Post Basic Nursing 

Courses in Australia report eight hospitals offering such courses. 
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English work shows midwives do in fact return to active practice 

after interruption, and that some forty-two per cent of practising 

Enaliah midwives are over forty (Moores, 1980). A very different 

age profile from that found in Aulltralia where only twenty-nine per 

cent are over forty years of aae. 

The moat important reason for re■pondents undertaking midwifery 

was to improve their career proepecta in nursing, followed by a 

desire to broaden their experience. Only ten per cent actually 

intended to work as a midwife after qualifying. There were no 

significant State differencee and this was a generalised perception of 

midwifery trainina by re■pondenta. 

Some respondents' intention■ changed on completion of training, with 

a small increase of four per cent in those now wiahing to make a 

career in midwifery. Thia contrasts unfavourably with English 

findings showing nearly one third (thirty point seven per cent) 

definitely intending to make a career in midwifery after completing 

training (Golden, 1980). The largest group of respondents intended 

to practise for a short time, while others were unsure whether they 

would make midwifery a career. 
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Thia study shows some midwives intend to work as nurses in areas 

where midwifery is necessary or will enhance their performance as a 

nurse. However, with more midwives employed in medical and 

surarfcal wards in New South Wales · and Queensland than in midwifery 

units and the position mararinall7 reversed in other States and 

Territories, this obviously needs closer examination (Nursing 

Personnel : A National Survey, 1979). It appears evident that 

frequent rationalisation that midwifery assists the nurse in related 

areas cannot be justified to the extent it is used. 

It is also obvious that traininar proarrammes must produce sufficient 

graduates to accomodate attrition rates of trained midwives. It 

appears likely that theae are, as in New South Wales, (Bayliss, 1981) 

generally unknown. OverNUI workers suggest that a generous 

estimate of this is likely to be ten per cent (Vedereae, cited in Hall 

and Meijia, 1978). 

Nearly one fifth of thoae who choose to remain in midwifery did so 

because they found more aatiafaction in general nurainar. Thia 

percentage could decrease with the increasing availability of 

comprehensive nurainar proarrammea, reaultina in a "better informed" 

arroup of applicants for places in midwifery training. 
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One third of respondents believed that they were less than 

adequately prepared to work in Special Care Baby Units, and fewer 

to care for mothers and babies in labour wards. While it is 

acknowledged that this is the perception of the respondents and not 

an independent measure of performance, the lack of confidence this 

expresses alone gives rise to concern. The results ■howed, in 

responses to a number of question■, many people surveyed believed 

they received too little clinical experience to achieve the necessary 

level of competence required of a midwife. 

Obviously, the amount of clinical experience available varies from 

State to State and from hoapital to hospital. It would seem likely 

that those newly trained midwives who felt competent to handle home 

delivery would have come from one of the better endowed areas. 

One of the moat imponant questions addressed by the survey was 

the duration of midwifery t.rainina. Moves to trial shorter training 

programmes have already- ocurred in Western Australia (Straton, 

1979). The propoaal .· haa been made in New South Wales that an 

abbreviated courae 11187 be sufficient for a comprehensive trained 

nurse . (Ba■ic Compreheniave Nursing Curriculum, Nurses' Examination 

Board of New South Wales, 1978). Such moves warrant close 

examination because of the findings from this survey. Moves to 

lengthen training programmes because a twelve month course was 

inadequate have occurred in England (Denning, 1982) and the status 

and depth of midwifery- training in the United States is generally

Masters degree level (Varney-Burst, 1980). 
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As to shorten training programmes would be a unique step out of 

line with accepted international practice, substantial evidence would 

be needed to justify the move. The evidence provided from this 

survey suggests that the majority of newly graduated midwives 

believe their training to be too abort rather than the opposite. 

More than one fifth (twenty-two point five per cent) felt 

insufficiently experienced on the completion of trainin• to work as a 

midwife. Labour ward is the specific clinical area mentioned by the 

largest •roup (one hundred and e~hty-four or fifty-four per cent) 

currently perceived as providin• inadequate experience. 

Another important reason cited for an extension of training was to 

expand the breadth of ■tu dent experience into the community. It 

appears desirable that the brief contact midwives currently have with 

parents takes its place aa a part of the wider context of pregnancy, 

preparation for parenthood and the return of mother and child into 

the community. Reapondenta support this ideal strongly, with more 

than half (aild.7-four point five per cent) wanting an extension of 

their community experience. Lesa than half (forty-one point five 

per cent) received any community experience at all, and much of this 

was perceived as inadequate or a token gesture only. 

Moat of these respondents who did not favour an extension of 

training (one hundred and sixty-two or forty ei•ht per cent) made 

this judgement on •rounds such as the tiredness or stress 

experienced during training. 
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They felt a longer course waa "unnecessary" rather than 

0 undeairable" did ao on the grounds that a structural re-organisation 

may be aufficient rather than lengthening the course. For example, 

a number of respondents mentioned the value of re-allocating time 

from post-natal areas to labour ward. One respondent put it very 

clearly. "The course needs to be more relevant and purposeful. 

Oriented towards the needs of clients and the practice of midwifery 

rather than the needs of the institution." Thie may be difficult to 

achieve in hospital-based education programmes, but there is no 

doubt from respondents that a few hospitals achieve this legitimate 

goal. It may involve rationalising the number of students accepted 

for training to ensure the relevant clinical experience is available 

and the replacement of aome student work force with trained staff. 

The training of medical students and midwives together was seen to 

work generally to the respondents' disadvantage and this caused 

resentment in some student midwives who felt medical students were 

.iven preferential treatment. 

Respondents in general found the classroom teaching they received 

helpful; examples came through from a few hospitals which obviously 

have poorly prepared theoretical programmes and some atudents 

experienced bad teaching. It waa commonly held that teaching from 

all staff in clinical areas was inadequate. 
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The attitudes of staff, both teaching and clinical, towards studets 

received most criticism. Words such aa "idiot", "imbecile" and 

"sub-human" were all used on a number of occasions by a number of 

respondents to describe the way they believed they were seen and 

treated by trained staff. This problem of attitude was the most 

important individual reason cited by respondents that interfered with 

their enjoyment of trainin•• 

Tiredness, stress caused by the course, excessive study requirements 

and examinations were uneoltcited points made about problems 

experienced by nearly half the people who made comments on their 

training. A number of respondent.a suggested a holiday during the 

twelve months would reduce these difficulties. 

SUMMARY 

This study has answered some important questions about midwifery 

training and how it i■ perceived by those who undertake it. It has, 

however, identified . more •eneral and larger questions that need to 

be answered betOl"e -we can either plan thoughtfully for the future or 

rectify some of the moet urgent problems of the present. It seems 

the moat basic and deceptively simple question that has not been 

tackled directly before is - why do we train midwives? The 

hypothesis tested by the South Australia Study was: 
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"It is hypothesised that only a small proportion of midwifery 

trained registered nurses actually practise in this specialised 

field but that the numbers being trained are adequate to 

maintain existing services and to meet anticipated future 

requirements." (Beecken, pii, 1981). 

The reaults of the enquiry confirmed the hypothesis and found that 

the projected supply of midwives exceeded projected needs. It did 

not recommend any reduction until high mobility and migration 

patterns were further understood and the impact of curriculum 

changes assessed. The New South Wales report concluded, in the 

abaence of relevant data or evidence to the contrary, that the loss of 

midwives per annum waa •rester than the supply and that training 

levels should be increased if possible to ensure the demand for 

midwives could be, met. The report estimates that over the next ten 

years an additional two hundred and ninety-two midwives will be 

required to cope with an estimated increase in the birth rate 

(Bayliss, 1981). New South Wales currently trains over eight 

hundred midwives annually. Why this number needs to be increased 

to meet a projected magnitude increase over ten years of two 

hundred and ninety-two midwives needs further thoughtful 

examination. 
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CONCLUSION 

Why do we lose so many newly trained midwives? This survey 

shows motivation to work as midwives was not stongly felt by the 

majority of candidates and that few changed their minds as a result 

of training. The survey alao ■howed much midwifery education 

remains firmly held in antiquted modes of curriculum design and 

implementation. Many student■ believe they are treated poorly and 

as menial members of the work force rather than learners. The 

insituitions' service requirement■ are seen to hold precedence over 

learning for most student■, a not unexpected finding, if midwifery 

remains within an outdated traditional service based training system. 

Some hospitals (the minority) however, manage to intergrate both 

service provision and t.he proviak>n of an education. Positive 

attitudes on the part of inatit.uiona towards students as learners and 

responsible partner■ in t.heir education were the exception in this 

study. 

Training programmes are attempting to cope with an explosion of 

relevant knowledge an expansion of important theory (see Table 25). 

They are, in many ca■ea, eking out crucial clinical experience 

amongst large number■ of atudents, many of whom claim the clinical 

experience they receive i11 insufficient. It is not surprising that 

many atudents surveyed felt tired, stressed, resentful and angry. 

It is reasonable to infer that retention rates of graduates out of 

such programmes are not high. It appears we are experiencing a 

cycle that looks unlikely to be interrupted without urgent re

thinking of a number of issues not previously questioned (see 

Illustration 2). 



TABLE 25"" Increase in Theory in Midwifery Training 

1972 (1) 

1980 (2) 

by Publisher's Category and Output 

Childbirth (including 
Psychology, excluding 

Labour 

54 

144 

Lactation/Breast 
Feeding 

14 

53 
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1. Bowker 1 s Medical Books in Print, R. K. Bowker Company, 
New York, 1972. 

2. Medical Books and Serials in Print, An Index to 
Literature in the Health Sciences, R. K. Bowker Company, 
New 'fork, 1980. 

Nursin• and midwifery have both suffered Lhe consequences of 

traditional I.raining systems that are inappropriate in today's social 

and intellectual climate. They have persisted, contrary to relevan L 

educational and sociological theory, with outdated and unsatisfactory 

methods of training, Nursing is making important strides ln 

rectifying this, 

foll.ow this lead. 

This study shows that midwifery education needs Lo 

It appears not only desirable but urgent tbat midwifery develop 

models of education that. accomodate and serve the health care system 

and its institutions, the broader community and the students' and 

educators' needs. '11he majority of respondents perceived current 

systems substantially addressing only the second category - lhe 

institution, These models must. incorporate the ability to respond 

quickly to social and theoretical development and translate these for 

students. 
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A fitting end to this Chapter comes from an angry and thoughtful 

respondent. 

this study. 

She summarises many of the problems identified by 

"I feel that this could be a most enjoyable course if all the 

graduate staff (tutors included) changed their attitude to student 

midwives. Some of my fellow students had been charge nurses 

for years, I had held a senior nursina position. We suddenly 

found that we were treated like naughty school children. 

"The charge of labour floor had to hide to refer to us a■ 'the 

kids'. I spent more time washing floors, damp dusting, cleaning 

instruments that temperamental honoraries (and some hospital 

doctors) fluna around the delivery suite and sterilising aoap 

dishes (!) than I spent by any patient's bedside. The labour 

floor trained staff (with a few exceptions) spent all their spare 

time in the Honoraries' Tea Room, or finding linen for the 

students to fold or paper work for us to do. 

"The tutorial staff sat up the front of the class-room in our 

'study periods' to make sure that we worked and would call the 

roll (although there were only twelve of us) at the be-1Dnin1t and 

end of each day's lectures. We were threatened with having 

our pay docked when we returned late from lunch on our last 

day! 
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"If I did not have a very lovina husband, my marriage would not 

have lasted the twelve months - or I would have had a nervous 

breakdown. Our Assistant Matron summed it up well on our last 

day by saying - 'It is a very difficult year'. I hope your 

thesis will change the mediaeval methods of training midwives -

but I doubt it." 

There is considerable difference between institutions and States in 

the depth, quality and type of education received by students. The 

educational preparation received by the majority of the respondents 

was perceived by them to be either outdated, inadequate or both. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

"TBB PATTBRN WBIOH CONNECTS" 

ABSTRACT 

This brief chapter introduce■ and develops two theoretical models. 

The first conceptualize■ the relationship between an applied discipline 

and its social function. The aecond conceptualizes the relationship 

between the profeaaional and the woman giving birth. Not only do 

the models provide a new mode of analysis of the current situation 

but they make projection■ and planning for the future of midwifery 

education and practice clearer and understood in a way not 

previously possible. Both models draw heavily on material presented 

in previous chapter■• 
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INTRODUCTION 

The review and analysis undertaken in Chapters One and Two and 

the or~nal research in Chapters Three, Four and Five do not stand 

alone. It is necessary to identify the pattern which connects 

(Bateson, 1980). For Bateson it is the new creative arran•ements 

that join together previously disparate elements into logical patterns 

that have become important in today's world. This chapter develops 

two models that could be described as patterns which connect. 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF MIDWIFERY TO ITS SOCIAL FUNCTION 

Closed System 

A profession develops out of and combines with the professions' 

origins to provide the link between its formal discipline basis and its 

social function. Midwifery's relationship to its social function is 

conceptualised in Illustration 4. 

The study of three of these four factors is synchronic, that is, · by 

studyfna training, practice and regulations one arrives at a picture 

of "what happens now". The fourth is diachronic. By studying 

the oriains of what happens now, one establishes "why it is so" and 

how and where it might be expected to move in the future. These 

four factors, therefore, are not of equal weig'ht. Origins are the 

training, practice and regulations of the past plus the cultural 

imperatives that created them. 
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IU.US'l'llATlOO 4, The Relationship of 

Midwifery to i ta Social PUnction 

MIDWIFERY 

MIDWIFERY 

ILLUSTRATIOR S Synchronic and Diachronic 

Analysis of Midwifery in .Relatipn to its Social Function 

MIDWIFERY SYNCHRONIC 
TODAY 

~ 
Yl:SIEADAY DIAO-t=IONIC 
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The scale of the analysis baa aeen reduced and focussed on to an 

event to provide a specific example of a discipline's function. To 

value disciplinary goals alone ia in■ufficient when service delivery 

become a a consequence of academic training. Social goals need to 

be articulated and met also. Thia model was derived substantially 

from the interpretations of aoclolo.riata and historians in Chapters 

One and Two. I have developed the issues of "training", 

"regulation", "practice" and "orfona" as the four structual elements 

that ensure the monopoliaitc control over a division ol labour (Willis, 

1983), or as described in thia anal711i■, a social event. I have taken 

to Freidaon's (1970(a)) and Willia' (1983) work and applied this by 

examining the structural .· mecbaniam of professional control and its 

links to and authorit7 OYer a eoctaI event. 

Chapters Two, Three, . . Faur and Five deal with the four links. 

Firstly the diachronic or -lynch pin o~a of midwifery, followed by 

the a7nchronic or atattc, .~::i,am:!nation of the current situation seen in 

regulations, practice and training. 

The process of applying diacipline knowledge varies according to the 

social purpose required ot that diacipline. For some disciplines the 

management of knowledp ia complete within itself and has to meet no 

outside obligation. other■, leas "pure" (for example Sociology) or 

more totall7 applied (for example Nursing and Teaching) are obliged 

to transfer their a7atem of knowledge into activity. 
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The power and authority of a profession becomes focussed and 

applied to a social event through their origins, training, practice and 

regulations. Thia is the structure that le,ritimates disciplinary 

study as applied and professional. The social event that is their 

raison d'etre becomes re-defined in the light of this process. The 

dynamic inter-change that keeps systems responsive and alive has 

not occurred in this case as the social event and the persons 

involved in it have not been permitted to contribute to or share 

responsibility for the maintenance of the system. The midwife has a 

unique potential in this scenario. As Cartwright (1979) states: 

"Midwives have a vital part to play in the development of a 

childbearing service in which mothers play a more dominant and 

less subservient role. They can facilitate and participate in the 

flow of information, ensure mothers' needs and preferences are 

communicated and not ignored or supressed, and encourage 

questioning." (Cartwright, p.165, 1979). 

To do this successfully, midwives must be able to remain independent 

of the medical discipline framework that subsumes them (Willis, 1983). 

They must also be able to recognise that women themselves may vary 

in their needs and perceptions. For this potential to be realized 

and the system to remain open, midwives must be independent 

thinkers who can analyse and test out both medical and social 

assumptions and innovations for themselves. 
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If one returns to Illustration 4, it is possible to include movement in 

the figure to incorporate a social interpretation and shared 

responsibility for the event. This can occur without dismantling the 

need for re~lation, defined role, training systems or ignoring the 

historical origins of practice. 

Open System 

Ideally, the discipline of midwifery should be able to accept and 

incorporate information from the central social event of childbirth as 

a legitimate part of knowledge. The influence of the social event is 

then not only reflected within the discipline, but becomes 

incorporated in flexible, dynamic training systems and modes of 

practice controlled by appropriate regulations. The origins of these 

are recognised and regularly re-examined when planning for the 

future. 

It appears that it is useful to use the analogy of closed and open 

systems. · A closed system that has a responsibility for and focuases 

on a social event runs the very real risk of becoming dysfunctional. 

An open dynamic system could result from incorporating and 

validating woman's own experience of birth into discipline knowledge 

and ita application in practice. 
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ILLUSTRATION b An Open Syate■ View of the 

Relationship Between Midwifery and its Social Functions 

Iacorpmat.lng hedbeck LOopa 

MIDWIFERY 

~DWFERY 

The Alignment Model 

On lhe basis of evidence collected In \.hie thesis it appears a new 

t.heoretical model can be constructed. I have conceptualised lhis as 

an aliarnment model. It draws on material presented in Chapters One 

to Five of this work and both makes sense of the present situation 

and provides a basis tor future projections. IL remains essentially 

congruent with only partially successful single-discipline attempts at 

explanation and incorporates these. The alignment of the female 
• 

midwife with the male doctor intensifies professional domination of 

birth and cont.ributes lo the devaluing of social, cultural and 

emotional aspect.a of the process. 
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Thia chapter postulates the midwife could resume a mediating role at 

birth largely abdicated by her in ·exchanse for the doubtful currency 

of vicarious profeaaional preatJse. 

Single discipline attempts to eap)atn the aubordination of the midwife 

in theoretical terms are inadequate. Theorists such - O'Brien 

(1981) and Willia (1983) set ua cloller than we were before, but 

neither actually satisfactorily . addNNllle■ features of the relationship 

between medicine and midwife that maintains domination on such 

poorly justified or juatiftable · ~nd■• They also do not explain 

women's compliance with thta :dominance. A feminist argument partly 

explains what happens to WOiien • midwives or women givin• birth. 

As others in Chapter One -:were in■ufflcient in themselves, so it seems 

It generally states "what is" 

and only partly addreaaea "why it ia" and "why it is sustained". it 

is the quality or character of relationship that links male medicine to 

female midwifery or· male doctor to woman giving birth that is leas 

well explained. 

Thia theoretical model, de■cribed u the Alignment Model, locates 

midwives as membera of :_: a profession subordinate to medicine. 

Midwives can obtain p~e from the dominant group by alignment. 
-~ 

That is, they chooae to 1-ve their muted •roup and accept vicarious 

satisfaction from Malen... and Medicine. 
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The alignment group is co-opted by th.e dominant group and becomes 

collaborators wilh lhem. Being allied with the dominant/prealigioue 

group Lhey lend t.o devalue aspects of their own culture and value 

elements o! the dominant culture. A homogeniLy of approach and 

response to the women giving birth develops. The collaborators 

aspire to transcend their original status while knowing lbey cannot 

belong inside or t.o t.he dominant group. It my analysis is correct it 

adds further weight t.o the "conetrucl11 theory and supports 

male/scientific superiority over the woman givina- birth, By dividing 

woman from woman, in this case midwife from woman giving birth, lhe 

potential for opposition is reduced. The midwile moves towards the 

dominant group and the vicarious statue it offers. 

herself with this group against the woman giving birLh. 

She aU n 

Where Lb 

midwife ie a colleague and expert on normal m1dwifery and a 

practitioner in her own rjgbt this does not occur. 

:n.LOSTRATION 7 The Alicmmenc Model 

The Co-option of Midwifery by Medicine 

for th~ 

COlLABORA TNG GROlJ> 

(MDWFE) 

11.tJTEDGROlP 

(WOMAN 00/NJ BIRTH) 

n Giving Birth 
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The seduction of alignment with the dominant group is powerful but, 

paradoxically, it remains impos~ble to achieve membership. It 

appears analagous to a black person upiring to be white in times or 

nations where prejudice ia common.- Blacks may behave as they 

believe a white person does, speak and perform as well aa or better 

in the same employment, but that. ·wiU never make them white. So it 

is with female midwives - by beint close to the dominant group they 

achieve some rewards but aocial and emotional costs to the clients 

and the detriment to the midwives' own knowledge and skills are 

considerable. 

Alignment is confounded by midwifery's close links with nursing. 

Childbirth is a normal ph78io1o-1cal function essentially social and not 

medical in character. :Bridence presented in other chapters shows 

medical science can cmq 1mprove the outcome in the minority of 

complicated pregnancies or births (Taylor, 1979). 

Nursing, like medicine, ia in, eaaence therapeutic in orientation and 

philosophy. This devek>pa u a result of working with and learning 

from sick people where nature's superiority has already failed. 

Recent moves by m1r~ and medicine towards health maintenance 

and illness prevention are ■till limited, delayed and self conscious 

(for example, the Auatralian Medical Association did not make a Policy 

Statement on the dangers of amoldn• until 1982). Further, nurses 

are dependent on medical authorit7 and instruction ao it is unlikely 

their skill and judgement is publicly acknowledged, even when it is 

essential and continuously used (Chapter Four). 
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Nurse-midwives, particularly when employed in hospitals, have been 

placed in similar positions even w.hen dea11n6 with •-ntially social 

and not therapeutic 1aue.. Nurse-midwives, therefore, are 

conditioned by their nursin• training to defer to doctors and, as 

shown in Chapter Three, are leplly bound to do so in some States 

by their regulations. Unfortunately this abdication of the midwives' 

authority may not be in the best interests of the woman involved and 

contradict the midwife's own aaeessment of the situation; the "One 

Right Way" of the doctor is not necessarily the one that the midwife 

would choose or perhaps· the woman wishes. The wishes of the 

muted group of group■ are over-ridden because their knowledge is 

not heard, or reco•niaed aa eldatin• or legitimate by the dominant 

group. It is the relation■hip between the groups that is the key, 

not the groups themNlvea. It ie the quality, type and nature of 

the interactions and the reasons for these that need to be made 

explicit. 

The Perception■ of the Location of Power over Child birth and the 

Potential for thill to Change need to be Further Examined. 

Important factor■ millaing from the analysis to this point are the 

political and ■tructural arrangements that support the present 

system. These have been examined in some detail in Chapter One. 

That the present ll'ltuation may be in a process of chan•e because of 

a crisis in the unneceesarily high costs and social dissatisfaction 

with the quality of in■titutionalised experience. 
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Change is likely to be difficult but appears possible. As shown in 

Chapter Two the current structural supports are largely constructed 

in the interests of one profeaadonal group and by this group. It 

has done so because other groups have been content to accept the 

devaluation of their power and authority. If other groups become 

activated and their power becomes overt and asserted, considerable 

political pressure could be brou•ht to bear to change current 

structures. 

The perception of the locat.ton of power and control over childbirth is 

important and worth re-.u,.ting~ Perceived power, that is, active 

overt power, is held b7 the obatetrician or medical practitioner but 

actual power (currently inert or dormant) is held equally by other 

parties. The model maintaina this perception in three ways: 

1. (a) The obatetrician'a or medical pratitioner's power is 

validated b7 hfa dominance and authority in the health 

team; 

(b) He ia -permitted a mystical rite to interventions 

forbidden to other■ (the amount of such intervention is 

increasing); and 

(c) The uae of intervenUon reinforces his power. 
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2. (a) The fainily ia allocated token power from the 

obstetrician manifeat.ed by "giving permission", for 

example, for a bu■band or partner to be present at 

birth; 

( b) The family support.a this dominance by conceding the 

obstetrician's ezpennn■ and exchan•ing control for 

safety; and 

(c) The family expect.a and i■ prepared to pay more for a 

superior ■ervice which they perceive is obtained from 

a medically ~ birth. 

3. (a) The midw:lte ■upporta this system by accepting 

subservient at.at.~ 

(b) The midwife, take■ . ,:~us satisfaction and status 

from the "alwned" ~e■aion; and 

. . ''• : . . (0( .:..-· -

(c) The midwt(tt iact■ •--> .aupport, advocate and extension 
' 

of medicine ~ -~ '-independently. 

Thia model could chan•e it the currently inert or dormant 

components of the ll11D11T and ·a1dw1te power were activated. For 

example, a well-informed family could exercise their choice of type 

and location of service and refu■e consent for unnecessary 

procedures. 
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The midwife could be selective about choosing alignment only when 

the best interests of the clients are served by this. Fo:r example 

she could assiat a woman refuse an intervention that was against her 

wishes and unnecessary for safety. Conversely, if a caesarian 

section were recommended on well-justified jfrounds, a midwife could 

assist a family accept an intervention that may not. have been wanted 

by them at all. She could become a wise and discriminating 

advocate for the uee of technology and specialist intervention. 

ILLUS'I'.RATION 8 The Midwife as Mediator 

and Mut!!d Grouos 

DOMINANT GRQU> 

(WOMAN CWN3 BRTH) 
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CONCLUSION 

The Midwife's Dilemma baa 'been anal7eed in this chapter using 

theoretical models which explain 

i) the stucture of the relat.ionahip between the discipline and the 

social event; and 

ii) the relationship between- , the profeBBional and the person 

receiving the service. 

In the first the origins, t.rahdq, practice and regulations of a 

profession link the discipline to _fibe aocial event. The last three 

have the potential to do, ao, IIIOl"ll',lleaibl7 and more in keeping with 

today's social needs. In WM --.and-oue the midwife can move from 

a position of alignment with,,t.lae.e~.-..- t" group to that of mediator 

between the "dominant" anct.~,"'-1,ated" rpups. She can become the 

bridge or translator between ~91J01a) and therapeutic worlds. 
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OJIAPTBR SBVBN 

WBBRB DO WB 00 FROM BBRB? 

IMPLICATIONS AND Af PLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 

ABSTRACT 

This Chapter reviewa, pulla topther and summarizes issues examined 

earlier in the theata. . It conaiders the implications involved in 

testing the general hn,oth-• posed at the beginning of the work. 

The adequacy or othe~ of current modes of explanation of the 

situation facing Auatralian aidwifery are considered and criticised 

and new explanation■ .us.-ted that are consistent with the evidence 

presented. The idioa7ncratic perceptions of midwifery from within 

the health profe■■iona, · ··htatoriaally and through academic analy■ia, 

though frequently oonflic~, assist us in understandin• the 

Midwives Dilemma. All•. are neceaaary to examine before reform■ and 

rethinking of element. ot training and practice occur. The 

assumptions on which --,.•a jud•ements are made are various but 

all need careful collllkleratton. 
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DISCIPLINE EXPLANATIONS RBCONSIDERED AND EVALUATED 

The Private and Public Domains 

O'Brien claims that aocial chan•e can only be brought about by 

praxis, the combination ot knowin• and doing. She believea the 

power of praxis will allow women to transcend a tradition of 

unilateral history and polit.ical theory that justifies male supremacy 

(O'Brien, 1983). She, and other feminists cited in Chapter One, 

provide a conceptual traaework that allow understanding beyond male 

intellectual traditions, but that. ta ineufficient explanation in itself for 

the Midwife's Dilemma. She •eta closer with her discussion ot the 

private and public rlowwfn■ and draws to our attention again the tact 

that the private domahr · ta tor women, despite descriptions to the 

contrary, inten■ely polit,ical. The access of women to contraception 

is just one example ot -. 1111 o■tenaibly private yet political iasue 

developed more fully In °'8upter One. Childbirth of course provides 

us with another. Sbe rilJellirvea the difficulty in making an impact 

with such ia■ue■ in tMt:qllllblic ■phere ~nates in their traditional 

definition aa "private' IINuN". She sees such difflcultiea, not aa 

women's is■uN or •-lfalfllN that are "minor skirmiahee" on the way 

to the heart ot the :pmb1-t but they are "at the beginning ot a 

massive political ..-.111nt . . . " (O'Brien, p.208, l983) - the 

transformation ot- ·tbe public and private ■pheree. Ber theoretical 

analysis adds depth • to the :pNpOaition in Chapter One that the 

medical domination ol ,aucb iasueil within the privacy ot consulting 

rooms is over. 
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If we return to the analogy used at the end of Chapter One, 

voluntary women's groups, such as Nursing Mothers' Association, are 

achieving increasing influence and public recognition of their worth. 

Breast feeding is no longer a private issue, but one of public health 

and world-wide interest and involvement (see, for example, the World 

Health Organisation's International Code of Marketing of Breast-Milk 

Substitutes, 1981). Industry has been required to reduce its profits 

they obtained from involvement· in the private issue of infant feeding 

by it becoming a public iaaue. It remains to be seen if similar 

results occur in the area of childbirth. Childbirth is becoming an 

increasingly public iaaue. A Lancet article by a physician employed 

by the World Health Organisation substantiates my analysis. 

"Men have re-written the drama of obstetrics to make them the 

stars instead of women. And what are the results? The '70s 

saw fetal monitor~ become ■o routine that the rate of caesarean 

action in many countries doubled or even tripled. A study of 

the practice of epiaiotomy has indicated its abuse. A recent 

study commissio~ed by the World Health Organisation shows that 

the majority of routine procedures carried out during pregnancy 

and delivery have never been proved to be of value and some 

are positively harad'uL In the last decade, scientists have 

'discovered' the importance of mother-infant bonding, of breast 

feeding, and of touchin• after •iving birth. The WHO Regional 

Office for Europe has launched a review of Alternative Perinatal 

Practices, discoverin• the existence of alternative procedures in 

every country studied. I believe that doctors should be 

brought in as technicians for perhaps only ten per cent of the 

births requiring intervention.". (Wagner, p.1207, 1982). 
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Issues of Profeaaionaliaation and Professional Control 

A number of theoretical propositions help to explain why childbirth 

moved into the private arena and midwifery became subordinated 

(Willis, 1983). These are explored 1n Chapters One and Two of this 

thesis. Writers cited in the• Chapters describe how medicine 

subordinated midwives and ,oc,ntrolled the relationship between 

midwife and doctor. MecHotne, on the other hand, limited the 

development of dentiatry and optometry and excluded groups such as 

chiropractic on the ground■ al Jlle61timacT (Willis, 1983; Penaabene, 

1980). 

It is important to note how· medicine waa able to subordinate a health 

profession almost totall7 compriaed al women, who came increasingly 

to work in institution■ and to;be·'.'.]Nlid le■a than doctors. Willis sees 

this as confirmation of' .bia, . • that •ender is an important basis 

for the domination · ot IIHtdfefnw over llidwifery. Historical evidence 

developed in Chapter . ff!Wo{C-■ to confirm his proposition. 

Midwives, however, a■ 'aelNctll-.:,... increasing its control of birth, 

were predominantly ,-..,..._~: adependent practitioners. Such 

persons were not subjeotMt~- ••dDJ' ··to control by doctors. Willia aeea 

this complex issue tn,' ii.'ftif,~ ,1lllilap1Nt form being accomplished by 

midwives' incorporation·~• Thia is confirmed by evidence 

presented in Chapter■ One,· •'No;: tRIJIN and Five. NurNa themselves 

supported this as proridtJla··acfded ·-weight in their attempts at 

prof esaionaliaation. 
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11
• • • midwifery changed its structural location within the health 

division of labour from an independent statue to a au bordinate 

one. 11 (Willia, p.93, 1983). 

It is not possible to pneraliN with total accuracy across Australia 

as States vary in the extent to which any generallaation applies. 

For example, the Victorian resulationa covering midwifery practice are 

more restrictive than. moat of the other States. A Victorian midwife 

is not permitted to undertake ante-natal care, delivery or post-natal 

care unless under the authority and responsibility of a medical 

practitioner (Chapter Three). A study of other States' regulations 

presented in summary in · Chapter Three shows that while a similar 

trend was evident elNwhere, it.a full force was leas extremely felt. 

Early this century in _~ -and Bnaland, some of the moat vocal 

opponents to the introdaetioa. of midwifery training were nurses, and 

in Ena land today lllidwtvea · are TOicina fears that they are beina 

"taken over" by n...... •.(Ol'OW, 1983). Midwifery does not 

necessarily have lllkalb'· .J& .nurllina, and needs to re-neaotiate the 

ground rule■ of tbia ;_....,_.hip . if it is to survive. The first step 

in Australia 111117 mlffrOODWl'ed, u . the National Midwives' AaaociaUon 

no longer requirea all,..,,r......,_. States to be members of the Royal 

Australian Nuratna ll'ederaUon. No lonaer are Australian midwives 

content to accept the lltatua of Special Interest Group within Nursing, 

aomethina that waa not questioned even five year■ aao. The 

subordination described in earlier chapters has not been totally 

accepted and is beina actively fouaht in ac,me areas. 
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As part of the process of improvina the status and practice of 

midwifery, some midwives hold places on State or Territory Nurses' 

Registration Boarda. The Auat.ralian Capital Territory Midwives' 

Association, tor example, actively lobbied and successfully promoted 

two candidates at the Jaat Board election. They are consulted as 

experts on midwiter7 iaaue■, thouah there is no requirement that 

their opinion■ will . be acknowledaed or reccomendations accepted. 

The lack of informed midwife input into some State systems of 

trainina and rep~ llu; ".CaUNCi considerable problems in the past 

(Chapter Three) Ati d..-.Joped ,fully earlier, training programmes vary 

considerably between, -:9tatea and aeneralised reciprocity of 

registration is quest.ionable on at least two grounds. 

Individual State Nur~ _.._,d■ do not appear to be an ideal or even 

satisfactory way of rea,idattns .or auperviaing training and practice of 

midwives. That we :npect the to be ia unique and parochial. In 

the United Kinado1:11 ,and - the United States, for example, national 

midwifery boards undenalle thia 'function. It is not surprising that 

the Australian Nurse■' Board■ tend to focus on their Iaraer and 

different responaibilit7 ot pneral nursina. It seems in some States 

at least, Nursing Board• , aa they are now constituted have ignored 

the interests of both client and midwife. 
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Issues of Gender 

One can take the aociological and feminist analyses raised earlier a 

step further. Gender is one mechanism that allows male doctors to 

dominate female health profe■afonal■, it also flavours the relationship 

between the woman sivina birth and the person delivering her. The 

dimension of profe■-ional/non-protessional is intensified when 

maleness/femaleneu increaaea the control of the accoucheur over the 

event (Chapter One). , li'ur\her, a nurse's orientation to care for 

dependent sick people ia Hkel7 to flow over into midwifery and be 

seen as a legitimate and .. ~ philosophy. It appears likely that 

the control by the male -ciooior,--.■upported by a midwifery nurse could 

contribute to a •n• al( .U.nation or powerlessness in the woman 

giving birth. An~ ""..-Jde in accomplishment belongs to the 

professionals and right to make choices or express 

independence ia DOI·...._., but considered deviant (Cartwright, 1979; 

Oakley, 1980). Tbe;~,-.Wwife'a answer to subordination has, I 

suage■t, been to · taira"~ ■tatus, satisfaction and pride from 

their link■ to the bWh17 prest.t.ious profession of medicine (see 

Chapter Siz). i- · -

Ardner's work on ~Joay introduced in Chapter One can be 

generalised effeaU:veq·:~to our dilemma. "Our women ethnoaraphers 

may then be ~ -, the 'maleness' of their subject when they 

approach women of .other- ■ocieties." (Arnder, p.15, 1975). Likewise, 

the midwife whoee le.._ knowledse of parturition has been devalued 

by the process of .her ■ubordinat.ion ha■ besun to re-interpret her 

practice using male ■cient.tfic model■ and male knowledge. This 

notion is more fully developed in Chapter One. 
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Rothman'• example of hospital-trained midwives having to re-learn the 

proceas of labour provides a •ood example of this. Rothman's work 

was based on a Kuhnian analyais. She examined hospital-trained 

nurse-midwivea' perception■ of the con■truction of medical knowledge 

after their experience ot home births. Rothman chose hospital

trained nurae-midwivea partly because their formal medical model 

trainin• followed b1" home birth experience would provide a 

cross-contextual .baala ot oompariaon. The change that occurred in 

their medical knowladp·.wu: not anticipated by the subjects. It did 

not happen immedlatel7 but only after repeated exposure to anomalies 

between hospital and .,..ntmperience. Their "taken for granted" 

assumptions baaed on:oboepltal experience of factors such as the 

length, character aml er ••••mt · ot aecond stage of labour altered. 

The designation u patlao)o.-,1 al those elements of labour that did 

not conform to hoapi~d atatiatical norms ceased. Labours 

became unique eventa ~ ■■Hliaad on their own rates of progress and 

individual characteriliUoa, .fllottmant 1983). 

I use the term re-llarn · advisedly and following Spender's 

documentation of exaaplea where women's ins~hta, knowled•e and 

experiences have been loat to successive generations over centuries. 

The dominant culture bu enaured that their contributions have been 

distorted, devalued or ldmply forgotten, so succesaive •enerations of 

women have had to re-diacover them (Spender, 1983 (a) and (b)). 

Midwifery knowled•e baa been harder to lose becauae even when 

midwives were rele.-.ted to a subordinate role in Australia, they are 

still effectively, but covertly, controlled the process of birth. 

Although publicly their cont.rolling active roles are not acknowledged. 
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Chapter Four shows these are the characteristics they use more than 

others in carrying out their work. 

If the subordination described by Willis and others were complete, it 

is likely, I suggest, that midwives would be rating analytical and 

skiltul lower on their priorities. As developed in Chapter Four, if 

midwives' active responsible roles were only used in emeraencies, 

resourcefulness surely would have rated more hiahly than fourteenth 

and fifteenth on a fifteen point scale. 

This covert level of responsibility and control must remain hidden to 

support our current economic system that is based on the notion that 

medicine controls the process and accepts the responsibility for 

doing so (Chapter One). Medicine is in a dilemma also as it relies 

on midwives acceptina their subordination. If this tenuous 

domination is not maintained they would, for example, be required to 

assess and observe labours themselves. A time-consumina proceas 

that would not permit the same turn-over of clients or generate the 

same income they currently achieve. 
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THE PATTERN WHICH CONNECTS 

The "within discipline" reviews from history, economics, anthropology 

and aociolo•y contribute towards our understanding of the Midwives' 

Dilemma, but have been found to be insufficient in themselves 

(Chapter One). They cannot aatiafactorily explain the structure that 

controls the relation11hip or . why women are split off from other 

women to become. ~mplicea to medical dominance. They make 

clearer however the communication •apa that exist between disciplines 

and the aocial and : proteamonal world. Chapter Six develops two 

theoretical lllOdela whtah · attempt to reaolve these paradoxes. 

Feminist tbeortata·-· auah aa Spender (1983) claim that language 

constrains and · cllreota,.our 110eial order and perceptions. A subject 

or diacipline la , 'ite•0 •~; if this language is removed, the 

discipline ~ , to ;;...tr., Thia argument seems to hold for moat 

diaciplinea. . If one ., reaovea the "language" from midwifery, however, 

one ia left witl(!,a .perfectly viable social function that can still be 

met by the midW'lfs., ,,, The cultural obligations and supports can still 

be provided it they are reco•niaed, shared and valued by the 

midwife. 

Midwifery at thia level la behaviour, i• using day-to-day lan•ua•e, ill 

touchin• and ■up~ and doin•• Midwifery can, and does for 

the majority ot tbe -~world'a women, operate at this level. There are 

obviously limitationa to- the breadth of the midwife's effectiveness if 

she operates only at thi■ level. 
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The professional midwife shares a discipline language with medicine, 

shares access to skills, knowledge and technology th1;1t a midwife 

without formal training lacks. Likewise if she operates only from 

this basis her effectiveness is also limited. Today's professional 

midwife it aeema ia ideally fitted to be the bridge or mediator 

between two worlds. 

Afwnment or Medtatjop? 

What types of evidence doea the midwife value and rely on? Are 

they those of the obnetrician, or those of the woman giving birth, or 

can the midwife ·accept.,, the challenge this thesis proposes and 

appreciate and. aci:nowled_. both? Thia involves a degree of 

separation from ,·both, warld■, and yet the ability to experience each 

from within. · , -It · one .. ret~ns to the model of alignment shown in 

Chapter Six and~re.,a:PlllbM,a it, the separation of woman from women 

can become ·productin. In■tead of alignment or collaboration, one 

sees the iidctwlte u .- Ule bridge or mediator between two worlds. 

She becolDea .IJle point -,of tran■Jation and communication between both 

worlda. 

Identiticatiop pt Tye. World■ 

It is possible to identify the nature of those worlds - that of the 

science of ob■tetrica ,,and the art of midwifery. There is an artistry 

in mediating two worlct. which requires an appreciation of both. A 

table helps to explain the diviaion, of these worlds and the evidence 

valid in each: 
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TABLE 2h The Science of Obstetrics and the 

Art of MidYifery - A Listing of Characteristics of Each 

A SCIENCE OF OBSTETRICS 

objective 
empirical 
quantitative 
eoo.ww1o/etblcal 
probl• identifiaation 

B ART OF MIDWIFERY 

subjective 
intuitive 
guali ta ti ve 
psychological/social 
problem solving 

The midwife n•■d■ ta INt ~ to appNClate and operate troa boUI 

worlds but her •kill llea in maldn• the division indistin•uishabla lo 

her client. 

Thia dlcbot.om7, I believe, bu been an additional factor contributing 

to the ..U.nment of the midwife with medicine. As a society- this 

century-, and par1.tcularl7 poet. World War n, we have increasingly 

valued acience and technolos7 and expected them to provide answers 

to a multitude of probunu. Induction of labour is an example used 

in Chapter One which pl'OVides a well-documented example of a much 

vaunted technical advance that, in fact, improved neither mortality 

nor morbidit.7 outcoae■ in normal labour but worsened them. 

Oartwriarht.'■ work baa ahown, what is more, that women dialike the 

proce■s which t.he7 ftnd more painful than non-induced labours. 

Midwivea, a■ the NNR of the community, have been seduced by the 

achievement.a of aolence and devalued their own more subtle and 

intuitive aldll■• They- have learned to monitor and manage 

aophiatlcated technical equipment and again, attained vicarious status 

from dotn11 ao. Such equipment baa diverted midwives from the 

practice of their own art and meant aome of their own skills are less 

often used and in danger of being lost. 
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

Incorporatirur Feedback into the System of Midwifery Education and 

Practice 

I have suggested in Chapter One that current prof easional systems of 

care at birth may be imposing and intruding on a social event 

instead of being responsive and learning from it. That cqrrent 

systems lack feedback loops to keep them dynamic and functional 

(see Chapter 6). It is only possible to regain the full expression of 

the Art of Midwifery- by- responding to the woman involved at birth 

and by seeking answers or formulating solutions on evidence 

provided by her. Our o~s tell us a midwife is "with woman" at 

birth. It is onl7 recently and for reasons developed in Chapter One 

that our orientation or allcnment has changed to be "with medicine" 

at birth. Re-valu~ the art of midwifery, while retaining knowledge 

of and respecting the value of the science of obstetrics, can assist 

us to change thia al:lcnment to mediation. Regulations in moat States, 

summarised in Chapter Three, still permit a degree of autonomy and 

independent judgement to be exercised in normal midwifery. This 

can become the baaia for advocacy, if . necessary, on the part of a 

woman against institutionalised or poorly justified interventions. 

Chapter Four shows midwives' practice to be active and controlling 

but the subordination and the devaluing of "female skills., or "arts" 

work to keep thia hidden. 
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Educational systems are not designed aa well aa they should be to 

meet the community's need for a mediator between institutional and 

medical domination of a social event (Chapter Five). More ia needed 

than just a philosophical shift in orientation from aickne■s towards 

health, from intervention to non-intervention and from ■ubNrvience 

to partnership with a physician. For many profeallionala these 

processes of change are difficult, for some impossible. The midwife 

is the person in the team who should be prepared by her education 

and experience to be the advocate for normal childbirth. 

The Role of Education in Achieving Change 

We require more than ideological shift. 

Five, the educational strategies used 

As has been seen in Chapter 

today in themselves are 

frequently inadequate and take second place to service demand■ 

often empty of useful learning. 

The traditional practice of teaching takes place in isolation - 1-norin• 

the contribution or response of the student. Education fa the 

transmission and incorporation of a midwife's culture by · ·· an 

individual. Again, this requires the active and willin• participation 

of the learner. Learning and education must continue . after the 

student has ceased being "taught" if the profession i■ to •eet its 

ob:U.Stion to the community of providin• skilful practitioner■ able to 

meet society's needs and attain increasina levels of proficit,ncy and 

intellectual •rowth (James, 1982) 
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It has been shown in Chapters One, Two, Three, Four and Five that 

factors that influence midwifery education and ultimate practice are 

frequently external to the profession itself. The least influential, 

quite unjustifiably so, is the consumer. The two aroups that have 

■haped Australian midwifery over the last century are nursing and 

medicine ( Chapters One and Two). Midwifery has been subsumed by 

its powerful younger sister nursing and dominated and aubordinated 

by its younger brother medicine (Willis, 1983). The reasons for this 

are complex and partly explained in Chapters One and Three. The 

remaining factor, beginning to be elucidated in Chapter Six, is the 

Closed System of organization in Medicine, Nursing and Midwifery and -
its reflection and intensification in their Collected Code Curricula 

(Bernstein, 1975). The majority of respondents in Chapter Five 

describe examples of Closed Systems and Collected Code curricula 

that Bernstein has described and are helpful in understandina how 

social structures mediate learning. 

Bis theory can be related directly to Midwifery Education Proarammes 

and the acquisition of knowledge by students. Bis uae of Open and 

Closed ayatems is particularly relevant in a world where a finite 

body of readily transmittable knowledge no lonpr · exists. 

Waddinaton (1977) describes the explosion of scientific knowledae that 

is occurring as evidenced by the increasing number ot journals 

published. A similar exercise undertaken in two areaa directly 

related to midwifery over a ten year period comea µp with similar 

results (Table 25). The implications of thia on educational 

programmes and graduate practice are profound. 
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The therapeutic model that remains con•ruent from aeneral nursing 

to other poat-baaic nursing courses must be aucceaafully negotiated 

to change from -nurse to midwife. Bernstein's "re-contextualisation" 

concept can increase our under■tanding of this phenomenon. 

Bernstein claims any formal educational programme involves 

"de-contextualising" experiences , a■ we abstract and re-focus 

everyday communication and experience. We then re-contextualiae in 

ways appropriate to our new learning and role. We make the step 

from viewing and experien~ the world aa a school child and 

member of a family to that of . nur■e and member of an in■titution -

part of what Friedaon deacribea a■ becoming professional (Friedaon, 

1970a). This had been ezpJored more fully in Chapter One. 

The re-contenuaJi8hw that occurs in nursina and medicine ia deep 

aa it involves profound paychoJocical and physical adjustmenta aa 

well aa intellectual development. Shift work, and exposure to 

patients' physical and emot.ional vulnerability tend to have a 

dis-orienting effect alleviated aomewhat by a sense of belonging to 

one's peers and the in■titutfon. A atrona professional identity, 

loyalty and cohesion reaulta (Chapter One). People who manage to 

successfully re-conteif.ualfN their worlds aa nurses ma7 be unable to 

de-contextualise aa nuraea and re-contextualise aa midwive■• One 

does not need to be · a nurse to become a midwife and it may be 

easier to enter the prof-.ion directly than experience . thia two-step 

process faced by the nurae. This situation ia experienced by direct 

entry candidates into Bnglillh programmes and by Weatern Buropean 

midwives who are not nurses (aee Chapters Two and Three). It 

needs to be re-considered in Australia. 
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Traditional hierarchial method■ of control are exemplified in hospitals, 

more so than in most other inatitutions including schools and higher 

education. Schools of nursing, where almost all midwifery education 

occurs, tend to adopt the model of their controllina inst.itution. 

Bernstein proposes alternat.ive . 80Cial structures that, he claims, 

promote intense, satisfying learning for students and continued 

growth for teachers. The aocial ■tructurea aovernina learning have 

been, in the past, a moat powerful agent of control and socialisation. 

Alienation of students i■ intensified u communication, even on one's 

own level, is limited. There i■ no ■enae of shared task or purpose 

resulting in coheaion and a ■enae of identity (as described in 

Chapter Five). This type of organizational structure result.a 1n and 

perpetuate• strong area or aubject clauifications with strong frames 

( that is, the boundary between what may and may not be tran■mitted 

in teaching). A mutuality of goal, an inter-relationship, a combining 

doe■ not appear to exiat on either content or person level in such 

systems (see Chapter• One, · Three and Five). Contrast · this with 

Bernstein's Integrated Syatem (Code). Thia organizational ■tructure 

uae• the strong relationahtpa between 111.udenta and teachers and 

cross-relationships at all level■• The dominance of the hierarchy is 

diffused - it is open to influence and communicates on all levels. 

There is less isolation of people or content, both become part of a 

greater whole. By doing 110, diacipline identity i■ not lost but is 

subordinate to the ·whole goal or purpose and subject to change or 

amendment. It also incorporates an ability to learn from the client 

in a way rarely le,t1timate 1n current systems. 
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As Bernstein, I believe one cannot move to discussina elements of 

education such aa curricula or pedagoay without acknowledging the 

fact that they develop from a concept of social order and 

structuring. Furthermore, one cannot postulate chanae in curricula 

without looking at -l the social order or structure that exists in a 

profession. To effect chanae in curricula or pedagoay one must be 

prepared to que■tion and chanae social as well aa educational 

structures and atratearfea. 

The coat and effort currently expended and apparently wasted on 

midwifery education make■ re-thinkina aoals, strategies and outcomes 

not just desirable but urgent, (Chapter Three). 

Mead (1972) providea u■ with an understanding of why methods used 

to train midwivea fifty . years aao are no longer sufficient. What is 

more, she helps eJtplaln why 'IIOIDe problems of communication occur 

between traditionally educated administrators, teachers and midwives, 

and their client■ · who belo~ to a new generation. Bernstein's 

analysis is more aophiaticated and not only explores how traditional 

closed systems work to perpetuate themselves and the ■ocial order 

but proposes an alternative that permits flexibility, promotes 

communication and facilitate■ dynamism and innovation in educational 

strategies. To implement ■uch a process means one must accept that 

feedback from the 110eial event contributes to and modifies discipline 

wisdom (Chapter One). 
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The Incorporation of Bernstein's Open Code into the process of 

midwifery education is possible. It also can achieve the goals 

articulated by James and Waddington in earlier chapters of •raduatea 

comfortable with and responsive to change who continue to learn 

after the formal process of education ceases. It appears similar 

methods could be implemented successfully in either hospital or 

colle•e baaed midwifery pro•rammea where educational priorities take 

precedence over service committmenta. 

SUMMARY OF THESIS FINDINGS 

Thia thesis presents the findings of a comprehensive enquiry into 

midwifery training · and practice. It uses the literature from a 

variety of disciplines and the results of a number of piece■ of 

original research to examine the topic in both breadth and depth. 

It set out to answer five questions and teat seven hypotheaea. The 

answers to the questions are found in the relevant chapters. . The 

results of testing the hypotheses are as follows: 

That there is one consistent professional position on the oonduct of 

Jabour and birth based on well-documented scientific evidence. 

A review of academic and professional literature preNnted in Chapter 
' 

Two exposes controversy and dispute in a number .of. major areas 

particularly those of: 

a) The uae of technoJoay in labour and birth 

b) The place of birth 



Few Iar•e scale replicated studies have been undertaken by 

researchers. Some, leas rigorously collected and more arguable 

findin•a, are presented by others. The atatiatica and lack of 

a•reement in research findings confirms disputation rather than the 

superiority of an agreed position on the professional conduct of 

labour and birth. 

That the increasing emphasis on the use of technolo1ty in labour and 

birth by professionals is supported both by society and scholarly 

analysis. 

A content analysis of popular press articles over a decade 

demonstrates a marked increase in the number of publications on 

Reproductive Health issues. This, together with structural chan•ea 

such as policy alterations within institutions, the establishment of 

Birthing Centres and the rise in Home Births reflect a chan•e in 

social values and expectations of birth. 

Studies by academics, particularly sociologists and feminist theorists, 

are reviewed and show childbirth to be a rapidly developin• area of 

enquiry and analysis. This directly parallels the increasin• use of 

technology and changing professional practice. 

That the procedures and practices surroundi,w birth are rituals 

independent. ol the or1tanization and structure of BOCiet.y and remain 

constant. as these change. 
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Sociologists studied see changes in the mana•ement and style of 

birth occur not just as a result of different economic circumstances 

but also as responses to changes in power and status within society. 

Feminist theories studied claim that our procedures reflect, 

demonstrate and perpetuate sexism. 

A review of anthropological literature of traditional cultures shows 

that, while the presence of ritual surrounding birth is constant, its 

mode of expression varies across cultures with some broad areas of 

similarity. It is evident that, when compared to traditional societies, 

interpretation of the meanings and assumptions on which these are 

based vary between traditional societies and our own. 

Within our own society, health economists studied describe changes in 

procedures and role responsibilities reflecting changes in economic 

circumstances of particular professional groups. 

Interpretations are various but consistent within the theories and 

explanations of each discipline. There is general agreement that our 

birth rituals are a social construction and reflect current social 

patterns and organization. 

That the responsibility of the health professional for the conduct of 

normal labour and birth in Australia bas been consistent. historically, 

and is unrelated to changes in economic and social circumstances. 
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A review of the historical literature ahowa well-aubatantiated 

agreement that the · profeaaional's role and responsibility at birth has 

increaaed •reatl7 since colonisation. Also a shift from midwife to 

medical ~ment in normal delivery which haa been accelerated 

over the 1aat twent7 five 7eara. There la dispute between writers 

on whether th•• chanare■ are baaed on medicine's superior ■kills and 

outcomes or retlect improved livin• conditions. The we1-ht of 

evidence support.a the latter poaition. 

That there are c.learl7 ·artbda&ed needs and priorities established tor 

the practice ol mldwivN .wft.b1n the Australian Health Care system at 

both a National and . state i.v.1. 

Original research ill uaed . tc, ·. ezplore the training, practice and use of 

midwives nationally. 

A study of State Nurae■ Reatatration Board documentation, reports 

and regulations olear17 . deaonatratea that in the majorit7 of 

Australian States no philoaophy, policy or comprehensive guidelines 

exist on: 

a) the role and function of the midwife; 

b) the relationship of -the role and function of the midwife to that of 

other health profeaionala; and 

c) the nature of traininc and numbers required to be trained to 

meet short and Jone term needs within the health care system. 

No professional bodiea or •overnmeilt bodies such as Department of 

Health have undertaken to develop documentation on a, b or c. 
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That the depth, quality and type ol education received by student 

midwives is substantially the same across Australian States and 

territories. 

The regulations and guidelines for training of midwives in all States 

and Territories are studies and compared. There are marked 

differences between some States with the majority clustering around 

a more comparable average. 

That the educational preparation of midwives is, in general, 

consistent with modern educational theory and methodolo1tY and ol 

stdlicient depth and quality to prepare midwives for practice. 

Three hundred and thirty-eight (338) Australian midwive■ who 

recently completed their training were surveyed for the adequacy of 

educational preparation for practice and future career plans. Other 

data were also collected. The results showed perceived inadequate 

preparation in some areas, most particularly labour and delivery. 

There was considerable criticism by many respondanta of their 

educational experience, a few institutions of the twenty-three who 

participated were notable as exceptions. More than half the 

respondants stated that training should be longer to enable atudents 

to work adequately aa midwives. 

That resources currently · allocated to the educat1on ol midwives are 

expended in a cost-efficient manner. 
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Research projects from two States are reviewed. They demonstrate, 

when compared to international standard and research, that excessive 

wastage of graduates is occurring. 

Chapters Three and Five present statiatical evidence from my own 

research sample and other research data and report■ which indicate 

wastage of educational resources is occurring in educating large 

numbers of midwives who will not practise or use their training. 

That the retention rates ot midwives with the protesllion are within 

acceptable limits and reflect the general satisfaction of midw1vea w1th 

their responsibilities and status. 

Four hundred and five (405) Australian midwives were aurve7ed to 

determine their perception of their unique role characteristics. Thia 

showed that the · midwife believes her role to be an active, analytical 

and responsible one despite economic, eocial and political ayatema 

that have diminished her statue. It is postulated that this aituation 

results in role conflict and dissatisfaction. Other evidence 

substantiates role conflict and professional dissatisfaction • . 

Nursing manpower statistics are cited to demonstrate \be ... e profile 

and wastage rates of the profession. Finding■ confirm wa■tage 

rates are comparable Australia-wide and the age profile demonstrate■, 

in general, a relatively young and inexperienced workforce. 
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Evidence exists, particularly from subjective comments of respondents 

cited in Chapter Five and literature cited in Chapter Three, that loss 

of control of normal labour and birth to medicine causes considerable 

frustration to a number of midwives. There is insufficient evidence 

in the thesis to be more precise or attempt to quantify the strength 

of this frustration. 

CONCLUSION 

The midwife's role in childbirth is crucial. It has been analysed in 

this work in a number of ways. Two models are proposed that 

synthesize the results of the analysis. These develop: 

(i) the structure of the relationship between the discipline and 

social event; and 

(ii) the relationship between the professional and the. person 

receiving the service. 

In the first her origins, training, practice and regulations link the 

discipline to the social event. The last three have the potential to 

do so more flexibly and more in keeping with today's social needs. 

In the second model the midwife can move from a position of 

alignment with the "dominant" group to that of mediator between the 

"dominant" and "muted" groups. She can become the bridge or 

translator between a scientific and a social concern because of her 

experience and knowledge of both. 
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Reproduction is not undertaken by a woman - to be treated or cured, 

but rather as a vital step in per110nal and social development. The 

social, emotional and intenee)y per110nal. experience of childbirth is 

not a stage for a profe~llional performance or validation. Women 

today do not really believe that childbirth is potentially hazardous 

but are quickly convinced ot .it J:;,y a model of care that emphasises 

the professional'& trainina and akill as happens with the use of 

obscure ritual symbola and lanaruase unnecessary if "Childbirth is 

potentially normal". 

Birth cannot be underat.ood in an iaolated technical sense. It is a 

human ritual which encollpe8NB■ individual and societal values, 

attitudes and patterna . of ~behavJour. The attendants at birth hold a 

special mandate and reapmia:lbility for the quality of human existence. 

If a midwife is unable to accept her commission to the full, society 

itself suffers. 
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